FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

upon the* muddy ground, and we soon forgot
all hardships and danger in a glorious, restful
sleep. In tlu* morning we were relieved, and

For 'hi- department brief suggestions, facts
and experiences are solicited from housekeepers. farmers and gardeners.
Address Agricultural editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]
The

mio-ehed

a small field surrounded
by the
dense forest. The storm had passed awav,and
the sun shone down warm and
bright through
the broken clouds.
Our wet blankets were
spread upon the ground to dry. Wo kindled
tires and cooked our coffee. As we were en-

Ensilage Question.

There are two sides to every question;
so there are to the
ensilage question. Mr.
('• W. Mills of Pompton, X. J., is one of
the lathers of ensilage as well as one of
is most earnest advocates.
Mr. Mills in
•January. 1882, says : “I kept last year
I2(i head of horned cattle and twelve
horses from Oet. loth to May 15th upon
Forfeits.
Disposal of Rubbish.
the product of twelve acres, without hay
sent
him
round the circle fair.
In the course of years there will accuThey
or straw.
I fed three quarts of grain per
To how before the prettiest there.
and
mulate
on
farm
in
every
garevery
day 1 gave about sixty pounds of ensilage
I'm hound to say the choice he made
A creditable taste displayed:
I den, a quantity of unsightly stuff, brokpel day, and it was a great mistake.
old
en crockery and glassware,
fruit and
am now lending hut thirty, and two or
Although—1 can’t say what it meant—
The little maid looked ill-content.
three quarts of grain per day.”
The tomato cans, worn out sauce pans, and
other wastes of the household.
These
His task was then anew begun—
Massachusetts farmers, recognizing the
To kneel before the wittiest one.
importance of Mr Mills' statements if can not be composted or turned to any
Once
more that little maid sought he.
true, sent a delegation to the farm of the useful purpose, and if allowed to be scatAnd went him down upon his knee.
the
make
tered
unabout,
surroundings
She bent her eyes upon the floor—
ensilage champion to investigate. The
1 think she thought the game a bore.
delegation returned and reported the fob sightly. One of the best methods of getrid
of
is
sueli stuff,
to dig a dry well,
(• w;ng. as given
by tilt- Worcester Even- ting
lie circled then—his sweet behest
and provide it with a cover too heavy for
To kiss the one lie loved the best.
ing Gazette:
For all she frowned, for all she chid,
-Mr
\
11. Thompson of Woodville children to displace, and then deposit all
lie kissed that little maid, lie did.
in
this.
such
rubbish
When
filled
in
three
was called u pop. and in
to
reply
questions
And then—though why I can’t decidestated that Mr. Mills lias two silos, each feet of the top take a piece of timber and
The little maid looked satisfied.
lo lcct long, built of masonry. The cattle
pound down the contents as compactly [11. < Kininer. in The Century “Brie-a-lirae.”
and
till
as
with
earth.
The
ic m such a condition that a Massapossible,
up
well tbus covered can he planted over,
.-etts farmer would lie prosecuted for
The Judas Iscariot.
,i\mg such cattle >(i his barn: some of and will answer a good purpose as a local
drain, while another receptacle can be
cm could hardly get
upon their feet.
I Sc UOO.NKl! POSSESSED OK A DEMON.
heifers two y eais old w liich made for further accumulations. [Ameri“She formerly showed the name Flying
•
::;4 think would weigh about 25l> can Agriculturist.
”
Sprite on her starn mouldin’, said Cap•muds
The stock evidently did not
The flower garden should he so arrang- tain Trumbull Cram, “but I had thet
::.wc more than half enough.
Out back
ed as to secure a regular succession of flow- gouged out and planed oft’, and Judas Is(he barn were a lot of apple trees with
cariot in gilt sot thar instid.”
ers -so as to have some kinds coming in
e bark all goim from them, from the
•■That was an extraordinary name,"
to promptly take the piacesof such as are
nimd :p to the limbs.
Mr. Mills said
out of bloom.
It this is not pro- said I.
passing
icsscil the nen scraped them too
"
attended to the garden will soon
’Strornary craft.” replied the captain,
-I
Mr. Sibley. ni Grafton, said he perly
ly
as
he absorbed another inch and a half of
look “ragged” and non-attractive.
In
niicd in know mon about those trees.
Europe people produce great effects and niggerhead. “fin neither a profane man
'1 I,.'mp.-on said he did not see any
variety even on circumscribed surfaces,by or an irreverend; but sink my jig if I
•gnawing the bark off the trees, but
the plants in beds to suit the don't believe the sperrit of Judas posses-aw tin
marks of teeth upon them. changing
sed thet schooner,
season, thereby tilling a vacuum and prelley, Ammi ?"
;.y thing he could learn about the
The young man addressed as Ammi
barren looks.
The ground for
venting
oi' i;,ct was that they filled 4(1 oneHe
was seated upon a mackerel barrel.
flower beds should he made moderately
:t can- with milk each day. one man
and rich by the addition of stimu- deliberately removed from his lips a black
'in", were milking 45and another55 light
lants in tinof compost or well rot- brier wood and shook his head with great
they seemed not to know exactly ted manure,shape
deeply spaded : if possible, gravity.
In
many cows they wcic milking.
Flic Cap'n" said Ammi, “is neither a
trenched.
the statement about the corn
o
or an irreverend.
What he says
profane
the square
A good rule in potato culture is to plant
lie mostly knows; but when he sinks his
M
I”: 'inp.-on -aii: he visited the
eaily, catch the bugs early, get early, jig lie’s alleys to be depended on.”
■
wkest he found
stout vines and have early tubers. Early !
Fortified with this neighborly estimate
■! >t. and
it averaged
potatoes escape the lust, and one bug of character, Captain Cram proceeded:
destroyed early is as good as a hundred "You larfat the idee of a schooner’s soul?
killed late in the season.
It you want l’erhaps you hev sailed ’em forty odd
A Curious Conceit.
large potatoes, don't seed too heavily. year up and down this here coast, an’
.1
!
.Allan llees of Phomixville. Pa., <>ne stalk in a hill will yield as heavy'a ’cpiainted yourself with their dispositions
■ i!
a plan by which nature is to
weight of tubers as half a dozen, and the an’ habits of mind. Hey Ammi ?”
bsci vii-nt to a want which has potatoes will be of much larger size.
■■The Cap’n," explained the gentleman
nccii supplied by a door
on the mackerel keg, “hez fished for fortyplate.
six year.
He’s lumbered and lie’s iced.
Brighton Cattle Market,
literally t find "tongues in
in
ne' merely make them tell a
When the Cap’ll sees fit for to talk about
WiaiNESDAV. May ;t.
A it*, ‘■nnt of -lock at market: < *;» 11 It*. bd.‘; sheep ;
schooners he understands the subjeek.”
aiiglu please the fancy, but to ami lambs, (>so<>; swine,
veals, 110: number
(plight before the cottage or the of we-lern eattle. 13ob; northern amleastern cattle,
".My friend.” said the captain, “a
i'.t
and inform the tramp and the
schooner has a soul like a human being,
Frier- <.f beef rattle F' loo ft. live weight, extra
mb
the name of the man who lives quality, $7 f»2la/j> 37
first, 87 00a7
second, but considerably broader of beam, w beththird, 8 -outi no; poore.-t grades
el for good or for evil.
I aint a-goin’ to
Tim Talking ( Ok" of the poet 8,; -•’><41’ "7
"f <'"ar>e oxen, i nil-. et*
8:> 7 .'•<«•* l-V
■.'I(.a a reality.
Mi Rees has disdeny thet 1 prayed for the Judas in TuesBrighton Hide.-, be F tt». Brighton Tallow,
'■■•red that the initial letters of our most 0 A* u7<• f tt>. Country Hide-, 7e F tt>; Country Tab day’n Thursday evenin’ niecTin’. week
< lit >kin.-, 12nl2 2e. F !b; Sheep and
1
imal e trees comprise nearly all the Lamb
alter week an' month alter month.
■'kin-, 81 Obu 1 7‘> ea« h.
S'
we alphabet, and can he
cite:
We quote sale- < 1
n
aim a-goin’to deny thet 1 interested Deaplaced 1 \V<*¥jking «»\<
pail* girth 7 t'!., " inehe.-, live weigiit ;»0U0 It.,
"■
cs :11
: cad as
con l’lympton in the ’rustle for her reeasily as the alphabet i pair
girth ft., t inehe-. live weight 2-H»n lt», $11'.;
thic-c
It was no use. my friend;
who
make
themselves
y
acquaint- 1 i*air girth ft., b inehe-, live weight 210u Ik 8 bin: demption.
Mil<‘h c.'ws—Lxtra, $.V»«ni; ordinary,
i v..:!. the letters the trees are intended
entlie Deacon’s powerful p’litions were
jo
i new mile!:
spring* rs, $l*«ti."). We quote saleclear waste.”
Fanners could have their row
•"prc-i'iit.
8-"d>; 1 srringer: $4.*»: I new milch row. 84b.
I ventured to inquire in what manner
lunp'd in groves along the roads 1 do, 8'H>. 1 do at 844.
\ eal Calves in fair demand at 4Lu(;iae F tl>, livt
■1.i■ ing
this vessel had manifested its depravity.
mi their property, with the
weight.
Ac "i
The narrative which 1 heard was the
>in cj> and Lamn-—Tho-e from tin- we-t were all
planting, and it would lie both
(.terc-'.: g and instructive to be able to owned by buteliers, and eos-t landed at Brighton. 7 stoi c of a demon of treachery w ith three
r >lu ep and Lamb-. >u.-‘2r F lb.
i\.■
Vjs 'C tti:
■ll
i
who "eenpies the promises w eight.
masts and a jibboom.
.'.o F' head.
>wim.— spring pig- -ell at 8I'lu* Flying Sprite was the first three;.g tlm planter'- name in his trees.
:>y
>hoat- at "i'c F lb. live weight. We.-tcrn fat bogMr. R"c.< iuaki s up the list of useful ell owned
master ever built at Newaggeti. and the
ny butehcr-, and ••■i-t. landed at the
and ornamental trees as follows:
.-lauglitor la-u-e-. from 7 .to.- e F lb, live weight. last.
People shook their heads over the
v~li
“No good can come of such
N.vru ay ^|»i*i*<*«*.
experiment.
« >, Pirn*«);ik.
i;. I*»« ♦•• l’.
“It's contrary to
a critter.” they said.
'■ ii -n
I\ Poplar.
;Fear Not.
Two masts is masts enough."
natur.
i>
<l>. (Jin‘r« itrv>n Black oak.
All ki'ir,«-y and in.nary com plaints, » j *. «-ial ly
1
P
K, lied Oak.
Tiie Flying Sprite began its career of
Blight’- di-ea-*-. diai-H- Mini liv.-r tr<>i. it--. Hop
i
1>. sassafras.
Bitters vv,:11 sur« :y and lastingly < are. ( a--exactly
base improbity at the very moment of its
EH.
I Tulip Tree.
iik<- your ow n have I*t« n uiivd in v our ow n neigh
H. U' i!
1
Horse« hestmit.
Instead of launching decently
birth.
borhood. and you can tind ndiable proof at home
>•••
i* :i r
V. Am. Arborvita*.
of what Hop Bitter.- has and can do.
jn:o the element for whirl it was design•Ii; .'
W. Willow.
K ■:(' t;• k;
X
oll'e. I f<
A young lady attending bulls and panic- should
ed the three-masted schooner slumped
Apple.
I.
m
’l
Yellow Beech.
have a female chaperon until she i- a'-!*- to eal!
through the ways into the mud and stuck
/. Pear.
M. Mi pi-some other chap her own.
there for three weeks, causing great exN I‘ MBKIP OH 1 *A
KS.
Epileptics must not think themselves incurable pense to the owners, of whom Captain
White Bine.
Locust,
until they huv e tried C 1. i'll ALIM-..
Trumbull Cram was one to the extent of
!h-"1 nut Oak.
7. Hickory.
Tilt* man who broke into an ale vault burst into
XN*i»il«• Walmii.
>. Chestnut,
The oracles of Newan undivided third.
bitter tiers.
Jk Walnut
Maliierry.
W lie <)ak.
i*. ( Vriar.
aggen were confirmed in their forebodFor treniulousiios-, vv akcluhic-s, diz/inc--, and
ings. "Two masts is masts enough to
lack of energy, a most valuable remedy i- Brown’s
M
id s, in contributing this idea to
sail the sea,” they said; “the third is the
Hardener's Monthly lor May. illus- Iron Bitters.
devil's hitehin’ post.”
“Come, gentle spring," -ay
the ourglar. a> lie
trate- t by an example, but our readers
picks, the lock.
(Mi the first voyage of the Flying Sprite
can pick
a! f b" r own names and try the
Cram started her for Philadelphia,
('apt.
Beauty
Regained.
1n
omrsp
ot
time
there
experiment
leaded with ice belonging to himself
The beauty and color of tin* hair may
-afelv
won id be >• me
irregularity in want of regained
by u-iug Barker Hair Rnl.-am, whicli i- and Lawyer Swanton :
cargo uninsured.
symmetry. : >r a V i wny spruce and a mueli admired for it- perfume.cleanliiies- and danIee was worth six dollars a ton in Philadruff eradicating properties.
tulip tree would scarcely harmonize.
delphia: this particular ice cost Captain
The man who stole a pair ut socks only n ok them
off to put them on.
Cram and Lawyer Swanton eighty-five
Novelties in Seeds, Bulbs, etc.
cents a ton shipped, including sawdust.
Ayer Bills contain no croton oil, calomel or min- i
A rect nt writer, speaking of the prices erai. Th**y are compounded of pure vegetable exThey were happy over the prospect. The
which have positive virtue-and al wav s cure.
>i
dimes paid for novelties f< i the gar- tracts,
Flying Sprite cleared the port in beautiv\ here cur
are possible.
ful shape, and then suddenly and silently
ci.. suggests that all reasonable
people
1 lie early settler—The good cooks who made tin
Went to the bottom in Fiddier's Reach in
s’m u!d adopt a. a rule that no peddler or
morning coffee.
eleven feet of salt water.
It required
:t .nt ; ant dealer n seeds or plants can fur“Their Naim* Is Legion,” may be applied to those
nish anythiugol value w hieh cannot be had
(tidy six days to float her and pump her
w ho die annually of Consumption, although science
has of late y ears sensibly diminished their number,
i
u well established seedsmen ami nurout, but ow ing to a certain incompatibil11 i- gratifying to know that IM.*. W -1 v u
Balaam i
se;
men: and when one of the former
pre- <>F Wn.nt hkkuv is largely instrumental in attain- ity between iee and salt water, the saltends that be has a novelty not to he had ing this end.
vage consisted exclusively of sawdust.
on her next trip the schooner carried
from or known by the general trade, you
Oleomargarine, despite it- high-sounding name. I
a deckload of lumber from the St. Croix
van a
once set hint down as a fool or a is butter fraud, after all.
river.
It was in some sense a consecratkna\ i. we may add that it is very doubtful
There are a number of eases in this vicinity
ed cargo, for the lumber was intended for
d there isan iustanceon record of a really
where gravel stone- have been passed without pain
by taking “Elixir of Liff Boor." It softens the a new Raptist
■ ■hoiee
t ii it. bower, or grain being intromeeting house in southern
stones so that they come away like sand. All who
New Jersey.
If the prayerful hopes of
duced to the public, except through the suffer try it.
the navigators, combined with the prayeragency of a regular dealer or expert in
"Short but sweet." as the old maid said when -he
till expectations of the consignees had
ieh matters.
This is not at all strange, kis.-ed the dwarf who was on exhibition.
it we hear in mind that there are thousavailed, this voy age at least would have
Deaf as a Post.
been successfully made.
ands of nurserymen.liorists and seedsmen,
Rut about sixty
Mrs. W..J. l.aiig, Bethany Out., -t; tes that for
both in this country end Europe, who fifteen months -he was troubled with a disease in miles southeast of Nantucket the Fly ing
the ear, causing entire deafness.
In ten minutehave abundance of means for purchasing after Using Thomas’ Kruinitir Oil. -he found re 1 sprite encountered a mild September
She ought to have weathered it
novelties and are cot stantly on the alert lief, and in a short time she was entirely cured and | gale.
her hearing restored. For -ale bv R. Jl. Moodv, 1 with
to find something new and
perfect ease, but she behaved so
worthy of pro- Belfast.
abominably that the church timber was
pagation and dissemination among their
There is on.* kind oi “raw material" that i- rather
scattered over the surface of the Atlantic
ustonieis.
A few years since a shrewd too abundant in New
England—the east wind.
Frenchman opened a store in Boston, and
Ocean from about latitude -It) deg. La
How to Save.
-vo' a
ipinutes to about latitude Id deg. .">() mindisplay of bulbs, roots and seeds
All hard worker- are subject to bilious attacks
A mouth or two later she contrivwere hung colored lithographs of most atutes.
which may end in dangerous illness. Barker'- (lintiaetive tloweis and lilies, which were ger Tonic will keep the kidneys and liver active, ed to go on her beam ends under a gentle
and by preventing the attack save much -ickne.-.-,
repiesent the jin duet of the 1".-- -I time and expense. Delay at such times land breeze, 'lumping a lot of expensivearticles tiered for <a!i
means danger.
A brisk busiDetroit Press. See other column.
ly carved granite from the Fox island
ness was carried on for a few
Batti i- said to guard herself carefully against
days and
((uarries into a deep hole in Long Island
the stock was cleaned out. Though in cold, she evidently doe- not believe in free sing. Sound. On the very next trip she turned
one uistai ee the bulbs y ielded
Scrofula and obstinate skin diseases vie id t*
deliberately out of her course in order to
flowers,
they were no more like the promised ar- A ^ Eli'S > AR^APA RI I.E A. Rheumatism hobbles Hina.-h into the starboard bow of a Norticle than a potato blossom is like a wis- off and goes to -lay. (.out ai.d neuralgia are routed wegian brig, and was consequently libeled
fur heavy damages.
and take their departure, leaving their late victim
teiia blossom.
u was alter a lew experiences oi tins
-miling and thankful for deliverance, impurities
of the blood are neutralized and expelled from the
A writer in the Boston Sunday Herald
that Captain Cram erased the old
n>.
name from the schooner’s stern and from
Dishonest butchers all over New system.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AVER'S SARSAher quarter, and substituted that of JuEngland, and particularly in Maine and
He could discover no desVermont, have been bleed ng calves by PARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any lias Iscariot.
degrees, in order, as they say. to give other. Price, .*1; six bottles for
ignation that expressed so well his con"more tone" to their Hesh, and, after
Shakespeare says, “llovv poor are they that have temptuous opinion of her moral qualities.
not
a patient less M. 1). say- William
She seemed animate with the spirit of
dressing them with extra care, the best, waspatienceand
right.
and those the least likely to be depurposeless malice, of malignant pertidy.
We Can’t Talk
tected. are neatly packed, and, along
She was a Heating tub of cussedness.
Without showing the condition oi our teeth. Every
A board of nautical experts sat upon
with good meats, shipped to Boston and laugh exposes
them. In order not to he u.-hamed of
the Judas Iscariot, but could find nothing
other cities.
A communication is before them, let ii— use that standard dentifrice, so/.o
Do.N l. which is sure to keep them white and spotthe writer, evidently from one who knows less. No tartar can encrust
the matter with her physically.
The
them, no (ranker affect
w hereof lie
speaks, stating that from one the enamel, no species of decay infest the dental lines of her hull were all right, she was
bone, if so/oDONT is regularly used. Ii i- a bolittle tow n in Maine, over Hit) per week of tanical
properly planked and cellared and calked,
preparation, and its beneficial effects on the
these Dot) veals are known to have been teeth and gums are marvelous, as it removes all her spars were of good Oregon pine, she
the gums hard and rosy.
was rigged taut and trustworthy, and her
shipped during the veal season this year. discoloration*, and renders
1ml 9
The communication also says that becanvas had been cut and stitched by a
sleep may “knit up the ravelled sleeve of care," <
tween ."fiHio and 4000 of them have been
tod-fearing sailmaker. According to all
but it won’t darn the torn stocking of povertv worth
and
a
cent.
March,
and
during
theory, she ought to have been perfectly
shipped
February
up to tlie date of the writing in April.
responsible as to her keel. In practice
Parlor Decoration.
The age of the hobs varies from 4 days to
Hoksf shoks, painted plaques and si nflovv- She was frightfully cranky.
Sailing the
kijs have each in its turn been the
:t weeks.
popular parlor Judas Iscariot was like driving a horse
but
are
now
ornament,
superceded bv tlieTv.Miio- With more vices than hair in his tail.
Rinf, which when tastefully decorated i< verv orniusi-:
i i.ants.—Jiust, insects,
ary namental. For lit teen cents* the Wheat Bitters (/<»., She always did the unexpected thing, exair. and over-watering are the principal 1‘*' Bark Place, New ^ ork, will send free a beauti
cept when bad behavior was expected of
lv;\>
difficulties house plants have to contend fully decorated Tamborine.
her on general principles. If the idea
Riches
have
wings, but the wings on the young was to luff, she would
with.
By arranging some light covering lady’s hat do not
invariably fall off;
fabulous
wealth
necessarily imply
to put over them while the room is
if to jibe, she would come round dead in
being on the part of the wearer.
the wind and hang there like. Mohamswept, and an occasional syringing in
SKINNY MEN.
the bath-tub, kitchen sink, or elsewhere,
med’s coffin. Sending a man to haul the
“Wells’ Health Rcnewer’ restores health and
supplemented by sponging the leaves of vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Debili- jib sheet to the windward was sending a
all smooth-leaved plants, this great enemy ty. $1.
man on a forlorn hope ; the jib
habitually
to plant health may be
There are forty Chinese watchmakers in San
kept under. Francisco.
picked up the venturesome navigator,
Watches are made to “go," whatever
[American Agriculturist.
and, after shaking him viciously in the
may happen to the Chinese.
air for a second or two, tossed him over“BUCHUPAIBA.”
In sowing orchard grass and clover on
A boom never crossed the deck
board.
Quick, complete cure, all annoving Kidnev, Blad- without
the same ground it is recommended to
breaking somebody’s head. Start
der and Urinary Diseases. $1. Druggists.
sow the two kinds of seeil
on whatever course she might, the schoonseparately, and
Texas boasts an animal which has features of
also to divide the orchard grass into two both
an ox and a horse.
Wonder how it enjovs the er was certain to run before long into one
parcels and sow it in two directions. This equine-oxial.
of three things, namely, some other vessel,
secures regularity in the distribution and
a fog bank, or the bottom.
From the day
“ROUGH ON RATS.”
prevents the formation of tussocks. Some
on which she was launched her scent for
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, Hies, ants, bedpractice dampening the seed, but this is bugs. skunks, chipmunks, gophers, loc. Druggists. a good, sticky mud bottom wms unerring.
not necessary if care is taken, and esIn the clearest weather fog followed and
The hardest rocks are made of the softest
mud,
pecially if sown as suggested.
just as the biggest swells are made from the small- enveloped her as misfortune follows wickest men.
edness. Her presence on the Banks was
In turning out cattle do not forget to
Sold Out.
enough to drive every codfish to the coast
give sufficient dry food.
Special Telegram to Henry, Johnson & Lord.
They should
qf Ireland. The mackerel and porgies
become accustomed to the change gradFreedomvillc, Ohio.—We have sold all those Lax- were
ter’s Mandrake Litters you sent us.
always where the Judas Iscariot
ve
They
Bi
ually and it should not be a shock to the universal satisfaction. Send us twelve dozen forth- was not. It was impossible to circumwhole system. Young grass frequently with.
,j. Wkkts & Son.
vent the schooner’s fixed purpose to ruin
The Rev. Clias. K. Riper, of Wakefield, R. i.,
produces scorns. Meantime don't forget writes "I have
If charused Iiaxter’s Mandrake Ritters everybody who chartered her.
that about the time you turn out your in my family for over two years, and as a result
tered to carry a deck load, shespilled it;
have
not
called
a
Physician in the whole time. Mv
cattle to fresh grass, you need some yourif loaded between decks, she dived and
wife had been an invalid for years, but these Ritself in the shape of greens.
ters have cured her.” Price, 25 ets. per bottle.
spoiled the cargo. She was like one of
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Newaggen. The Judas Iscariot,

was a

at

her deck scoured and iter spats
scraped till they shone in the suit like yellow amber, lay at the wharf by Captain
Cram's lish house. Since Monday the Captain and his three hoys and Andrew Jackson's son Tobias from Mackerel cove had
been busy loading the schooner deep.
This time her cargo was an extraordinary
one.
It consisted of nearly a quarter of
a mile of stone wall front the boundaries
of the captain's shore pasture.
I -‘calklet," remarked the commander of the
Judas Iscariot, as lie saw the last boulder disappearing down the main hatch,
“tliar’s nigh to two hundud’n fifty ton of
stone fence aboard that sclioou'r.
Conjecture was wasted over this unnecessary amount of ballast. The owners
of the Judas Iscariot stood up well under
the consolidated wit of the village; they
returned \vitticism for witticism, and kept
their secret. ‘‘Ef you must know. I'll tell
ye," said the captain. "1 bear there's a
stonewall famine over Maehias way
I'm
guin' to take mine over’n peddle it out by
the yard.” On this tine sunshiny Friday
morning, while the luckless schooner lay
on the side of the wharf, looking as bright
and trim and prospeiotts as it she were
tlie best pitying maritime investment in
the world, the tug l’ug of Portland lay
tinder the other side with steam up.
She
had come down the night before in response to a telegram from the owners of
the Judas Iscariot.
A good land breeze
was blowing, with the piomise of freshening as the day grew older.
At half-past seven o'clock the schooner
put otf from the landing, carrying not
only the captain's pasture wall, hut also
a large number of his neighbors and
friends, including some of the solidest
citizens of Newaggen.
Curiosity was
stronger than fear. "You know what the
critter air," the captain had said, in it ply
to numerous applications for passage.
“Ef you’re a mind to rosk her antics,
come along an' welcome.”
('apfain ('rant
put on a white shirt and a holiday suit
As he stood at the
lor the occasion.
wheel shouting directions to Ids boys and
Andrew Jackson's son 'I obias at the halyards his guests gathered around him, a
lair representation of the respectability,
the business enterprise, and piety el Newliaggen Harbor. NVur had the Judas
She seemIscariot carried such a load.
ed suddenly struck with a sense of decency and responsibility, for she came
around into the wind without balking,
dived her nose playfully into the brine,
and skipped otf on the short hitch to clear
'Tumbler Island, all in the properest fashion. ’The l’ug steamed alter.
The crowd on the wharf and the hoys
in the small boats cheered this unexpectedly orthodox behavior, and they now
saw tor the first time that Captain Ciant
had painted on the side of the \esscl in
conspicuous white letters, each three < r
four feet long, the following legend :
THIS IS Tin-: S, ilDUNKK .H'I)A> ISi VKIoT.
n.

is

—

i.n l. in i;

a

m um:

i•.i.i. 111.

critter, you !

Get anil be darned to ye!”
This, the only occasion on which Captain Cram was never known to say such
a word, was afterward considered by a
committee of discipline of the Congregational church at Xewaggen; and the committee, after pondering all the circumstances under which the word was uttered, voted unanimously to take no action.
Meanwhile, the fog had shut in around
the tug, and the Judas Iscariot was lost
to view.
The tug was put about and
headed for home.
The damp wind chilled everybody through and through. Little was said.
The contents of the demijohn had long been exhausted. From a
distance to the south was heard at intervals the hoarse whistle of an ocean
steamer.

“1 hope that feller’s well underwrit,”
said the captain grimly, “for the Judas’ll
never go down afore she's sarched him
out’n sunk him.”
“And was the abandoned schooner
heard of?” I a.-ked. when my informant had reached this point in tire narrative.
The captain took me by the arm and
led me out of the grocery store down to
the rocks.
Across the mouth of the small
cove back of his house, blocking the entrance oi his wharf and fish-house, was
stretched a skeleton wreck.
•Thar she lays,” he said, pointing to
the blackened ribs.
“That’s the Judas.
Did y e suppose .-lie’s sink in deep water,
where she could do no danger
No, sir,
not it all the rocks on the coast of Maine
was piled onto her, and her hull bottom
knocked clean out.
She come sixty mile
in the teeth of the wind.
When the tug
got back next mornin’ tbar lay Lie Judas
Iscariot acrost my cove, w ith her jibboon
stuck through my ketehen winder.
1 say
schooners has souls.”
ever

Maine

Fisheries.

Tin census bureau has

publish) >1 u summary
nf tlic statistics "f (lie sea fisheries of Maine,
prepared by K. Kdward Kuril of the fish com-peeial agent. In hi- letter transmitting the statistics to l’rof. ..|e, special agent
in eliarge oftlie tisliery investigation, Air. Kuril

mission.

Mi) : From an examination of the tallies, it is
found that, if the oyster industry lie neglected.
Maine ranks second only to Massachusetts in
tile extent and v alue of her sea fisheries. The
following figures show flic extent of tic tishing
inti li sts of lie state, in so far as they relate to
tin- sea fisheries: IVrsons employed. 11.071:
vessel- employed, tiiHi: tonnage of same. 1,703.ito.'i: tishing boats, bon; capital dependent on the
ti-h'-ry industries. s3.37b.!i!M: pound- of sea
products os they come from the water. 202.04s,
44b: value of sea products as they conn from
the o atcr. Sl.7tto.Mb; pounds of sea products
after 1'iing prepared for tin- market. 110.122,ots: ldianccment of valtuvin process of preparation. Sl.s23.32b: value of sea products in
marketable condition. $3,014.17s.
A similar statement for the river fisheries,
a- shown by
Air. Atkins, would tv: IVrsons
employed, ibid: capital dependent, S7S.30S:
pounds of fish a- they come from the water.
4.730.211: pounds of fish in marketable condition. 3.7bl.l*n; value of river products as sold.
$I2.*i.o40. liy eoinliining the tables of sea and
river tisln rii vve have the following totals for
the fishery interests of tile State:
Persons
employed. 12.002: capital invested. $3.4b4.302:
pounds ot tishery products as they come from
tin- water. 2oO.77s.Ob3; pounds of tisliery products in marketable condition. 1 lti.blti.22o: v alue
of tisherv products in markctablccondition.sci.73b.224.
The 12.002 persons are all that call he considered as actually engaged ill tile fisheries or
in pn partition of tisliery products, and lienee
are the only ones included in the tallies, but, ill
addition, a large number are engaged in transporting tlie products to tiie larger markets, in
building and repairing tishing vessels, making
and repairing sails, manufacturing boxes, barrels and call' for packing the catch. This class
should be considered if vve are to have a correct
impression of the fishing interests of the State.
A rough estimate would place the number of
people employed in l hi- way at 2.boo. making a
total of over lb.000 directly and indirectly engaged in the work. Assuming that b.000 of
tlies, have families averaging 4 persons (a wife
:.nd three children) depending on them, and
that 3000 of the remainder are persons largely
dependent upon their own resources, we have
a total of 48,000
people, equal to about 7 per
cent, of the total population of the state, deriving a considerable portion of their support from
the tishery industries.
1* should not lie forgotten, however, that
many of the fishermen mentioned above arc
not wholly dependent upon the fisheries fora
livelihood. Some of them have small farms,
from which they derive a considerable income
while others "ship" on the coasting vessels or
find employin' lit as mechanics or laborers on
shore during those months when the fisheries
cannot lie advantageously prosecuted.
This is
especially true of the river fishermen, who, as
a rule, iisli only for a
few weeks or months
during the height of the season, after which
return
to
their
farms
or their shops.
they
The value ol'file tisliery products in marketaide condition is shown to be $8.73b,g24. This
is a-far as accurate statistics will warrant u>
ingoing, but it must not be forgotten that the
cost of the products to the consumer is greatly
increased in various ways, chief among which
arc the transportation charges and the profits of
the various middlemen who handle them. A
low estimate of the increase from these sources
would he S3.oi)i>.( 100, \\ Inch, added to the original
\ aliic of the fish, would show a cost to the consumer of nearly $<;,7bo,utio.

Hour alter hour the schooner bounded
along before the northwest wind, holding
to her course as straight as an arrow.
The weather continued line. Every time
the Captain threw the log lie looked more
perplexed. Eight, nine, nine and a half
knots!
He shook his head as he vvliisered to Deacon Ply mpton : “She's meditatin’ mischief o’ some natnr' or other."
Hut the Judas led the Pug a wonderful
chase, and by half past two in the after
noon before the demijohn which Andrew
Jackson's son Tobias luul smuggled on
board was three-quarters empty, and before Lawyer Swanton had more than
three-quarters finished his celebrated
A
farm Lesson.
story about Gov. Purinton’s cork leg, the
schooner and the tug were between lilty
The high tarilT "ii silk good' is one of those
and sixty miles from land.
arguments which the free-trader selects to show
Suddenly Captain Cram gave a grunt the injustice of the protective policy. So long
of intelligence.
He pointed ahead, where a> little or no silk was manufactured in the
I'nited^Statc'. the tariff was a tax added to the
a blue line just above the horizon marked
prici of the goods simply a tariff
a distant fog bank.
“She smelt it an' importing
for revenue laid upon an article of luxury. Toshe run for it,” he remarked, sententious
day the silk industry is not extensive, but in
the branches of production to which attention
ly. “Time for business.”
Then ensued a singular ceremony. has been chiolly devoted, the best results have
been realized. When the American manufacFirst ('apt. Cram brought the schooner turers
began to make ribbons they experienced
to, and transferred all his passengers to
the greatest difficulty in get ing them upon the
the tug. The wind hid shifted to the market. They were stigunti/ed as “domestic
trash.” and it was >nly by supplying special
southeast, and the fog was rapidly ap
colors that tlie\ obtained favor. Such favor
preaching. The sails of the Judas Isca- have American ribbons found during the past
riot Happed as she lay head to wind, her few years that they ire regarded as the best, in
bow s rose and fell gently under the intiu- the market. The result of the prosecution of
ence of the long swell.
The Pug bob! ed this branch of silk manufacture in reducing the
price was shown by Representative Hill, of New
up and down half a hawser's length away. Jersey, in his recent tariff speech by the prices
his
and
crew
aboard
of
a ten-yard piece of No. b
Having put
guests
grosgrain ribbon of
the tug, Capt. Cram proceeded to make the same quality each year from 1K72 to is si,
were as follows :
which
every thing ship-shape on the decks of the
schooner.
He neatly coiled a loose end In 1*72.$3.00 In 1ST*.$1 28
In 1*73. ‘2.50
In 1*7‘.». 1.2*
of a rope that had been left in a snarl. I n 1*74. 1.50 In 1880. 1.2)
1.20
He even picked up and threw overboard In 1*75. 1.05 i'll 1881...
i .05 In i.**2. |.20
the stopper of Andrew Jackson’s son 1Inn 1*70..
1*77. 1.50
Tobias’s demijohn.
His face wore-an ex111 I'.i leu-yarn pieces ot No. rj satin and
pression of unusual solemnity. The peo- gros-grained silk rilihous sold for sd.To. Since
dale the manufacture lias been largelv inon
the
Unit
tug watched his movements
ple
and although the tariff has remained
eagerly, but silently. Next lie tied one creased.
the same the price has declined to sg.on.
Mr.
end of a short rope to the wheel, and at- Hill is one
of those practical men who hold that
tached the other end loosely by means of men should be convinced
by facts and tiguivs.
a running bowline to a cleat
upon the <'onsi-ipiently.be look to tfie House several of
the
silk
handkerchiefs which our home enterrail. Then he was seen to take up an
prise is producing in such excellence and \ ariet y.
axe. and to disappear down the compan■•Tin re," said lie. holding up a piece of
goods,
ion way.
Those' on the tug distinctly "is a handkerchief that is
selling in the market
heard several crashing blows.
In a mo- for s.s cents, and ten years ago we should have
had to pay from ijci to S2.0O for these goods."
ment the Captain reappeared on deck,
I here has been no change in the tariff on these
walked deliberately to the w heel, brought
I goods, hut under it American capital, enterprise
schooner
the
around so that her sails till- and skill has created a
competition which has
ed, pulled the running bowline taut, and made these goods cheaper and better than they
fastened the rope with several halfstitches were ever known ill this country. And yet the
of the free-trade theory of assumparound the cleat, thus lashing the helm, champions
tion still maintain that protective duties enhance
jumped into a dory, and sculled over to the price of manufactured goods by nearly the
the tug.
amount of such duties.
[Iioston Journal.'
..

Left entirely to herself, the schooner
rolled once or twice, tossed a few bucketsfull of water over dancing bows, and
started off toward the South Atlantic.
Hut (’apt. Trumbull Cram, standing in
the bow of the tug-boat, raised his hand
to command silence and pronounce the
following speech, being sentence, death
warrant and funeral oration all in one:
“I ain’t advancin’ no theory to ’count
for her cussedness.
You all know the
Mebbe thar was too much fore
Judas.
an’ aff to her. Mebbe the iniekerty of
the vessel’s in the fore an’ aff, and the
vartue in the squar’ riggin.’
Mebbe two
masts teas masts enough.
Let that go;
bygones is bygones. Yonder she goes,
carryin’ all sail on top, two hundred ’n
odd ton ’o stone fence in her holt, and a
hole good two feet acrost stove in her
belly. The way of the transgressor is
hard.
Don't you see her settling?
It
should be a lesson, my friends, for us to
profit by ; there’s an end to the lougsufferin’est mercy, and unless-<>, yer
makiu’straight for the fog, are ye? Well,
it’s your last fog bank. The bottom of
the sea's the furst port you’ll fetch, you

Maine

Census

Statistics.

The census bureau publishes the following
table of •‘scIccImI statislics'* of the population
of Maine: Total population. (!4*,!I3(1; natives,
■'>!ifi.o,7.3: foreign born. 5s,ss3.
White. Colored.
Maine.5111,371 1,541
Massachusetts.
25
10,(141
New Hampshire. 0,410
IS
New York.
17
l.sls
Itliode Island.
524
2

Pennsylvania.

Connecticut.
California.

..

All other natives.

514
512
244
21S

1,035

s

5

i
234

Foreign
born.

Canada.10,(1875
New Brunswick.13,055
Ireland.13,421

_

England.

3,71(1
Nova Scotia. .'i,;YT4
Scotland.

Sweden.
Herman Empire.
Prince

Edward Island.

OSS
f>88
:w;r>
283

Wales.
All other foreign horn. 1,401

_

_

_

A north of England paper
speaks of a young
farmer who‘*nm rapidly through his property."
His property was an open field. He wore a fed
shirt and a hull was in the wake of the voung
farmer.

The

Republican State Convention.

Sketches

THU EA8TPOHT SENTINEL SAYS

SECOND

The call for the Republican (state Convention
is in this paper to-day. Jt is a cordial invitation
to all who desire good government, an honest
ballot, and a fair count.
The Greenback delusion drew several thousands from the Republican ranks.
Many of
these saw their mistake in l.SThand 1SS0, and returned to the party which was the outgrowth of
the sentiment of equal rights for all men, and
w hich ill peace and war, lias ever been true to
that sentiment. The men who left the Republican ranks from principle, and not from selfish
or spiteful causes, must have seen that
they
have only given a hope of life to a party which
false
to
and
false
to its counproved
humanity
try. and which has been ready and willing tiny
time in the past twenty years to adopt am issue,
however narrow, degrading, and unpatriotic,
which promised a temporary success,and induing this it has stultified itself many times. It
opposes to-day a measure because it thinks opposition will bring votes to it. it advocates the
same measure to-morrow for the same reason.
Its policy is based not upon what is just
and right, but upon what will bring votes.
The record of the fusion party in tliis State
since its existence is not calculated to win the
confidence and support of fair-minded nu n.
Nothing so disgraceful in the history of the State
has e\ er occurred as the Gareelon reign. Law,
precedents, courts were disregarded, and Gareeloii and his 'oimeil were a law unto tliemselves.
Tile} on 1} lacked one tiling for temporary -uceess. and mat was the essential quality of courage. They planned to succeed at wliatev er cost,
but they lacked the courage to carry out their
plan. Gov. Plaisted seems to have no higher
purpose than to oust Republicans from office
when lie can put Democrats or Greenbaekers ill
their places, and like Gareelon he hesitates at no
act, how ever illegal or ill-aih ised, that gives the
slighted hope of success.
re..

i...

....

:....

...

.1

select candidates for Governor and
Congressmen who will he acceptable to the
There
must he no forcing of candipeople.
dates by would-be candidates themselves, or by
their friends, against the will of the people.
The candidates must till he men whom the people will delight to honor. We hardly need say
that candidates must be satisfactory to the temperance sentiment in the State. There is a large
number of temperance men in the State who
have been and are Republicans, but who will
not stultify themselves by voting for a man fur
an important office w ho is not a temperance
man.
It will lie folly to nominate a man for
any important office who is obnoxious to the
temperance men. for he will not only be surely
defeated, but his nomination will weaken the
whole ticket.
We trust that Republicans all over the state
will realize the importance of this convention,
and will lie represented in it by their wisest anil
best men. We urge temperance men especially
to attend the convention,and see to it that gooi'l
and true men are put in nomination.
A

tutus'TOOK

liEPEltl.K AX SAYS

I'he call for the Republican State( 'invention,
published in this issue, contains a clear and explicit declaration of the principles which will
govern tile Republican parte in tin-coming campaign. These principles make up a platform
broad enough to hold all citizens who love their
State and desire that its interests should be promoted. \\ hat patriotic citizen can ask for anything better than that "the purity of the ballot
and honesty in its count." be secured: that
populargovernttient be "unobstructed by Executive usurpations:" that the independence and
integrity of the .ludieiary be maintained: that
a safe and sound currency for the people lie
guaranteed: that our national industries be encouraged and developed: that our laborers be
protected, by wise and judicious laws, against
theeheap labor of Europe; that American shipping and ship-building be encouraged: that
popular education and temperance be promoted
by suitable legislation: that public affairs be
justly, economically, and efficiently administered'; Surely the principles above enumerated
must commend themselves to the heads and
hearts of all good citizens "whatev er may hav e
heretofore been their party affiliations." and
surely those principles, announced and championed by the Republican party, will be crowned
with victory at the close of the hot political battle which is soon to take place.
THE

A

I. VIS TIMES

s

VY

Tin call, which has been published, invites
all citizens of Maine who believe in “a reasonable encouragement and developmt lit of our industries and protection of our laborers against
theeheap labor of Europe, bv vv ise and judicious
laws" to unite in choosing ilelegates to the convention. This is a wise invitation, based on a
noble idea. If the right of Congress to protect

manufacturing capital against foreign competition is conceded, its duty to protect free labor
against the competition of foreign servile lybor
is imperative. Mills, spindles and forgi
of

iron are not of more cnnse.ptonee than bones,
blood and muscles of humanity. Dollars and
cents itivi sted in steam are not of greater nmSei[UtTlee t b.iil tile Cod ill 111.til that eolltfols it.
The wealth of the few manufacturers deserve
less consideration than the souls and bodies ,,f
the thousands who contribute to its growth.
|
Call

Upon

House.

Mil. Km iok : Tin'l l1 years ago, arenmpunii il
by my daughter and her friend. Miss <K. 1 railed upon the poet Longfellow at his home in
Cambridge. On my card 1 announced myself
as a resident of ( amden and a graduate of Bowdoin.
lie cordially received us into his library,
remarking, as lie did so, that <'amden was not
an unfamiliar place to him. as la1 had on one occasion enjoyed its delightful section and had an
old friend resident there. William 11. ( oilman,
his school-mate at Portland and subsequently
college-mate in Bowdoin.
As he invited us to seats. I said that we had
merely ealled, as admirers of hi- poems, to take
him by the hand, but not to intrude upon his
time. With that graceful simplicity of manner,
so characteristic <>f the man. ho said :
"But 1
cannot permit these young ladies to leave without showing them my mansion.
They will lie
interested to see the rooms once occupied In
(tenoral and Lady Washington." lie then took
us over his residence, pointing out and explaining to us hi- favorite pictures, statuary. Ac.
Learning that the ladies were interested in
music, he said lie must show them his portrait
of Liszt, the great Hungarian musical composer,
remarking in a prefatory way. that the lirst
time he saw Liszt, lie entered tile room holding
in front of him a burning taper lighting up his
face as represented in the picture.
He then
thought it was one of the most bewitching faces
lie had ever seen, and so expressed himself to
his friend, who had arranged his meeting with
Liszt. His friend, appreciating his enthusiasm,
had the portrait painted for him lighted up as
he first saw it. To give better etl'eet to the picture. a small, full length portrait. Longfellow
lighted a jet of gas and gave u flic full expri.
sion of a truly fascinating, though not a handsome face.
My daughter remarking to me.«c(» ran : "This
is too gn at an honor." Longfellow, hearing her,
naively enquired: "To whom?" ,s|ie replied,
"To us. of course." "Not so." said lie. "for I
deem it equally an honor and pleasure as well
to have my readers desire to see me."
1 told
the poet the y oung ladies had remarked as we
were coming that Longfellow alway s seemed to
them like a mythical and not a real person.
"Well, you see that 1 am quite a substantial being if I am a poet,"’ said lie, "and this reminds
me of an
Knglishman once introduced to me
who said lie had alway s thought of me as having lived and died about t’le time that Washington did."
Before we left, he invited us to try his birthday chair presented to him the week previous
by the school children of ( amhridge, with which
lie seemed particularly pleased as it was made
from the old horse chestnut tree beneath which
“The village smithy stood."
He presented each of the ladies at parting a
small bouquet of flowers, selected and arranged
as he chatted with them, and gave me as a souvenir a quill pi'll made and recently used by
him. This reception, so cordial, simple and enthusiast ie, we all appreciated as a delightful surprise, the recollection of w hich w ill, like sweet
odors, long linger ill our memories. This is
not given as exceptional or a matter of personal pride, hut as one of the many similar displays
of that warm and graceful hospitality so illustrative of the character of him so recently fallen asleep.
[T. 1!- S., Portland Press.
It is not often that the. New York Sim has

a

good word to

say of any of the advocates of
temperance; tint having recently published a
communication from Lewiston denouncing ex(Joy.

Dingley

ance

cant

the next

as

md

“the great

hypocrisy.”

apostle of tempereditorially says,

it

day:

That does not describe Mr. Dingley at all.
Hi’ is one of the most prominent advocates of
the prohibitory system, but at the same time he
is one of the most moderate and reasonable. He
indulges in argument rathe r than in cant, and.
so far from his being a hypocrite, there is not
the slightest doubt of the absolute honesty of
his opinion and the absolute sincerity of his expressions on the subject.
It is a mistake to suppose that the real leaders
of the prohibition movement, whether in Maine,
or in Vermont, or in Kansas, are fanatics and
fools, it is grave injustice to assume that they
are hypocrites. As a rule they are honest men,
with opinions honestly thought out, working
with energy and ability toward an end which
they have distinctly in view. In Maine they
have accomplished a great deal—a great deal
more than can be accomplished in the nineteenth
century by any set of hypocrites dealing in cant.
Prohibition is still an experiment. It is proper
to criticise its workings and closely scrutinize
its results. But the object of the experiment
in itself is enough to secure respect for the motives of its honest advocates.
The entrance of a big ship into Salem has
caused considerable continent. Salem used to
have big ships sailing upon every sea, but now,
alas! she doesn’t sail ’em.

SIN.

It was

Griffin with orders for him to take his division
in nn the double quick and till the
gap made in

a

A dense forest covered

Walter O. Morrill.

The

officers shouted their commands. The
weary
sprang into line. We caught our guns

a

from the

eighty

descend

would be formed.

< >ur ('olonel
gave tin* order,
into line!" and we quickly formed upon the er< >t of the hill.
It was an exciting moment. The rebel line was advancing in
plain view down the hill on the other side of

rods from the

“By battalion

a

exciting

an

the stream.

and

dangerous task. We advanced on a
quick through the woods, across tields

bands

kets crashed with awful force. Tin- hill itself
as if with fear.
The rebel line came
t*> the stream, hut could coin* no farther, and

Wild grape vims, thorn hushc.

shivered

and a thousand obstacles impeded our way. t Mr
clothes were torn into shreds, and blood Hawed freely from our lacerated flesh. Tin enemy
would occasionally make a stand and tight, and
the minie halls would fly hack and forth in a

lively

A number ot men

manner.

thrown hack. Gen. Chamberlain's brigade
right gallantly advanced and occupied
the position from which Grawford's division
had 1) n driven, and the fortunes of the
nn

edge of a large field, [t wa.- now past noon.
Heavy tiring was heard on our right, both musketry and artillery. It was hut a short distance

■

the union of tie- -tai- and

encountered the enemy
Foi in hour we listened with much anxiety, and then the order
for

came

advance.

to

us

and

We crossed the tield

.Literature.

Hnsl'iti: I

we

mile, we

is thi-

them very closely. Suddensheet of llame in our front.
went

dozen shells ale.w

a

main where

we

Main of

our

said

nu n

wounded In for*

were

Ml

got out of the range of the enemy's gum.

rcbei-,

carried off the field,
cowards for

falling

pleaded

us

witli

lie called

was

little skirmish line

back from the enemy, and

charge

upon the

were

relieved and returned to

soon

We found that our brigade had not
engaged, but that Ceneral Chamberlain
with his brigadi had fought a sc\'*re battle with
the enemy on the lioydston Plank Koad. He
had carried tie ir position with heavy lo--.
Cen. Chamberlain had gallantly le i his troopin tle ir charge, lie had been slightly w umded
and had rceci\ ed n al ly a dozen lmllets through
his clothes, our brigade wa* sent to velic\e

Many

shells

Soon there

just

heads.

our

of our

range

earful

was a

front, and

our

a

roar

in
ni

»e,ire

streaming through the air just

came

above

in

The enemy had an excellent
W< halt'd while our

position.

officers endeavored lo ascertain the strength of
tin riii my’s position. which they soon dCeo\ .ted

ry strong, and could only h
with great lo>s of life. and after dark
withdraw n.
was

1

mber

remi

hile

carried

v«

w«

wen-

\v«-

very sad event that occurred
then* under the enemy 's

one

lying

were

gray' haired soldier cam** down along
the road where our dead men w* iv scattered
\

I

within tile reach ot alls oin the priia-s \ ar iup
in the several forms fromtSets.. in om volume,
nefaso. Ftilits hinilimr. to s-j.:::, in
sols.. FI/,
s it- edition, half litt-ia
hiinlinp. it also forms
a

part of tile lir-t volume of tin
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every ss here by tin- jiulili'h'Ts, to win 'lit ar,1 offered very unusual indue' meiit' and facilities.
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so
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position

upon the right of tin*
fortifications from which we had hi-t fall-n
a

hack, and halted in
ment formed

buildings.
<

a

It

open field,

our

regi-

part of the I in* beside

-ome

farm

was

an

o'clock at

ten

now

night.

ireat masses of black clouds ob-cun d the sk\.

and the darkness
tifications**

obeyed.

was

intense. “'Throw up forthe order given, and quickly

huge barn and out-buildings.built
logs, were torn down ;md piled up

and upon these we threw an «-nonnoii- quantity of earth, and soon had a comparative!)

strong line of defence.
We

all very tired, but had a jolly turnNear tin* barn there

were

in building these works.

deep

was a

well

the darkness

we

carrying

were

<hoiilib-v<_ \!

Suddenly,

Two of

u-

great stick of timber upon our
chum was carry ing tie- foivino-t

a

v

end. while 1

had not noticed it.

staggering along

wa-

in tie

r*

ar.

word of warning, the forward end of the timber came to the ground. It
was

without

I

loudly

w

hen his voice

the

see

called his name, and to

depth-

came

hack in

of the earth.

1

companion.
my surprise,

my

reply, it came from
quickly made n»\

way to the scene of disaster and found him in a
well twenty feet deep, and up to his ears in water.
An alarm was gi\< n, assistance quickly
arrived, and

last succeeded in

at

wo

At two o’clock in the

out.

works

was

completed.

fishing

morning

The rain

him

the line of

w as now

pourour blankets

ing down in torrents. \\Y spread
upon the dryest spots wo could find, and laid
down to sleep. Daylight dawned cold. wet.
and cheerless.

'Thick, heavy mists enveloped
they gradually cleared away we saw

As

us.

the rebels advanced line entrenched upon the
field in our front, souk* eighty rods distant.
Theirs were light defenses and evidently cover.ii

"i

>

ni-i-i

ours

in

anil

sat

we

other

until

in the
late in

mini ami

looked

the afternoon.

at

elicit

At

four

advanced and carried the enemy's
w orks by assault, they falling back to the woods
beyond. We then moved to the right flank for
a short distance, and formed our line to
charge
A skirmish line was
upon the rebel works.

o'clock

we

thrown out
us

upon

It

us.

pared

was
to

in

with

advance.

artillery.

The rebels

evident that the enemy

receive

us.

The

opened

Shells fell all around

cliargy

w as

was
not

pre-

made,
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reeordinv tin
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vessels under Kill tons

-:

For

vessels of

Hit) and not exceeding gun tons. s:i: V'-eh nl
exceeding ton toils. *4: and for
vessels nil r too tons. sb. And it wipe* ,.iit the

gun and not

charges for entering
in the coasting tr:nh

or

eh iring \ e**‘ I- engaged
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Tile rain continued to fall ill great quantities.
There was no tiring between the hostile lines,

;

usual amount,,f >-oetrs.

a

dark that I could not

so

'.-tititr

ry cl hail. Sat 16 In' Iteviess : with instalment of
: ml
I', libels." am! tin
Belli n. "Lady dam

filled with water. In

partially

Tin

uart,
\

Maikipasiair. I'cmpi Bar: Fn'tiotiiie <e olopy of
India, and I’m iotis( "i-ai. Nature: Tin- Futun
of Fiipdisli Humor, and Prophetic Misanthropy.
Spectator: >d> 1 Notie -.and Am In r. hand a "Vs
Journal; ( otintry Lass y ers. and I'ln l.a-l Fu-

was

'The

of hewn

Maemilhin:

eon-

Turks,

,,,

,1 rl'radii ion, 1 ami IV

a

groan he -at down beside a dead body and wept
as if bis heart would break.
It was
father

rimy

May iith

liritisli '.Uiart' ily I! vi'-sv: Inii111
l.tUei :i ot' Itoln mill. Modern Ic \ i,■ \v :

-"iial Memorials of -Inn,'

son.

'■

eiopedia of
shfjirtly
ippM.r. Tin— ,lisale by diterpri-inp booksellers,

svhi' h is

He was evidently in search
upon tin* ground.
of something.
At last with a ii art-rending

mourning for his

I'.Not |S|[ Pm,.

I'HK

ii!

and

le ss

a

lying upon tie-ground. 'The
evidently fallen back upon a. stronger
line (,f works, in rear <»f those earned by < humberlain.
We advanced cautiously ahum the
road.

The

eharminply beautiful, asvell as wonderfully eln-ap eilition of
rirn's
l.nrper History "f the Ftipli-h 1’ ople," now in
(•nurse of publication by Tin- t'seful l\no\vlrd<rr
I’libii-hinp (New York, is most deservedly
tiudinp a place in thousands of home libraries.
No history i- better svorthy of
place in t s en
the smallest library. and. thoiiph form "fly published by the Harper's at -I", i: i- now easily

dead were

narrow

KN's lltsTottV

I'll!
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the woods

an

upon that
of pcr-i tui-

draw n.

the tield of buttle.

across

of

dc-ipn-

have

been

advanced

who Iia

or.

I hi other eharaefer-.pood and bail, all "f w lmni
a spi rial mission to perform, are
skillfully

our

command.

wc

law

ultimately di-eoser- the ~eeret of
hi- birth and aehiescs tin "tiler ami hipln r amhitions of hi- lib i- s ividly and alh etinply told.

of battle.
Wo

in town. In- Iia- im-um d the dislik.

principled

and liosv he

our

1) Is' line

ri

ut

r>

family and who resorts l- a seri'
tions in order to pet him out of the way. Tin
-tors of how he evades the plot-of hi- diems

1*.

put him down, and with

to

ily

miserable

u>

Hi

of

ha- heeoni''
tin

blanket to carry him hack. H<
upon
much excited, and was determined not b

merits

of liis parentae'e
KtsMn tin- fact that In
a srreat fasorib with a
Wealthy fam-

rani'e

and laid bin:

a

that

brought

•.

abra\e young fellow l’n-iu Massachuseus. Mi.
We would not i a\t
shot through both legs.
him in the hands of the

tin-

public as bripht.
nothing need in

aditip

r*

helpful

ruins;

eonei

Mr. il:,nd*s liooks are

-'leas-.

and

Tin

Prltibonr Name. Ini-

tine talents and nob!*' character, who has been
tii' in : roupli fiirmer's family in ipno-

wo

<>n

Tin

-.

folly To rerapidly back.

we

ai'at

a

This

the \ if series.

n'

well known to tin-

A. Kami.

Price, sj,05.

( o.

Story.. save tlia it is. in tin-'' 1 -t" t fully
erpta! to its predecessors. The main character
of the story i- Arthur Manley. a \ -atm; man of

It would be

Were; and

A

ml valui

interestinp

We had reached the enemy's liin
of battle, and a heavy infantry tire was also
opened upon us. It wii' of cours-• impossible
to advance further.

set,-'

snor'd
so

heads.

our

f.otlirop

*

first of tin1 -crif~.

following

ly there was a
Whizz, crash, bang!

By Kdsvard

Armmn: Fin.shi t.

rushed upon them. They gave us a
skirmish lire and then fell hack fora half

heavy

stripe-.

An Ou» Privatk.

and found the rebels in the wo< ds on the otic r
side. The roar of battle on on: right inspired
us,

eared

were

transpire within the next few hours -events
tliat were destined to he death Mow- to the
Southern >•(»nfedera< \. and also t
perpetuate

knew that cur division had

wo

Our wounded men

for: the dead weiv burieu; and we w« !•■ -oon
preparing for tin1 startling events that were t<»

mile, and halted on

a

the

from us. and

restored.

wen-

followed them for

"e

our

day

both sides

on

as

i»n

killed and wounded.

were

Artillery had gone into position
throwing shells over our heads. The
played. Tie* cannons roared, imrim;--

and was

somewhat

and ravines.

hill in our front, cross Gravelly Hun,
< limb
the hill upon which our line

a

and then

parallel line
We had not gone far before we
came in contact with the enemy's skirmish line.
We received orders to drive them hack upon
It was

rushed
We soon **n-

reached a crest of land overlooking
Gravelly
Hun. It was a good position. The rebels must

with them.

their line of battle.

right tlank

the

by

of conflict.

scene

e

countered the broken fragments of the retreatin? division, closely pursued by the rebels. We

we broke
camp a detail was made
for men to go out as thinkers, and I was named
as one of them.
We penetrated the thick forest,

and formed our line some

aeks. and

s

towards tl

Soon after

column of troops, and moved in

by the tailing hack of the third division.
bugle notes rang out. ••/<(// i,, /«/.' i„.** rpi,(»

men

large portion of the country, broken here and
there by small clearings. There wire many
ridges of land, broken and ragged with rockand deejj ravines, through which rushed and
roared deep streams of water.

double

line

our

rough country through which
we passed, and our advance was
necessarily
slow. Our regiment was commanded by < ol.

tire.

Longfellow.

awful tide was

Broke camp ami
Dinwiddle Court

we

moved in the direction of

w

A

NUMBER

cheering

dismay we found that the
rolling towards us. We instantly understood it< meaning. The rebels had
charged upon our line and was driving it
hack. An orderly came dashing back to Gen.

Life.
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his, and
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the 29th of March

< *n

It must

THE

of Army

was a fearful roar in
mile away; cannons, musall mingling in one terrible

a

\nd to our

roar.

the trick mules which, if they cannot
otherwise dislodge the rider get down
and roll over anti over.
In short the Judas Iscariot was known from Marblehead
to the bay of Oh. lent' as the consummate
schooneration of malevolence, turpitude
and treachery.
After commanding the Judas Iscariot
for live or six years, Captain Cram looked fully twenty years older.
It was in
vain that he had attempted to sell her at
a sacrifice.
No man on the coast of
Maine, Massachusetts, or the British
provinces would have taken the schooner
as a gift.
The belief in her demoniac
possession was its firm as it was unit ersal.
Nearly at the end of a season, when
the wretched craft had been even moro
unprofitable than usual, a conference of
the owners was held in the Congregation
al vestry one evening after the monthly
missionary meeting. No outsider knows
exactly what happened, but it is rumored
that in the two hours during which these
capitalists were closeted certain arithmetical computations w ere effected which
led to significant results and to a singular
decision.

dinner there

our

front less than

our

■

■

mile or more to the left and stacked

a

guns in

our

shall he made he

indorsement'

on

Indorseuienl*

on

manifests

for

and

or

granting

a

eertith at
the

*jnc

a

charge
or

for lieen*e*

or

k

the *anie. imr for

receiving
permit on

no

of enrolment

certifying

eerlitied manifest

the arrival of

a

li-

censed vessel, nor for reecit ing a eertitii d manifest or granting a permit on the arriv al of a

registered
meree

subject

vessel.

\o ve**el engag'd in ram-

with the Dominion of Canada shall lie
to

tonnage,

tax

>r

duty,

nor

shall

con-

sular certificate* he l'eeei\ ed from such Ve**e|*.
Instead of the to cents per month a**-**im nt
now collected from tin mariners or owners of

we returned to the rebel earthworks we
vessels engagedexelusiu Iv in the eoasfingtriide
just captured, w hich we made as strong as or in tishing, this hill directs that tin re shall he
possible, before dark our skirmishers were collected go cents a month. In regard to this
Dill Senator < linger, on behalf of the committee,
driven in by the rebel line of battle, which was
advancing to recapture tin line of works. A reported that the fees chargeable to vessels
battery was sent out to support our regiment. have been largely increased in number and
The guns were placed right in the line of bat- amount during the past go years, while the
value of vessel property and its earnings have
tle. and were heavily charged with grape and
eannister. On came the rebels with a deafening gradually decreased: that, while in coastwise
cheer.
It was fun to have them advance. Our trade vessels are compelled to compete with
infantry and artillery opened upoiti them. It railroads, the former are loaded down with
was only for a few moments.
Their columns government taxes and the hitter hear none;
were not heavy enough to withstand our tire,
that the carrying trade between the Cnited
and they were driven back, leaving a number States and the Dominion of Canada is almost
of prisoners in our hands. We presented a
entirely in Knglish bottoms, the taxi imposed
singular appearance at that time. We had been upon the American vessels excluding them from
lying flat upon our faces in red colored mud any participation in it.

and

had

*

that

now

covered our uniforms: our hands and

faces were black with

burning powder;

our

clothes were torn, and we did not much resemble the regiment that had moved out of camp
at

Hatcher’s Run

only

two

days before.

We remained in those works that cold,

frosty night.

Our wet blankets were

damp,
spread

The law permits you to lish for trout now.
hut it does not guarantee that you will catch
any. However, it does not prevent you from
lying. [Somerville Journal.
Parson Newman has carried tin income of the
church of which lie is pastor, in New York, from
seven thousand up to twenty thousand dollars.
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The thirty-tilth annual session “t th«* Fast
-Maine 31. F. Conference met' with the 31. F.
church, in W tildohoro. May ‘Id. Bishop F. (*.
Andrew s, of New York, presiding. About one
hundred ministers of the denomination were
present, officers were elected, and the regular
bu<im -s proceeded with, Three sessions w< re
held daily, in which great interest was nianif --i« d.
Sunday morning service was held in
the ( oiigregational church on account of the
extra room.
At nine o’clock Bov. F. F. Crane,
pastor of the Congregational church, welcomed
the Conference to the house b\ a few remarks.
A love least followed for an hour and a half,
Bev. S. H. Beale presiding. At lo.:io
m. a
sermon of gn at pow er w as preached hy Bishop
Andrews.
Afternoon services were held in all
iin churches in the \ illage, and pulpits in South
\Valdoboro wen -upplied by tin <’onferenee.
Dr. Bcid preached at the Congregational. (Mi
Monday the usual resolutions were passed, and
Bishop Andrew s announced the following ap-

pointments:

Ilant/oj District.

Palmer, Presiding Flder,
P. <>. Address, Bangor.
Atkinson, '-outh >ohee,
and Milo,
v.
VV. (
Anderson; Bangor, First
church, Theodore Ccnisli. Bangor, t nion street
\. Fldridire: Brewer and Fddington. X.
church.
<•
Axtclle. Bi’ownville, (
A. Plummer; JJowerhank. Williamsburg, and >eln-e, V \\ l'owle; ( or
inth and F. Corinth, supplied i»x s l‘ Page; ('astlc
lliil and Maplcton, -upplied 1>\ N. Kearncx ( armcl
and Levant, supplied b\ (’. F. Banghoat'; Dexter.
" \\ Marsh; Dover and Bear Dill, \
P. Wardwell. Danforth, Wi sti'ii. and Bancroft. M. D. Milha
Dixmont, Plymouth, and .Jackson,-Tinling:
Fxeter, ( oranna, and Met .-on. " Firm nd: Forest
City and Topslield supplied by d. W. Price, Fort
Fairfield and Caribou’, Fit-ha’ Skinner: Duilford,
Sangerville and l’arkman. F. Brown; Houlton,
llodgdon, and Finneus, \. A. Lewi-, Uampden,
A.
Townsend; Harmony ai d Wellington. sup
plied. Haiiicsville ami 'P-lunkus. supplied by I.
W
Kilgore. Hartland and >t. Albans, supplied:
l-aCrange. Bradford, and Are vie, -upp :■ A 1*'M. >mell. Lincoln and Mattaw aniki a-. F. A. Bragd o n, Montieello and Littleton. F.
\. (Hidden,
M'U
Merrill, Dyer Brook, and Smyrna, -upplied
bx lb F. Manton. Monroe and Newburgh.
supplied
by 1 A. (> 11!d Newport, Palmyra.and Detroit,.F
IF M
WiiartV: < >r n<». I pper >iillw atcr, and
ea
c. F. F. ll.in-eom;
Patten and '-In rniiin. F. 11. <>.W.
T. .Jewell; >pringti« In, ( arrop.
good: Pittsfield,
ami Prenti.-s. supplied by D. < .odPv; ; Winterport
nd

'Me'-

(,

H.

Outlook.

The

PI.AISTEU'S REASONS FOR NOT

GOVERNOR

EXTRA SESSION.

The Port laud Advertiser lias published a li*tteT from (inventor I’laisted to Hon. .1.11. Drnmmbnd. giving reasons for not railing an extra
se ssion eef the'
Legislature.
He- says In' has carefully considered the matter. ami lie1 thinks the* apportionment of 1S7I
has not expires! by limitation; that the Legislature-own lias not power to repeal the apportionment until a new one is made, because they
won lei thereby take away the right of suffrage,
vv liie h i- inalienable.
He' eiti-s several decision*
el' tin' So; err me- Court to sustain bis views.
lie says tin* constitution provides for tinenumeration and apportionment, and does not
elirci-tly require* apportionment at stated years,
but at periods of making enumeration. Nosulh
I'liumi ratioii lias bee n niaile or
provided for.
[ bis enumeration must be made exclusive of
t'orcigueTs not naturalized and Indians not laxe el. and In- cannot see how the State can have a
constitutional apportionment while disregarding
-o plain a pros i-ion.
It is no answer that it habe e n elisri'gariii'd in tin* past.
I util ree-eutly the foreign population was not
large enough to affect the leasis of representation, but now i-. A eenMis is not re quired for
this purpose', but a simple ascertaining, at trifling xpe'ii-e. of the immlier of tile excluded
i'Im-s. lie* i- satistied that the people elo >iot reijtiire xe-liisions on tin-ground of expediency,
ami thinks people will suffer no incouv i*niciH'e
lev voting onee* more in old familiar districts.
it woulel lie agreeable to eie-et Congressmen in
districts rather than on general ticket, blit this
i- not important enough to warrant the-e xpense.
Hut tin most important e'onsideration is that
tile' people have .iu-t decided in favor of bii'imi'al
-e-sion*. ami tin ilerision should be* respeeti'd
In the' executive.
Till'-'' interested ill till* tlllllllHl SCSsjoilS WOllJll
raise1 the e-rv that biennial sessions had prove el a
failure*, ami most likely the de-feat andn*pealof
li'form without a fail irial.
He* admit the gravity of the danger, points out
if tow 11- slioulei elect ivpresentativc- not aeetiriling to tin* e >le 1 u | > | >e' rl i< *111 in 111, anil tin v slioujel
e'laini -eats. I nit Governor and Council would
-luimion those who appeared I'leeteil.
according
i" tin' la-1 apportionment, -till they might in-i-t e*n tin- right to seat.-, and such issue1 might
ml in anarchy, lint this is not due to want of
apportionment, tint to the pernicious vie vv which
make a man judge in his own ease and invites
a double* Legislature.
Xu new apportionme nt ran e xe mpt from that
'e-e r. Truly tie e'.xi'eutive might
gainsay such
a right.hut t!ii ii in* would he denounced
by me
-i'i- as a u-urpiT. and if 1 rented a- such, force*
would he lvepiiri'd to settle 1 he* is-m*. unles- tin
■ xe'i utiw
-iioulel think best not to allow tin*
guv 'Timii nt to In Alexii'anizeel.
l'i'oiii -iii'li danger no apportionment can protect, and tin only remedy he sees is the rc-cnactliu lit of the i'i*i>f*ai<*eI statute of lstKIorthc
n*pudiat ion of the' e lot-trim* that a member without -timmoil- who appears to claim a -eat is
/.,•;«<( mr,<
e lit itlei i
tee ei|iial eons ii |e ra t ion vv it li a nn-nil ee r
'V 111 * lee- a -UII111IIII1-.
In other words, that a
mail e aii judge Iii- own ea«eeven if tile* eleei-ion
Uiveiiv I'S tile* pe*ae*e* of tile* state'.

(.eoj-ge Pratt. W« -t llampd»*n,
Trihou. chaplain l nit- d sialriplii’d
e.av
11 ampden
(Quarterly ( onferenee.
kinnd District. B.
Ana, Pressing Fi nr,
p"st oilier addre.-s, poeklaitd.
Bo-»tKbay. -v F.
Han-cwm. Bremen and Hound Pom’,, supplied bv
M Smith: Bristol. M. (,. Pre-eott. ( amden, li.
*
"'Owi'iil'. China and W in- low, applied bx ,1.
(
1 mib, ( iinton and Benton. C. F. springer;
«
u-inng and '-outn Waldobor *, > >. uro
Damar
m
tta and
B. Dunn. Dre.-dt in 1
l>
Mills, <
Hand1.
Fast Bo<.jhba\ ami -"iilli Bri-n !. < I
lla.-keil. Fa-t Pill-ton ami Whitcfieid. u. 'Tyler.
I i-t \\ ,n-l-a\ and Branch Mills, supplied b
F. W.
Mixon: Frieiiil-liip. F. H. Tuunx >iiH',-: <,**orge'"W
and Air w-ic, (
IJodger-. Kn »\ ami Morrill,
I *- <»a 11.;n : VI •utvill,- and Palermo,
sintpdcd bx
" d. ClitbM I. N.-rih and Fa-t \ a--albor-F. H
:
P Miton N. rili and Wr-t \\ aldoln.ro.
-applied bv
Bi' kim*ri
Pit!-ton ami Chei -ea. (r p. < hadwiek:
lb" k la ml. (
\. southard ; Hock port. W
I < ha
ir-m-Mii. J.
P. >imonton: sheep-cot
Bridge,
Ill e.ia IMI.H le PARTY IN VVAl.OO rol'NTY.
'n lb (rabud.
'Uflipoi-t, fJ. H. Baker. —nt
C mumMo)
b
M
Mitchell: Tnouiastou. \inmi
I he i’re -gre "i o' Age* objects to our statement
1 1.' o
1 I,n-n, s. n, !•„••(!.'
( riitx ami 'Troy.
A
tliat tin 1 >1 moeratie
of Waldo lias svval'lor.den : \ a--aliior *. < r*
Hill am! I.’ix r.-id< 'A
B. T. Idi id g
it
Ain a 111.ax cii. supplied ; W aldoboro, W. ! lovvi'il tin (in iiik party of that county,
-o
F. Brown; Washington,
ticked in Issd vva-ay-: "Tin*
pplird; Ud-tporl. -up
\\ illd-ol T lb Pell t e<
not a I u nine-ratio ticket.
-;
I'ti'd
Wi.-ea--e| -1 T.
It was divided: four
<
e-t tile
roshy Woolw icfi, B. B. Byrne; DeorgvA.t raw
! e '' I T— Were feel' Haitl'Oek, :llld tlllVe' feel'
ford.Cliaplain l nit.-d States’Na x <
|,-n 'iuattesHe ave r.
W hat has
in Waldo
IX
eonlerei'
:<
'-t -ne, tran-1•■rre-1 n
Maine
is. that tie Ilemneratie ami Greeiiba<‘k
t‘
an 1 -tati<un d at Farmington.
liave united in He ir eoliveiitions a- well as at
/'uc/:si>..r' District. .1. p. \N ,* xx ’J. p|.
tin p"!l-. anil have niiieie eomniou eau-eF. !• r. po-t olln-e mldres-. Fd-\x oria.
\ddi- i: am'
( euterx;: !:•,
tieI
more' nor le-s."
WeHepiiliiii aii-:
supplied; AhxamKr, ( raw ford ami
•**
litlel till' V eeli eef 1S-II put lloWtl ill till' Yi'lll* Hook
Bm k-p. rl. A .J. ClitVord
p( id K P «.ar Inei
ta-i and V >n i'port. x
1. IJbnx : Bar 1! a
r.
a- follow-:
Gartield. J74*: Haiie-oek. :iM-:
•I- II M..
Bm kspor: <
titer, supplied: ( nt<
\\ oavor, ±.*1.
If till- ela—itieation of the eoinaid *-" n t !i < had i._i")i. -I. Biram: < 'a-lim- and \V« -t
"l Hi
'i ar Honk he correct, a* it un1 *'■'
Ben ‘b-rof. ., <, \\dusi'-w : ( oltnnbia Fall.- and <
1
e111!ete■
i-.
tin
<ire'i'iiiiae k strength a-sliown
*
ei{y
'U|1
I 'F >
( uT
r, Dax hi Smuh
t aiai-, .<.
the Weaver vote- indicated that if tie* parte
"
Da
D- er I-h
P. <
Bim-kwo,
|. ,-i Back-.
bail ioH iee e i) -wallowed lev the Democrat- it
!" ‘ft MIA < m dim I. -Upplied bx
»■.
Dax;-. !\\. llnd'"'
xv.-rt!i. 1
bad ill.4 with a woeful
Fa-t >Anix an ami <.onld>-hire* 1S7S. in
V*
ABaIdwii!. I -t >1 icl.ia- ai i W itm
vv liieh y e ar it mounted in Waldo to
-up
votes.
x
I- F ’-mit
d‘i"d
Fastport. W H William-,
Hut vv notice iii e'oiiiiei'tion witli this great vie
i- imuj.A- and >• a.i:. P, m
moke, ( A. Mine. 1- rank ! e r a-, of tin* (in-enbaek vote that
the Dem-iii
am
sullix .in. d. il B« :■ n tt : Harrington .a
ra’i
vote at tie -ami* time' nu t with a
( herrvlield. d
A l< \.aud« r: 1 nin e. -npt> ii d bx p
lu re
In
e ast
is.s
it
M- " :1km-. Millb-.i :g,lent
1144
votes,
and itt
d ,’m
jti
i-se,,: i- e-iedited
bins, \ ;*'\au*a r Pr n-m a
.•
tile Yiau* Hook with eastMi;
p .1, \[ ,«.
B. Pa
>>:- *'f>
I lie reasoualile eiuielu-iou from the se
ec.
Orrington. (
V
lb "k-\ in.-,
m. i into!
Id nd' rok« A. .?. I.- k
!: :- i- that vvliat tie- Give nbai k
party best tic
b:*it
lb': in-!'M! a d Cliar.oip
\t. {- Bridgham
Democratic party gained, or. in othe r words.
F. .1. Han
•'ear-port and Vaa',
-o.rrx
-j
He
li.
nioi
.-wallowed
alnio-l
tile* e*nlh
i
‘C 11. ( r '\ Ioi d. Jnd >xvau
l.-lam I,
t iv (iree-iihai'k party of tin*
county.
ul amt ( rani n
r 'l’piied ir. .1 M !Mn-rt- Id
'Hu IV eliUlhtli— were* tlirei- tile ii on tic llanisl-'. .J. s. \
'Trentor,. -upj■ !i d; \\ -tley,
II- H"7, e h e ieeral tie ki't vvho Intel been Iiivi'iihaok.ark. hapda n t
J'be
Ya
Mini■ <x\ n,
M
I
fs. inil
we ito Haili'ix k iu-t ae.pt
'l.-.iae < d.|i;.A. i.i e s.ojiij r\
11 !'•
Bm-kspoit a n.irr- :\
vy re -1 lie- f-*111 Di-moeTal- on tic !icke-I.
cufirem-e.
I I ail that tieke't be-e 11 e lee'ti'e 1 in XoVelliblT l-SO.
a
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iaii.-party
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they
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Fdward < »*liri n. Tlionia<t«*r.Y for, most
busim-s* uiaii ami om of !n r most distinguish* d
i’ /* li'. d:- d at his r«-s|d» -m*«-«.51 Wh s*t \j:iin
tturdax aft* moon. at 5.do .■*,•!.„■ k. Mr.. »*Bri* n
xx;.v horn in Warren. M«
.Inly *24th. IT''::, -.m!
xx. a,: 1 cons,
tjimntlx be **>!» x >-ai*s old. m\t duly.
At th* time of hi- d* atli. la
\va> |»rj-x if,,,
'•ni' >i -hi,.-builder ngag, d in tie a,"iml bmldiiigm the l liited > ale*, he having tin tiuifo r
part, in hi* ship-xard. to build a ship his
.■'/ nr. He amass, d a iarg-- fortune. in this industry. and x\:is probably tli- largest individual
'hip owner in thiseoimtrv.
n.*i’la -wind, ,>f
ten ships. I.ides an interest in *,.ni. oile rs.
In
eoinmeivia! <ircl>-s he was known tie- world
«-xer. and !ii- word worn
d in both hemilvsj.,
spheres. 11 11:1 i 11 l,o:
d with plans uf
political trust : ha< served ,t- a representative
in Ha- I. gisiature. both from Warren and Thomastun. and sotll,. three 11 this in tie- "’am >, nab
lb xvas tie* lirst 7n*« sident -.f tiet.eorge* \
tioiial Hank, and held tie- jiosjiion unlil he r<*sjgie d in I'.!*.
II- xx a* om of lie- first din-ctor* in tie- Made
Telegraph • -..and has Inid
f honor and tin*’,
many other position*
lb
a
large owner .,f real estate. iM Hoston.
Hrookhn. \« u
York and tin* torritorx of
1 >akota.

11;’ll*

..

e

very vote would liav

I be io\\ or shaft hoi 1 s,- of tie St«-wa:*i mim in
Him hill. x\as burnt Friday night, a! half
past
iiime.oek.
it contained an engim
and the
prt 1r- and office of the coinpanx were kept
hei-e.
1 here wa- a blaeksmi’h shop in niinicction with the shaft house.
Kverything of importance XVa* 1I'laeksmith tools, j ap, is, cn‘Ye.
1
he
total
loss
was
-jm
prohabix sp.Mio.
The shaft was about pm
deep.
1 !I'1 Htlaml League held a
meeting Mllldax.
aid v* r\ properlx d'-nouiu*ed the murder of
I-• *f* 1 ( a'endish. P.ishop Htal- x. in remarks
previous to his sermon. Mimlav. called it a foul
lit 1 .shameful murder.
Wanv-ii i I a thorn, a prondm-nt
shipbuilder
■iiid owner, died at Hath Mburdax at'- nmoii.
age, 1 7*2 \ears.
F: iali Morse, w hile wrking on H.
Kennedy
x es*, ] at Waldoboi
A 1 ".
Thursday. had all
apoplectic shiM’k fl’olll the effi <1 of which il< «U« «1

Saturday evening.

hall past txvo o'euck Muniax morning :hc
i-'eble tenement hoime on Lisle street Ho,-bland
•'XX lie,! and
orcupied by W illiam Haskell and a
N,their
1 r: tvn»*wp xvas d- stroxed by tin-together with
shed. The furniture w a< *ax, d. Tinh 's is esiimaie-i at >duOo:
insured for slouu.
I* 11 r cow*« and a hoi*se in t !i<- stahj,
W(-reivs,-iiedt
I'in adjoin:ng double te1K uient owned h\ Hlls'.rod t lay and oceupi. d by H.Wliitel.ou'se ,nl
apt. lilioades was damaged, and tie- jiorch
'•iiriH d.
Insurance s:{oo. whieh oxer* th< U**.
h«- tin*originated jn the she.I.i aim, unkm wn.
divorces
were granted at th late 1 rm
Fight
«•! tin- s. J. Court in Lincoln cmmi x.
Andrew Jarvis. a travelling' salesman, well
known through lamtern Maim died at his i,nn,e
in < hcrryfield a few davs since.
The Judge Of Prohat»* l.a> ruled that eertain
interlineations u_ tin bodv of tin will of tIn]J,m*\ AY. Longfellow*, should
by right have
been put in tin* form of a eodicil and that
prox isiinis made in Ihe
same should h<
annulled.
Among tin* be,jue.st* allectcd bx this decision i>
om- of .so.nou p, tin
poeps brother. Saimn-l. of
Portland, which will
accordingly revert to tin*
’ii' “f the deceased. Tin v.
however. will carrv
out the intent of Lie will.*
( liester S.
Cunningham, convicted of the mur1 rol Harriet F. >j»ragiie. x\;is ><-]it<‘!i(*ed. at
< ala is.
hy Judge I kuib.rth of t In* supreme «,.urt,
W edm-sday. to liard labor in tin* state
pii-m.
at I lioniastoii. foi* j he tefuj <>f his
natural !if,-.
1 In .Maim ( entral is m>xv
sj\
riiiining
freight
tiaitis per day from Portland, or an
aggregate
of about 1*20 cai’s. and re,-civ,
from tin- ast
about the same amount of freight for Portland
and connecting roads.
A!
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dropped dead,

frmn his chair, and ivn-r
sev.
my—even rears. of Temple,
dead
in lie- Held. Thursday.
dropped
Mi—Mary B.. daughter ofCypt.' II. Baird* n.
'd Bath, was taken with coinulsious, i-‘rida\
morning, while dressing, and died immediately,
aaed
she yvas appai*. iitlv in
perfect Iiealtii.
Mr. I-.. II. J.lweli.id tie- I *« >r; iand
Traiiseripl.
was on tie- street.
Thursday. lie is stili fe. 1,1,
trnin tie etfrets of In’s kite sever*' illness, hut is
gaining strength every dav.
Whiteiaw ib id is writing a life of tie- Hon.
lames (iiliespie Blaine.
Messrs, Burleigh A- liodwell of the
Bang
I’ arm \ assailioro*. have
disposed of their entire
herd of Polled Aligns cattle to a
gentleman
1 trgely engag'd jn fanning, near < hieami
Mr-. Augusta L. Tahor, as a wife, has instituted a ... the District < ,*url in Denver,
1 oh.
against Lieut, (imvrnur II. A. \V. Tahor.
charging him with infidelity and desertion, anil
petitioning for s.bti.tiou a ymtr for support and
maintenance. The parlies wore married in Augusta,
gist, Is.'iT, removing from that
•'itJ lot olorado. wlieri Air. l abor has aveiimuiated a colossal fortune and achieved
political

Itoade*. aged

January

distinction.
<
apt. (i. I“. Cochrane, of Augusta, yy ho was
severely wounded at the battle of Antietam.
'sept. 1»til, isog. has just received from government his arrearages of
pension, amounting to
SJ.OSfti, and is to draw sib n month, in the fttl

it re.

The Commercial estimates litis season's ice
crop on tin Penobscot as ls‘),.bOo tons—about
•let average cargoes. Half a dozen ear,roes
aggregating about S.'HH) toils, have been shipped.
Fin- broke out Friday night in the emtmclin"*
room of the Cumberland
Paper .Mills. ,,f West,
lirook, owned by S. D. Warren A Co., of Boston.
Considerable damage yvas done. Much
paper stock and eight paper machines were
spoiled. The loss is Sib.mm. Tin mills are jn-ured in the Massachusetts Mutual. Work was
resumed Saturday in all the rooms
except the
enameling, iln* Presuinpscolt mil!, adjoining,
is

uninjured.
Monday night,

in a New York
boardinghouse,
i apt. frank it. Ames,
aged fifty*, a prominent
ship owner of Bangor, shot and' killed his wife
while sin* yvas sleeping and then shot himself
through the head. No motive for the terrible
d'-ed being known, it is thought lie was
temporarily insane. He left his ship in ill health in
January last in the Strait of Funda and joined
ins yvife in New York three weeks
ago. They
appeared to be an affectionate couple. Both
bodies will be taken to Bangor.

tte-.-n ea-l for Haueoek.

I'l'-siMy

tie Age may convince tie t.reiiibackers "i W:iMo licit tlicit- partv -till ha- a
name and an
vist.-nre separate from tlie I>• 111eeratir i arty. lmt if there i- such a
partv in
Waldo enmity, il i- composed of those Who
"h'd for W eaver in lssfl.
1’hnse were the mils
(.re. iiliaekm- who stuck to their t'ag anil
organization. They are the only ones entitled
<o lie ealieii Green backers
to-day. The rest
base been decoyed into tlie Democratic
party.
I lioii-ands of Republicans were
caught in the
trap spread for them, lmt whether thev
intend te n main in the Democratic
camp or rein™ to the old Republican
party, which has
generously ins ited them ill the call for the State
oiisi niimi at
I’urtland to unite again with
their tnnncr Republican associates, remains to
lie seen.
-one of them, we are assured, will
consent no
>o be cheated
>">>g<
by tie- tricks hitherto plavti|'oii them by t be bourbon Denuicraey.and it
is highly ]iroliahie that tile number‘will be
ywell d to thousands before election comes.
Kennebec Journal.

,•

IN (il-iNl- l: \I-.

pledged

ini-

i.i:i:i:miack

i-laifcipm.

and compromise should have been tried before

resorting

to coercion, arbitrary arrests and the
of troops.
And mild measures having
failed and the bayonet having been substituted
there could have been no

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address <>i papers changed, must state the
Post office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.
Administrators, Ex ecu t< >rs

and

slip

Republican State Convention
in:

m

D

in

CITY IIALL, I*OIi TLA XI),

Thursday, June 15, (882.
AT

11

A.

O’CLOCK

M..
candidate lor

h\»r the purpose of nominating a
(.overnor, and lour candidates lor Representatives
in ('ongress, to he supported at the Sept ember election; and to transact am other business that may

properly

before it.

come

The basis of Representation will he a* follow*:
each city, town and plantation will be cnlitled t"
one delegate, and for each seventy live vote* cast
for the Republican candidate for (.overnor in 1»(>
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of tort)
otes, in excess of sc\ nty-live vote-, an additional

delegate.

The state Committee will be in ses*ion in the receplion room of tin* City Hall, at nine o’clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose of
receiving .lie credential- of delegates.
All evi/ens (.f .Maine, w halever ma> heretofore
have oeen their parly atlllialions, who believe in
the purity of tlie be.!lot and honc*t\ in it* eounl in
popular government unobstructed ».\ executive
usurpation*; in an independent and honest judiciary, w hose judges shall not in* exposed b» the as
saults of partisan hatred and revenge, in a safe
and sound curremw for flu* people; in a reasonable
encouragement and development ot our industries,
and protection of •■•nr lab"ivr- against the cheap
labor of Kurope, h\ wise ami judicious law.*; in
efficient measure* for the encouragement of \meri
can shipping and *hip building, in popular education; in temperance; in an economical, just and

•tUcient administration

— ■ i— ■

■■■11

nnd

Demagoguery
(lovcrnor

l.«

w

ing class prcjudict
istic

appeals

to

and the making of communvotes in the coming cam-

seeun*

He has much to say of hi> “neariie** to
the people." and si\> that if lie m r« -elected “it

paign.

■

I,

[Democratic K.vehange.

governin'.

• temoeratie
contemporary i- taking couragy w it in nil cause. |i is the "proliibitorv partya party organization vv hicli east- about gnu
'"ti -. that
lia- called tiiis Slate convention
I lien- a,-, from m.ooi) to lnn.onu
prohibitionists
"
Mam,
probably T'i.IKJO in tin Repulilieaii
'""I it is hardly correct to sav that tlie
l,:"'t.v
tw o or three hundred who formed a
proliibitorv
I*■’' ty t w ,. or tiiree y ears ago.and who uominat'I. " eandida.e for ( ongress against Governor
Dingiey. last fall, are "tlie prohibitionists of
Maine."
W
venture to say that nearly everv
prominent temperance man who lias been ciigaged in the contest for prohibition during tlie
pa-t twenty-tive years, willin' found sustainin''
the Republican party of Maine, in tlie
mg state election.
[Lewiston Journal.

approach

M t’M'K IN

II"". I

t\(

is.

l’ike of Calais, savs there is no
po—ihle reason vvby tlie Republicans should not
It thev do not it w ill In'
arry Maine tiiis tall.
'■learly their own fault.
II''' Cortland i.Me.i
Argus, wliich is really in
iavor Of license, is urging tinultra-lTohibition'" Maine to run an
independent candidate
tor t tovernor.
[Boston Journal.
II" Republican State eonimittee, of which
ibui. F. V Dow is
secretary, have taken steps
to insure a thorough canvass of the
State. The
-"Il
of
tile
spring elections was decidedly in
'['
lav or ot tlie Republicans, and tlie
reports received by tie State eonimittee arc very
encouragA.

1

ing.

candidates for Representatives to ( onthe Fusion ticket ill Maine we hoar
mentioned the I lenio-t.rcenliack.
Congressmen
.■'unli and Ladd. lion. Frank W.
Hill. of
t*'"''- i’laisted's father-in-law). Hon.
N nJi:m ( leaves and General Samuel
.). Anderson. of Fort land.
Petitions are being circulated
throughout the
Stale requesting Mr. Itlaine to
again become a
candidate for the House, it i- understood that
Mr. Itlaine will consent if there is a
general de-ire to have him run and if he can assist the
party more in that manlier than any other. It
is predicted that Mr. Itlaine will be one of the
candidates for Congress for Maine, in
September.
rile Progressive Age of Belfast, the fusion
organ of W aidocounty,reads the Portland Arms
•be following lecture:
“The Argus has for
years been the leading organ of the Democratic
party in this State. Hut under its lead the party
ha- b.-eii in a helpless
minority. The trouble
ha- been that it has given
away all the opportune i>
which the party ha- had of
recovering the
ei.ntrol of the State. It is doing the same now."
The Lewiston Journal
says: It is understood
that Governor Plaisted has made overtures to
t tide salon.
I lie Governor’s dramatic conb
i"ii "f faith at the Greenback
(Fusion) -011fereiiec in lewiston, on
Tliursdav, indicates
that by apparent coldness towards'the Democrats and evincing deep love of
Grecnbackers,
hr contemplates dragooning both of the
opposition parties into hi- unanimous
support. I11
order to elfect this move
there is
completelv.
talk .'t sending lTide Solon to the west to labor
during the campaign. The Fusionists sav that
if only I Tide Solon would follow Councillor
Fogg, toward the setting sun. the cockles of
their hearts would be
greatly lubricated.
1- Republicanism so dead in the hearts of
those Republicans of Waldo countv w ho
joined
the grecnbackers in 1ST!) and
lsso, that they are
w illing to be led over intothe
Democratic party
this year and place themselves
squarely in opposition to the principle for which tlie Fnion
in
tin*
t<>n;?ht
,0.'*“
war, and accept the doctrine
on which .h it Davis and his
armies stood in
their unholy war upon this
government. We
not believe it.
Their sons who gave their
'jo
lives that the nation might be
preserved would
rise from their graves to rebuke tlie act. Whatever may have been the
shortcomings of the Republican party, it has a glorious record for
pat riot ism. and represents and defends the grand
nationality foundin its platform and
borne to victory by the blood and sacrifice of
tlie brave men who fought for the
preservation
of the Fnion and Government.
[Kennebec
r or
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Journal.

ami lias been

is

an

It is.

iti-ulting

moreover,

and the cross-roads."
tinctions, in fact,
have

*iinp!e.

There

are

-udi dis-

no

Governor Piaisted would

as

he 1 ie\e.

us

and

tie- “rural districts

i«»

Tho-

who dwell in the rural

districts ami at the eros-road- bclonu' in the upper tiers and the Iron, ranks, a> do all our hon-

is

reported

at

li-s than

reduction for tin* month

in the interest

This

i>

on

the average
debt lias be»

larg<*

monthly

ale.

st

Communism

prevail in this free |
the highest honors and tin |

country, when

the public
In consequence <>f

£l-,S7o,000.

n

reductions in the

principal and rate of interest on the public d< bt the expenditun
for
tin-ten mouths closing with Apu‘il -how
de.1

ol over

crease

1 u,uoi),(iiMi

greatest rieliex are open j.» ail who seek them.
The New York lb raid well says that. “If any
socialist fed* aggrieved that some otln r man i-*
richer than he. honorable -atisfaetion may he had

by going to work ami earning as much m<»m*y a*
the envied man." But instead of that, the socialist resorts to the torch <>l tin- incendiary, tin- infernal machine, or to iiuhimmatory attempt* to
tators

and

of thi-sort
vicioti*

e

Main*-,

appeal.*

In the crowd, d **iti--- agitind follower* ax weak

m.tv

a-

industrious, int

tln-m-eh' s; (»nt among the

ligvnt.

d-fe.iring farmer* of

of

owe

to

themselves,

to

trines. and to consign to jm>1 iti«-:iI oblivion tho-e
wlm utter them.
Maim- i- to choose but f«»ur< ongrt-ssinen this
year instead of live, ami they are to he elected
on the general ticket, in
eoiixequenee of the failrcdistrict the State. '1'his. while ensuring
the election of the R< publican eamlidatcs, an I
to

making

nomination

a

more

than

ever

desirable,

neeessarih involves the

dropping from the list
of the standard hearers of two
years ago. That th*- Mate convention, which
will hav e the naming of the candidate.*, or at

of

om-

more

<»r

least will designate the maimer ill w hich they
shall he nominated, will act judiciously ami for
the best interests of tlm party, no one need doubt.

revenue

In that amount.

I 1m* New

Turk Herald of

Saturday

last apl»ears in mourning for the dead explorers of
tlie ill-fated .Jeannette expedition.
Lieutenant
Heorge \V. I >e Long, commander of the .b anlictte was

born in New York

graduate

a

lie

was

scholar,

nt

a

city

in is+L If,-w

as

the l nited States naval aead'inv
of splendid physique, a lim

man

warmly

endorses tin* candi-

dacy ol ( apt. < A. Boiitelh and. in speaking
of his gallant tight in the Fourth district in isso,
says he reduced the adverse inajoritv of ihS)s
in the last preceding election to about -no. To
he exact, the reduction

was l.tMl.a handsome
under any circumstances, and in this ease
won against heavy odds. But the Fifth district
ill the same Year, did even better.
Iloll. S. L.

one

Milliken, the Republican candidate for Congress
in this district, reduced an adverse inajoritv of
reduction of i.ssg—while the Revote of tlie district showed a gain over
a

preceding

election of

or

several hundred more than any other district in
the State, and nowhere was the contest hotter,
these tact* are presented, not in
disparagement
oft apt. BouteJle, or of other aspirants, hut in
to Mr. Miliikcn, whom vv < understand to
he in th** iicld, and whose service* to tin
party
entitle him to consideration .and a hearing.

justice

'idle

Secretary of

tin* Navy lias received tin
sad news that (’apt. D«* Long and ten nun of
tin* ill-tatcd Arctic exploring vessel, the .Jeannette. have l>een found dead.
The bodies were
found all in one spot.
Ml the bodies and papers were recovered. This news is not uinxpected. None save the immediate relatives and
triends of

1 he tariff debate iii the House has been
productive of sonic admirable
speeches, which
should he given a wide circulation that tlapeople may he better informed on this question.
In an excellent speech in favor of the hill
providing for a tariff commission, Mr. Burrows, of
Michigan, expressed himself strongly in favor
of a revision of the present tariff laws, and
ga\e excellent reasons why such a revision
could he sooner and hotter
accomplished through
the instrumentality of a commission to make the

DeLongand party

had any hope that
tin*) would ever be heard of alive. Tin* finding
1*1 their remains, however, is some consolation,
And now j- it not time this foolishness x\ as
put
a

stop

No practical

to;

these Arctic

good can result
explorations, which involx.* a

from
wan-

ton sacrifice of human life.

necessary preliminary investigation than in any
other way. A considerable part of the
Was

farms were

speech
devoted to showing that the Democratic
party, as repri sented in the House, to-day,
takes diametrically opposite grounds to that as-

majority

of the Democratic party us
represented in the Senate eighteen months ago.
w hen the Baton I'aritl (Commission hill
was disa

cussed ami passed in that body. Burrows
quoted at length from the speeches made
by Garland. McPherson. Bayard and Kernan in favor
of the bill. He also read the letters wrillen

by

Hancock

duringtbe campaign of Jssn, in w hich
expressly approved the propositions contained in the Baton hill, and assured his
partyfollowers that American
industry should never
he

receive any discouragement from him. Burrows" reading of the Hancock letters and his
upon them were very amusing, and
the House in a roar of
laughter, w hich some
Democrats enjoy ed more than did others. Bur-

comments
set

could not refrain from the
opportunity to
assail the Democratic
party for its inconsistenrows

cies in regard to the tariff during the last
quarter of a century. He read from the
Democratic
national platforms, beginning with
and

showed that they had been
tariff"

question since

IKffti,

on

all sides of the

occupied by the owners: l.o-js rented fora fixed money rental, and I.lot! rented
for shares of produce. The gross number of
forms are thus classified according to
acreage:
under ;!

three and under to, •_',o:;o:
ten and under 20, 3,132:
twenty and under bt),
II. 4S0; fifty and under 100,22,02b: one hundred
and under boo. 2b.03b, five hundred and under
acres.

1.000. lo*:

one

Ob:

thousand and over, 110.

1 lie New \ ork Herald, which discounts Venas a weather
prophet, calls the cold weather

nor

lately experienced

the “second winter," and
says it is caused by the enormous outflow of
Arctic ice into the North Atlantic and the cor-

responding

outflow of air from the high latitudes over the lake region of the I'nitcd States.
This “second winter" is said to be a
periodical

phenomena, which, though not popularly looked for and not put down in ouralmanaes. makes
itself felt every year. The Herald regards the
early advent of the “second winter" this M atas an indication of an
early summer, and we can
only

say that we
prove correct.

hope

its prognostications mat

that time.

Alexander H. Stephens" voice still retains its
wonderful ring and can lie heard
easily in all
parts of the hall of the House of Jtepresentatives.
The -‘ring” may he heard, hut one must he
near the invalid statesman to
hear a speech
from him. Jtis voice, at times full and clear,
fails to a hoarse whisper or becomes so shrill

quite

that words are

Prog.

add the moral.

indistinguishable.

The (iovernors of (ieorgia. South Carolina
and Virginia, have been invited to meet Senator
Bayard at Charlotte. N. <’.. at the .Mecklenburg
celebration.
The (iovernor of N orth Carolina seems to be
left out in the cold.
Vennor the weather prophet, is said to be
zealous angler. [Exchange.

a

Yes, be fishes for the suckers who buy his
almanacs.

I

HOST

From

News

Boston.

SCHOOL OF ORATORY.
MOND’S READINGS.

>N

I’KOF.

[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Boston, May 8, 188*2. 1 had the pleasure of attending a Saturday morning reading by I’rof. Raymond of the Boston School of Oratory last week,
and enjoyed it so much that I feel justified in telling
you something of it. This school is the one established by Prof. Monroe, and at his death Prof. Raymond was called to fill his place, and he does it
most acceptably.
Prof. R. is a stout, gray-haired,
benevolent looking gentleman, whom one would
hardly suspect to be possessed of such wonderful
facial expression as he is master of. The programme this morning was miscellaneous, the first
piece being Lowell’s beautiful poem, “The Vision of
Sir Launfal.” You remember the lovely prelude
wherein is the much quoted passage beginning,
“What is so rare as a day in June?” After this
came a New England farmer's account of his minister's sermon; then a selection from Hiawatha,
“Thegift of the Maize”; then Mark Twain’s story
of Tom Quartz, the wonderful cat that did not understand quartz mining; then a poem of Browning's
“Count (jlisniond,” and in conclusion, one of Dick
en’s stories, Doctor Marigold.
I did not think that
any reader could interest me for two solid hours,
but 1 would willingly have listened sixty minutes
more. The grand sentiment of Lowell, tle*“ velvety
Longfellow, the dramatic power of
Browning and the pathos of Dickens, were all marvellously rendered, while the humorous selections
well, maybe the luuierous side of my nature ieasily smitten, but certainly 1 laughed until I wuverse”

of

ashamed of
in

myself.

speaking Yankee
h-dropping British

The nasal

“John Jenkin’s sermon,” the

auctioneer, Doctor Marigold, and, be.-t <>t ill. the
western miner telling the story t»f his at .were all
distinctly and artistically perfect. <> that minci :
IIow this elderly, well-dressed, spectacled gentle
mini could present such a complete picture of an
uncouth, gold seeker, without any “making up”
whatever, passes my comprehension. Apparently
the miner had an enormous quid of tobacco in Id-,
cheek, and the way he would change it from -ide to

Here i-

shot from Senator-elect Riddleberger's article in the North American Review.
Bmirbonism in Yirginia”centre

:i

Nobody
complain,

would be -urprised. nobody would
if modern Bourbonism made am
combination, hone-i <»r dishonest, to extricate
from the mud in which it finds itself under the Icaderle**. temporizing policy it has pursued for seventeen years. It has had but one
principle and no leader in all these years.- that
principle expressed in Tope's lines:

punctuate his tale with invisible expccio.
ration, passes all description. The whole thing was
as fine a piece of characterization as it was ever
my good fortune to experience. Prof. Raymond is
the idol of his scholar-, and i- making tin* .-chool
the best of its kind in the country.
I am in hopcto hear him Friday next in the “Midsummer

Nights Dream,” and it
particularly celebrated

(|iie.-tion here naturally

The

GaiIf- “readable romances”
Mr. o. M. Moon*, llie

Phonograph,

L about

i-. is this one of

publisher of the Phillips
to publish a volume of

hi-ory

of the lake country, hunting and fishing yarns, sketches of the lake frequenters,
iM4p. guide, etc., and will h* illustrated.

ni

going the rounds of

the pres*, rivdhed to the Poston Post—evidently an error. The joke originally appeared in the
Mount Ararat Ad\erliser, of which Noah
■

ditor-in-chiet.

palm oil’

old

so

was

I’lie Post would not attempt to
a

joke

a<

original.

I h* editor of Zion's Herald, who attended
the fereni conference at Augusta, saysMaine is a delight ful state to visit —in pleasant
\v • aiiier.
>he ga\ «* 11- a little touch of winter's
lingering in the lap of spring, last week. Put
Ha re i> no frost in the heartsof the people, and
the ministers of tlie Conference are a noble,
generoll- and genial body of men.
God bless
t hem and their charges;

is hi- oceiipation and perjury his
pa-time,” is tie- graphic description which’ Mr.
Plaine gives <>f Shipherd.
would have been of great use to Garcelon

“Forgery

<

A

at

o.

the time of th«

State steal,

although

It

is

thought that Congress cannot
before the middle of .1 lily.
1 he President lias
<

him

-i

signed
immigration.

the bill

adjourn

prohibiting

Generalities.
Hear Admiral John
Tile potato

Virginia.

lmg

Kodgers

lias made il' appearance in

California and Colorado reeeh,
their potatoes from t tali.
Tin; Cnited States produce
the wheat raised in the world.

su11’imNf.

11 I'M-.

politirs- they

Master John McDonald
at Hath

ship of 1HUS tons,
owned In ltenj. Mint,
a

nani'd -t. Thoma-, and
of Ni-w York. < apt. Samuel C. Jordan emnmand- her.The I louse ('ommeree Committee
inis agreed to report favorably
li> .Mr. Hewitt of New York

a

hill introduced

providing

for de-

ductions from tin-gross tonnage of the I'uited
-kite- vc—rl-.
It is claimed tiiat the system of
measurement now in use makes the tonnage of
vessels to which it is applied greater than it

■'•ally

i-, and

it

is

to

remedy

this that Mr.

lb-wilt's hill is proposed.Launched

at two

clock

Friday morning, by (toss ,y Saw ver of
Hath. -hi|i Henry Failing, 2,00(1 tons, owned

o

j by

It. Failing. Win. 11. Hesse and < apt. Jacob
Merriman. who commands her.
<

i.

Msii

!• l.-niMi.

Tlie open season in
Maine for trout is from May l-t to (let. 1st: for
black bass from July l-t to April 1st: for sal\Nl»

mon from ApriI 1st to
July loth: for salmon and
lake trout from May 1st to (let. 1st.
There is
no close season in tlii- State for
pickerel.The

tie-

largest

now

on

known for

the coast

are

said to he I

thirty years.The Whig

says that livu landlocked salmon of two and
0111-half and three pounds, were caught at Sebce
dam. Thursday affemoon.

Clippings.
!i«' '"ill tor a Straight Greenback convention
go, < h.vk to isso for a plat form and to 1870 for
a ba-usoi representation. 'Ibis
part v is a
tiling of 1 la past. [Portland Advertiser.
I

Eight

thousand < liiiiamen are
for work on tile Canada I’aeilie

It is noticeable that some of the
young men
who go West return after a short time and conclude to settle in Maine. This is
very suggestive.
Better stay at home and not
go out West
at all, tin reby saving the dollars which would
be required to pay the
expenses of the trip.
[Kennebec Journal.
A few months hence, w hen Messrs. Ladd and
Murch. of Maine, will be
masquerading through
Maim* as grcenbackers, it will be well to remind
Mr. Ladd that he voted with the Democrats to
keep ( halmers in a seat to which lie was not
elected, and Mr. Murch that he dodged. Both
are Democrats of the Missouri
tvpc—that is.
Democrats with a greenback
appendage. [Boston Journal.
notice that some of tin- fusion
papers have
begun a campaign of ‘•mud-throwing.'* The
Argils, through an anonymous correspondent
the most indefensible method of mud-throwing, charges 11,at Senator Frye recently gave a
dinner at \\ ashington to a Mr. Hutchinson, and
provided liquors for himself and guests. The
charge i» untrue. Senator Frye has given no
dinner to Mr. Hutchinson or
anyone else, and
has provided no liquors for
anyone. The story
i> manufactured
foreampaign purposes. [I,ewrton Journal.
e

hi response to tin- House resolution
calling
for information relative to the condition of the
Navy, the Secretary states that there are 03 vessels of w hich 03 are reported as “efficient for
immediate use." To repair and put in condition
the remaining JO will cost
$3,173,000. and the
time necessary for that purpose is
variously estimated at from two to is months.
I lie

President has remitted the continuous
of the court martial sentence
disqualifyFitz
John Porter from
ing
holding any office
under the government.

portion

a

percent of all
in l’eiersfrom
,|

A clock made of paper i- one of the Jat-st acquisitions to the tieid of lueeiianieal ingeiiuitx.

Secretary

Walker to

Teller has appointed I»r. Mart
in the Trea-ury liepart-

clerkship

a

American tourists I,, Europe are -,, numerous
this season that it i-dillieult to obtain a passage
before tile lirst of July.
'l'lie cut of lumber on the Ottawa this tear
promises to he as great as Iasi year and priceare slightly advane, d.
A 17-year old girl of Eremold, o.. ha- !,■ come
blind from touching a laeeinated arm
and then rulihing her eyes.

totally

Fifteen American horses from lietroii tin\,■
beensoldiu London for tl,bo7. Set end trotters were among tlie group.
The

jury

in the

agreed and

were

of the ( harle-tou elect ion
witIi liallol-box -tutting, di—

discharge,I.

Sc*«ra! New York linns hate

women on the road as dnniuners.
tliat tliev have been sueee-sful.
nan loads

aiv

idol. I>. B.

Henson, of Duhuque. I«»wa. -\a>
elected Secretary of the hY -ni-liconpn ssional committee Fridax.

unanimously
enn

The Ohio Sunday law is being strietlx enforced.
In a test ease held at « ineinnati Moiidax.
the defendant xvas assessed a heax x tine.
A hill is before < ougre.-s to punish counterfeiters of foreign securities, win* hav» hitherto
plied their vocation in this country xvith safetx.
l! is
years since Mark 'Twain xva- a pilot on
the Mississippi rixer. I»ut an old hand
t tiewheel recognized him last week on iii- trip to
New Orleans.
Counsel for Ilallett Kilbourn will at one-- begin
suit for damages against e\-Serg<-ant-atArms Thompson increasing tin amount claimed to $30<U)no.
a

Belfast cottage owners are painting and titling up
their summer houses along the bay.

ed

special meeting of the city go\ eminent N cal!
Monday evening next. The licensing hoard
will also In* in session for the purpose of licensing
victualing saloons, Ac.
A

schr. building in McDonald A Brown’s
be launched about the 20th inst.

new

will

thanks

Our

student of tin* seminary at Kent’s Hill writelecture recently delivered before tin* pupils
by Prof. L. P. ISateman, of Searsmont, was of great
interest and was highly appreciated.
that the

for

false alarm of tire Sunday evening turned out
departmental^ broke up the evening prayer

A

the lire

Mention was made last week of tin* breaking ot
windows in front\. D. < 'base's store. Itwa
the result of boys pushing each other about. The

meetings.

the

There will be

eclipse

total

a

Von will have to go

the

of

May 17th.
hemisphere to

sun

the eastern

i«»

bills

observe it.
Walsh ha-

<1 down

movi

sun

lias been approaching the earth
1,000,0(M mile* per day, ought to be

The cornet which
al the rate of

by

of

dialogues, rccitali-n-,

•Justice (ireer. of

Refreshments served'luring tin-

ami

duiu-iro, have been

Idforalx

s<

Miss

go .d

lay ford Hall,
work

i he

give

<■

some new

which

is

the

I.ise

painted

scenery

Havner.

I'm -one

except Belfn-t. hu- tele

new

to do 11'•

wi

«

•*a«

thrown

unnmgnam

tfoin

The ofiieial record- of the (i rand A rmy of I lie
Republic -how a membership of No,oho men. all
of whom were honorably discharged from the
1 nited .States service.
Tile baud and arm ot Bartholdi's statue of
Liberty, which lias been in Madison square.
New York, for some years, is to he -» nt back
France, at the request of tie- artist.
The

illne.-s of both of the xnator- from
serious, and -trong intimations come from the State that both \\ ili short lx
unless
their
condition
resign
improves.

Georgia continues
The regular

proceedings again-! Bradx. :leDorseys,Turner and others, charged with fi aiids
in the star route cases, were begun be Con the
< riminal ( oiirt at
Washington Thursday.
storm prex ailed in .-ex era sections of l’enn-ylxania. Saturday. In Fra- kvill-I three inches fell, the weather xvas cold and
l everything had the appearance of xvintcr.
severe snow

remarkably good
this season. Potatoes and other root crops are
in fiourisliing <*«»ndition. wheat i- \ igorou-, pasturage is excellent, and the farmers generally arc
in good spirits over the improved outlook.
are

The national House of liepreseiitativc- Saturl.)l to s;>, passed the tariff commission hill.
It lioXV goes hack to the Senate for action on the
House amendment striking out the clause which
instructs t he eommi-son to consider t he internal
revenue also.

day,

.uunitei win in

was

released from

.Satur-

jail.
The man who recently threatened tin life
of the i^ueen has been commilt'd for i rial. The
King theatre tire in Vienna, is limit r investigation. An expedition will be vent to the Polar
region to search for Leigh Hunt.

day.

/i'lie sending of

infernal machines to Vanderbilt and Field is viewetl by th< Providence Press
a.v 4*a startling reminder of the fact that tliL
country is made the asylum of rt \ olutionists and
socialists who find it unsafe to remain at home
and earn on their dot motive practices."
Hon. Horace Maynard died suddenly Iasi
week of heart disease, at Knox vide. 'IViine-sci
He got out of bed, telling his wife that h«* felt
unwell, and dropped on the lloor. He was a
Congressman from Tennessee several terms,
minister to Turkey and postmaster general under President Hayes. H< was tit years uid.
The

resignation

of Mr. Foster, chief Secre-

tary for Ireland, was announced in Parliament
May 2d, and, at the same time, Mr. <ilad»tone

announced that the coercion policy would he
abandoned for a time as an experiment. The
three imprisoned members of Parliament have
been released, and other suspects will soon he
set at liberty. Karl Cavendish lias been
appointed Secretary for Ireland.
Assassination

in

Dublin.

MUlltKlt OK TIIK XI'AN SK('lfKTAl: Y 1(111
I.ANI> AND IIIS ASSISTANT.

Jill-

About 7o'clock Saturday evening Lord i*’redcrick ( avendish, secretary for Ireland, and
Thomas Burke, under secretarv were walking
in Phu nix Park. Dublin, when* ja ear drove
up
containing four men, two of whom jumped
down from the car and attacked Lord Frederick
Cavendish and Mr. Burke, stabbing them both
several times in the throat and breast.
Pin*
bodies were first discovered by two young men.
who were riding bicycles, and who innnediateh
gave the alarm to the police.
Surgeons soon
reached the spot, but an examination showed
to
he
life
extinct. The upper part of Mr. Burke's
body was perforated in a shocking manner and
presented a ghastly, sight. The hodv of Lord
Frederick Cavendish displayed the same dreadful wounds, in addition to‘which his l< ft arm
was broken and torn as if In* had
put it up to
protect his breast. The locality of the outrage
is terribly marked with blood.‘The
spot where
the body of Lord Frederick Cavendish was
found wasabsolutely deluged, while Mr. Burke's
body lay in a pool of blood. There were no
witnesses of the crime, although it was
daylight.
and the assassins escaped. Four men were arrested on suspicion.
The news produced the utmost consternation
in England, Ireland and America.
An extraordinary session of the English cabinet was
summoned. Parnell. Davitt. Dillon, Sexton,
Justin McCarthy and other prominent Irish
leaders express the greatest horror and detestation of the deed, and fear that the result will be
disastrous to the Irish cause. 'Flic Land League
has issued a manifesto repudiating the crime
and calling on the Irish people to show by e\ery
manner of expression their horror.
It is believed
some that it was the work of Fenians,
who had been dogging Burke and who killed
Cavendish because lie happened to he with
Burke at the time.
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giving no attention tothe next ITesidencv. lie
-aid at 1 In close of t he campaign of ISsO that lie
would never make another organized attempt
to be nominated: that if hi- nomination should
come about hereafter he would feel thankful,
but he could not go through another struggle of
that kind, and would not a<k his friends to
make Hu* sacrifice.
[Boston Journal.

will l»c

of Belfast

The swallows have come.

RAY-

side and

herring schools
A census bulletin bus been issued
giving statistics nf the number and size of farms, and of
the tenants thereof in certain States and territories. The gross number of farms in .Maine in
I.s.Sl was 411.“tin: in isnn,.).!,(it Is: j,, js7o.
70,S( 14 ;
and in ISSO, 64.300. In ISSO, (11.02S of these

by

will allow the

—

Sonic time ago, Mr. Bern xvrote t » the bovernor, inviting him to dctin'i* bis
position. His
I xci*1 lejicy read, at the eonfereiiee, bis aii-x\ er
to 1 hi> letter,
lb* assumed a very independent
tom* toward the Democrats, both in this letter and in his conversation xvitli tin*
gentlemen around him.
He said he xvas ii"t in favor
of making any “entangling alliance** witii tin
Democrats, and on bis part should not cate- to
tliem in tin* leasi. jfc gave out that tln*v might
support him if they wish, but they must -w allow him as tin* ( n enbai k nominee.
He said In
xvas opposed to
any kind of a trade. •*! never
<aw tin* (Jovernor
his
foot down so strong,
put
a- be did on this
point.*’ said our inform: nt.
I bis is cold comfort for our Fusion contemporary. tile Frog. Age.

sumed

to

vv«*

1

I’lie Portland Press

publican

Age

thought

Moral

brave officer, and a perfect gentle- i they got along very w -I! without him.
man.
He leave.- a w ife and one cbihl to mourn
P is state d that the <. r- enbaek convention at
hi- untimely death. which will also he mounted
Pangor. .lute 1st. will make no nominations for
b\ c\ery person with a w arm heart in tin cixi
< ’ongress, hut will
li/ed world. T/u Herald -ayappoint a committee to call
•4»111
distr- t tiiiventions j'»*r that purpose, and
A name which will iro down to
the
pnstcrit
emblem «»f manhood and devotion, i- that of
tiiat .M111* 11 aiMi Lathi will prohafily he renomi< eorge \\ ashington 1 leLong. commander id' the
nated.
•Jeannette. Tin end of a -tupendou- etlbrt t<>
save the men committed to his care was tin* lavHutiiig. a journal of recreation, is the title of
ing' down of ids life, lb* will be linked, in the a
beautifully printed and well written monthly
sadness of his fate, with Sir Hugh Willomrliln
published at Albany. New York. It is intended
and sir .John Franklin, who have perisln-d in
Arctic land- at the head of castaw av expedi- to furnish useful information,
practical suggestion-, the one three centuries and the other over tit'ii
and pleasant entertainment for all who
thirty years ago. But hi- memorv w ill have a >eek
recreation at any season.
distinction unparalleled in Arctic*annals. Hithree hundred mile retreat over the ice and the
\\ <■ have received a copy of the National View
in—strew 11 seas of that bleak region stand- alone.
In conception, organization, and exeeiition it
containing < '•mgressmaii Ladd's speech on bankwa- worth)
of hi- daring and hi- skill. The
ami hanking.
Fortunately the paper is so poor-torm w hich separated the boats off the Lena
Delta wa> the first disaster to hi- eompanv.
ly printed that tin spiei’h cannot he read. It
( Mice on shore without
landmarks to guide him. evidently uses Hat ink.
with but little food.be gallantly pressed forward, but w ithout more than a momentary rax
Itagaki Taisttke, a leader of the liberal parte
of good fortune. The end came at last: be is
in .Japan. was severely wounded by an assassin,
sliown to us by one of the survivors with his
companions seated bx the river bank 011 a Sun- "bo claim- to have been inspired to remove
day morning in «tetober. xveak, weary and worn, him. A nother (. uiteati.
sending on tin* forlorn hope —a ( bristian. a gentleman. a hero. He had struggled tints far w ii liMm public debt was reduced ^14,4ir»,S2:i in
01 it faltering: lie remained to die in tin* conA pril
nearly <»oo,00o a day.
sciousness of duty done to the last letter.
(Governor IMaisted was present :t a conference of (ireenbackers in Lewiston on Tlmrsdax.
l lie Lewiston dournal says—

that of the last

second

on

Republicans.”

a

Meanwhile it i* natural that aspirants should
present their claims through friends ami friendly newspaper*. Some have already done

;>.s7<» to 1»!M

sive turn in favor of the

..

< i<

this kind ran only r< ael upon
those who make th'-m.
R is a duly tin- “rural

ure

surplus

never

incite mob violem-.

ed the conservative interests of the country, and
from that moment the campaign took the deci-

reduction in

tie net

social

m

Review, May.

foolishly congratulated themselves, alarm-

crats

xplained by large

grad<

them in t!i

Schisms and Future

American

!ss-) Garl Schurz say-: “It was the victory
“f tie* coalition between Democrats and Greenbacker* in Maine that defeated General Hancock
in lsxo. That victory, upon which the Demo-

disbursement- made
account of called bonds, since dulv I-'. issi.
*

intelligent, law-ahiding eitizt-n*. and th< \
should resent this demagogical att nipt to deand socialism

“Party

fact

eompareit with the
ten months of the preceding year. Tin- large
>a. ing in
xpemiiiim* lias the .-ilia t to ineiva e

est.

on

the

April
was a

hearing debt of si'iOr.NnO.
! apparent discrepancy is explained by the

the front

article

an

Trohlems,” (North

the reduction for
slo.uub.ooo. then-

ro:tds. and not
ranks.** Thi*

In

Democratic paper of the

a

sketches of life ami adventures in and about the
iiangely Lakes, with map and guide. The work
will contain 20o pages, which will he tilled with

turn

r

that

centraliz-

a

deal in this direction. Thus far the reduction for the current year leads all preceding
years and i- likely to reach si lo.uno.oon. \Vhil«

wil! Ik; done h\ the rural districts andtheeross<

stating

“In other words,the national

it may be added, is
strictest -ort.

honest difference of

that the cash in the Treasun. compar- d w ith
April !sf. i- reduced about so.onn.oen. uudthis in

by the upper tier*
is demagoguen. pure

had the function to issue paper money.
The last twenty years proves tins.” And the

well established, and the general prosperity of
the pa>t few years has math* it possible to do a

Communism.

A

it' it

good

their Mate, and to their country, to our five
Republican institution* and to manhood, to
stamp out these pcrnicioti- and degrading doc-

i'itomiiniciMsT.s.

Irish

condition of the country.
But the policy of
paying oti the d< bt as rapidly as possible is now

correctly reported in the
intends to p-iy upon arous-

s

generally recognized.
non-political
exchange says: “National hanks are removed
from political meddling, which would threaten
the life of one great bank or the public treasury

gress are

institution, -ays

an) circumstances, be paid oil* in a day. a week,
a month, or a
year: and bow much can be paid
ell in any given time dep» ml- upon the general

Plaistt d. it'

iston -lournal.

rency at par. The dangers of putting the currency of the country under the control of Con-

banking system, a- at present conducted, does
not permit the General Government to
go into
the banking business for the people.” The News,

Secretary for Ireland and
The crime is generally disavowed
leaders and denounced by their

backers have demanded that the debt be paid
at once.
Of course the debt could not. under

rB.»i<M»«irlniii —

credit currency and

a

proper reserve has not the
sanction of any statesmen of repute; nor has
any country using such a policy kept its cura

Dublin of the new

opinion as to tin policy to be pursued with regard lo the national debt. It is contended by
some ibai future generations should bear a
portion Of the burdens of the \\ar in behalf of tin
l nion and free institutions, while the (ireeii-

public a Hairs, art* cor
dially invited to unite with the Rcpuhlicai of the
“'late in selecting delegates to this < .invention.
l*er Order of Republican >t-iic( ommittce.
U M. IV FRYE, Chairman.
FRFI) N. 1M >\Y. 'sccretar;

for the issue of

the maintenance of

ings have been received of the assassination in

1 Mere

ot

sponsible

THE

policy will ever prevail in tins coundangers must be apparent to all.
making Congress permanently re-

ing monopoly, and that our present banks, divided among the different States, are free from
the objections which characterized that Federal

ald saysliut the murder could not have happened at a
more
inopportune moment for Ireland, sin
w as enjoying a great
victory. She had obtained
more at a stroke than she had
expected to obtain in the course of years. lh r lenders had
been released: .Michael Davitt had been triuni
pliantly escorted to London. Two unpopular
Ministers had been withdrawn at her demand.
Mr. (lladstone was waiting to grant her almost
any reasonable concessions. How deeply -he
w as stirred, how
profound was the ivsi ntnient
aroused by his late policy, we doubt if he even
suspected. Had be the slightest notion of it he
must have instantly withdraw u from tin helm
of state.
The crisis has now come.
I’liei.an be no
more temporizing, no more dalliance.
('oereion.
iolctiee. martial law will all be useless. What
ha.- to be done must be done quickly, and it
must be w holly remedial in its nature.
Mr. Darnell may place himself at the head of the onlv
movement which can now close the war. Keen
sentiment of justice and patriotism calls on liiiii
totaki the lead and show how Ireland can gain
-itch of her ends as an reasonable without making a pact with a—as-ination.

si,

a

try. and its
The plan of

monarchy seems imminent and the settlement
of the Irisliquestion a very remote
contingency.
Since the above paragraph was w ritten tid-

by
sympathizers. The New York Herald takes
the ground that "it was one of those w ild acts
by which the unthinking hope to redress a real
or an imaginary wrong."
tf its effect the Her-

Guardi a ns
in the

Subscribers arc requested to lake notice of the
date on the colored
attached to the paper.
It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May
means that the subscription i- paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS \RE REQUESTED To SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

wii.j.

until

that such

Savannah, (Georgia) News after
the Bank of the Tinted States was

his assistant.

desiring their Probate advertising published
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

A

turning back

Letter

declares for “No banks of issue, either State or
national.” Of course there is no probability

peace w as conquered by force of arms. As the
matter now stands the defeat of the (lladstone

the

districts amliheero-*-road*"

HI

of the

use

in-

i he pri'liiiiitionists of Maine, hav
egot enough
of
illy R, publicans and have called a State con
ntimi. J ti in i't. in nominate a candidate for

use

as a confession of w eakness, and as
likely to lead to an increase of the original
troubles. The present policy of conciliation

The followingare authorized agents fur the .Jour
nul:
S. K. Niles, No. 250 Washington s?., Boston.
T. C. Ev ans, Rooms 2, 4 A 8, Treinont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettkngill & Co., 10 State St., Boston,and
203 Broadway, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. 1*. Rowell & Co., in sprucest.. New York.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

iit'

aii lor a Greeubaek .-title Convention.
le-l.l at liangor. June 1st. has bei-n issued,
iie Portland Advertiser savs:
Tin Greenl aeJc State committee, like the
Republican cotnmitte, has taken the liberty to make a
platform
lm t In eons. ution svbieli is soon to meet.
The
pedform, so far a- it relates to tlie euri*eiiev,
•I' loand- ..oinage of gold and silver and'a
pa'jn r i'urreiiey issued liy tiie government. The
free 'oinage of silver-'that is. of overvalued
-hv'T dollars means the substitution of the
~il\ ar dollar for ;lie gold dollar as a standard of
v
lie : it means that the man who contracts to
work fur a dollar a day shall receive
only s;,
"PI I" peojile of tile l nite.1 States vv ill'uot
*'' "i-ent tot lmt
arrangement. The perpetuation
'■ a
paper currency to lie issuedbv tlie treasury
at tic order of ( ongress.
opens the wav to reekli-- .Mrav aganee in public
expenses, and the
"»!:y ot such waste must ultimately fall upon
tie penp 11
lid- :- not a good platform: it is
t'ot a policy which this
country will ever adopt.

!"

The* call for the Greenback State Convention

Ireland.

made

regarded

e

"'1

nr

j

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2..jo; at the expiration of the
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (oneinch
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

ley

-■

PILSBURY.Editor.
H’™

RUSSELL G. DYER,

--

shrinkage

in

homely saying. “Never swap horses when crossing a stream." and the hearing of the observation might w ll have commended itself to the
Hritisli ministry, whose sudden change of policy on tlie Irish question is now a fruitful theme
for speculation. While some may have doubted the expediency of adopting an
aggressive
policy, its sudden abandonment can only be
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Situation

President Lincoln often
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Iliil.
I
:imi ( nrulilii- T. M;i11-lit ). 1,
i:;‘*11r
li '-ii n I nil*l Miirtliit Cuiininirhimi A
al.. I*. >.lltir Il.'init's. Itolr.-nst.
IVcIlinatiili ( Iihm
'I

a

n,:

M

I"

Winu-rp.irl, 1.1 Mi, .1. I .iltl.*,
t,,Wn. ».ninml
a
aremark-areport- Mr
1 illi* li:"‘-■
«\ to Kli-li:*. II.
I I;, lj
Ikl
He thanked the company for their toast I" the
1
l; 1 I■
President of the Cnited states, which he n--wimi | 'a'1
Tliormlikr, P Itnlu-r.a >
to he an expression of good w ill to tin <
\ c nnn m
"'--in-, mm I.mu ...
ami I -lj,- \
of his country. The President wasanunha-d m
Uiirni",. Tlinni.lik.-, |*. t iivii* V IliKKiim, -aimaudit was enough t<* -a\ that tin people expect d
llri-.i. 1 Inin. Itliouks, to l-lmily Walker, .lark
good things of him. The people in the l nited State- 1 t*m n
hud a great regard for Queen Victmi.i and her eli
>*'ii.
Win. Ilanoy, swaiivillr, to Hi* lianl liar*.
lightened and Christian people, and the feeling <d
l'*wn. Ri< ‘hard i.. Harvey, >\\an\ i I It*, t » (,».,
friendship on the part of the American people wanot only warm hut was growing more -«» cvcrv !
\
II. ami Sarah \V.
Harvey, same town.
in the dark flay- w hen, after Pre-ident Car
year,
Holmes A al., Hi hast. 1 vd!\ Holmes, same town.
field was struck down, the people <-l the l nited 1
>
rail -I. Johnson A als., Los Angeles, Cal., tot has.
states were weeping mer their tr-mblr-, mc--ag"eame from all over the civilized worM, ami none uf
L
Watson, Troy. Ikirs of KI bridge (i. knight,
them were received with greater intcre-t, from
Camden, to Lydia P Brown, Isleshoro. ( has. H
none were there more touching word.-, than from
theillustrious Queen of England. The pra\ er, ”t
Idbby, Wim. rp-irt, to lbi\id Libby, same town.
bless the Queen," was alm<>-t as familiar in those
Luther M< .in', Biiruhaiu, to (Hive Thurston, ( lin
dark days as that of “Cod save the President.”
ton.
I'lia1 (>rdwa\, Belmont, to Wintield s. Foss,
He Mr. Prye had nunc here as a stranger, and he
had to thank the people for their very kind web-eme
'.om- town.
Joseph (i. Piper, l{ x-kl.md, to David
He was glad <*f this
of meeting -o
Piper, Troy. Heirs L. !i. Palmer, Belfast, to Silmany of the solid men of the conummitv, and hoped
vester Phiuney. Belfast- Sylvester Phiuney. Belin dine to know them better.
He thanked them for
the honor they had done to his predecessor, an
fast, to Llmer !. Rankin, same town.
Heir- of
honor lie knew was well deserved, and which was
Mary Sheehan, Bedfast, to Robert T. Liners, same
at once an honor to the Cnited states, to the
guest,
town.
Fannie M. W.nllin, Northport, to (ieo. i
and to those who ottered it.
He joined heartilv in
all the good wishes expressed for
Judge Jackson’- Ames, s... Thomaston. Alon/.o and Syb.dl II. Whit
tutnre happiness, wishing him a
long ami dcasant I romb, A al., Worcester, Mass., to (’has. L. Wat
afternoon and evening of life in his Western home
—as pleasant in the West aa hi* official relation^ had
Mareellus and Marx Whitnev.
son, Troy
Lnity, to
been in the East (applause).
I Jacob \iehoI-, I ovell.
Chronicle
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opportunity'

Fred Pavis. a workman in Mathews Bros, factory,
a portion of one linger on
Wednesday morning,

Searsport Locals.

lost
1

getting

in contact with

machinery.

about three years old, daughter of ( W.
Bradford at the Head of the Tide, was run over by
team loaded with logs, driven by Alonzo Holmes,
nd her foot badly crushed.
hild
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success.

Lli/abetb
Hubbard.

n "t scripture xcry pre(i. ceas»*d —an 1 closed with some very
-;ing .-.nd impressive remarks. The remains
i! ’wed ;•
ih
grave by tin* family and a
iiib-i' "f ii< igalior-, and xvere buried beside
he; i n-' uid in the family lot near her late
Mrtxv will not be forgotten.
“The
.c ex
.all
etia-Lng remembrance.*’....

ing and burning

i )<-l,'.ii

•.

a

jH*nsiom*r of the

war

of

Jsj-i,

••

j <m.

Friday morning from
M i-s. where -he ha- been spending a few weeks
Knox District Lodge, 1.0. of (FT., held its
-econd quarterly session of the year with Twonibly Lodge last Tuesday... Rev. (*’. I\ Nash will
preach in I'nion, Warren, Appleton and South
Hope the coining -ea.-on. Mr. Nash will move
to I'nion and his family go west.Rev. Wm.
F. Luskin, of Harrington, preached at the Cuiver.-alist church last Sunday evening, and is expected to preach again next Sunday evening,

II ■ II

rebuild the out buildings recently
burned. Their loss does not interfere with the
running of the hotel-Know I ton Brothers have a
large number of order?- ahead for vessel workto

Barstow, machinist, is tiding an extra amount
& Trim, grocers, have newly
painted and varnished their delivery wagon, and it
M.

<d business. —A1 wick

new

—

■

n—

HEWSPS, I

STRAW

MfiT-

TSfiGS, RUGS; MATS,

&c.

HASSOCKS & BOX OTTOMANS
Mil'll-

CO.,

i.l-il.

I

In

inilli-ll r;U-|irts.

ROBERT P, CHASE.

Tempie.

dollar.

The I'nion says: The farmers at Englishman'.- river, Jonesboro, last week shipped 3.000
bushels of potatoes to New York. The cargo
might to net nearly $3,000. This is a good
-bowing for one small district and for one

1 i.a\r -onirthing new. a wagon that cannot bestir
e d for
11 a
durability, style, llnish, iVc. Oil temperi spring-. Sawin wheel-, easy seats, «V c. Don’t
buy until \<m have examined them. You will never
be -atisiii d with the old -t vie after you see them. I n

1

Concord

.Jump >eats, Piano Iiox, Extension Tops,
or in fact anything built; if not on hand
will procure it on short notice. Also Open Buggies
of different grades, am! remember these carriagearc not “Amcsl ury Scoots’’ or “Break-necks,” with
which the country is being Hooded by
unprincipled
dealer-, and if any one tells you they are, you tell
them they are perverting the truth, and I will pay
the cost of your libel suits.
But they are built 1>\
tin well-know linn of FRANCIS, SARGENT & (<K,
of Boston, and bear their name plate, and their
reputation i- sufficient guarantee a- to what the
work is.
1 can sell you these carriages ten percent.
!<■-- than you can buy a single
carriage of Sargent.
I you cannot come to Belfast, send me a
description of the carriage you want on a postal card and
1 \\ ill bring it to your door; if we cannot trade
you
will m ? lo-it* a cent, and I wil lose my time. Special
prices to livery men and those buying to sell again.
1 want a reliable agent in each town to solicit order-. My motto i> *•! >o a- you would be done bv,”
Terms cash, good
quick sales and smal
notes or ‘dock.
pj

May Utli, schr. Ocncral Banks,-. New > «»rk.
8 iILEL>.

Richardson, Fattcrshall, Ban
tfor; B. i.. Fullerton,-, Fansboro, N. s.; Nathan
Clifford, Thomas, New York.
May Utli, schrs. Harmona, Fattcrshall, Bangor;
Annie L. McKeen, Fatterson, to Castine to finish
loading hay for Brunswick; Coo. B. Ferguson,

Ferguson,

A.

New York.
><ahr. Eoi*. Y.

May JOtli.
Jacksonville.’
Cleared

Itrjiosifori/—It EA
;

i! U K OF

E.

\o. 70 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

|SMsASfllss

600 pp. Clear type, tmewt binding and illuwtration*.
AGENTS WANTED. »?5 to #150 no- Month.
For Terms, address J < McCURDY A-<
P.nl.vMjiC.t. p.«

lyrltt

They

F.

t h.-i 1

have

GOODS!

secured ihc •'crvbc>

<*

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT
Governor of Maine
I

not

so

important

to

me as

public

of the

Glass and
department

Dry
I

one

FROM boston;

!

I'cel confident they can plea.-e all who will
j And
|
favor them with their patronage.

HOWES'

A.

an

Inj

.addition to my

Corner of

CROCKERY

purchasing $5

of Roods I will
set of 8T0NK CHINA IIANDLK
SEE

ME.

It I E A
A / T T It / I) ft E
Belfast, May II, lss»_l!Kf

Book Sale.
Vill.fMKS

Prices Reduced.

(jOOU JIKALTH, between *2o and ;i() years
w ishing situations as attendants in a
the insane, ran apply t<> (enclosing
recommendations of character and ability)
•‘bn111
JOin « PARK, Ifl• D.
Mipt. Worcester Lunatic Hospital,Worcester,Mass.

OIhospital

of age
for

SPECIAL

MEETING.

I CM

given that the City Council
NOTwillthehold hereby
pedal meeting at their
a

a

r<.is on

15th Inst., at 7 o'clock P. M. All the
members are requested to lie present.
Per order of the Mayor.
.1. S. ilAliltIMAN, Cltv Clerk.
Belfast, May s, iss-T—I will

.Manila},

of

Arnold

Gents’All-Wool Suits

ever

price

from s7.

MATHEWS,

LAMBREQUINS & DRAPERIES,
Nice Cretonnes, Lounge Coverings,

Superfine Carpetings
These

&c.

t-l

ktm

1.

a

large suppi

;h n

v

,i

70 Main

Gents’ Soft Hats 75c,
Gents’
A

US

('1 Life

pair.

Notice I

a

1.

11

patrons

Phoenix Row

BELFAST,

Splendid designs ;st^the

Even

11

MISS MARY WOOD,
Will be found in

the

BANNER

is

one

Should procure one of our
Farmer’s Saits, it consists of
a Double and Twist Suiting at
25o. per yard, and a Cable
Woven Shirting at 82 E-2c. One
of these suits will stand more
bar d wear than any other goods
ever produced that costs four
times the amount.

and ail

We seii 111r

Rigi'ily

Y Druggist has sold over

m
m

p

Temple,

have just returned from market with
everything new and suitable for

e

0

A
TI/KR

OHE

J

spring

ured Him.

tNII 4 I* !»«•:TUNK
9T 114* !%«•
il.

DOLLAR ft BOTTLE.

NT.

kminiM.F,

4 in HAT.

shown, and

ever

we

in.

have

a

largeh increased,

we

sive

for the

preparations

Dress

our

Making

Rooms.

friends and attend to the
orders of all their patrons.
The LATUST FASHIONS, comprising all the LFADINH STYLUS
worn by Ladies and Misses, received
monthly. All
our garments warranted togive perfect satisfaction

Prepared

in

to

receive their

every respect.

Mr. & Mrs. A. D. CHASE.
Belfast, April

13. lss-2.

If,

Notice of Foreclosure.

WIIKUKAS,

AKVAll

51. DITCH, formerly

and then of Searsport, in tin* County of
Waldo and state of Maine, now of Boston Highin
the C ommonwealth of Massachusetts, by
lands,
his deed dated the sixth day of August, A. 1). 1*7*.
conveyed to me in mortgage, a certain lot or parrel
of land with the buildings thereon, situated in
bed as follows, viz
Searsport aforesaid, and
Being the premises known as the homestead of
Oliver Johnson, late of said Searsport, deceased,
and which was conveyed to llenrv W. Carter by
Prudence Johnson ami others, by deed dated
JO, A. I>. 1*74, and recorded in Waldo County Begistry of Deeds, in Book 107, Page 2J0, and thereafter
wards on the eleventh day of Deeeinher, A. D. 1*7.'),
conveyed to said Alvah M. Dutch by Frances A.
Carter, guardian of the heirs of said Henry W.
Carter, and recorded in said Begistry, in Book 1*0,
Page 104, reference being had to said deeds. And
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
and now remains broken, by reason whereof I hereby claim a foreclosure of the same, and give this
notice for the purpose of effecting such foreclosure.
Dated at .Searsport, this sixth dav of Mav, A. D.
1**2.
JwlO
B. E. PATTEKSON.

descry

April

fort
fore

one

of

assortment that would do credit to
an exclusive trimming house.
We

our

only

patrons

ask

an

Department

coining

!’!'<»m i'.!,lr

i"

s

MUSLIN

I.IHI per

\

ard

STRIPES

-FOR

Cottage Curtains,
(

Ip h “Joe. per \a I'd

'it:

I

;.,'i ■.:!

-.Vie

\

Carpet Room
largely

season.

1

'-'it'

:

:

stocked with

New N Heant i l ul hoods.

No Discovery of the Age Equals It, We show
in ditinvm
iiter::
Physicians indorse it.
Tapestry and Woolen Carpetings,
Have*
exhibition fo diiVeront hThe Public extols it.
;

was never so

on

proofs.
Jin 1/ of

t,
your Dniyyist, if possible:
mail it. postpaid, upon receipt of price,
per
ho\ ; six boxes,
on.
Addle— 11. I TII A'l LB A
CD.. lit Temple pi., Boston, Mass.
Mention this paper.
<T>

As at present.
It is entirely useless
to make special mention of the attractions in

different classes of

our

DRY

relieves sick ami Nervous Headaches at once,
I invaluable
and prevents their recurrem-*lor Liver Trouble Chronic Indigestion, NcrvonDyspepsia, and ( oimtipation. It h eds tin- Brain
and Nerves, < ure> l\pi!ep'\ and c. i.vul'itms, prevents Insanity and lburahsi-; allays desire 1-t
opium and stimulants; removes ohstrueti ms ,.f the
hrain, insures sleep to tin* wakeful, strength t" the
feeble, and health to all Nervous >iiHVrers. Send
stamp at onec for pamphlets containing positive

GOODS.

it

vv«
aoe

only repeat

COME AND SEE US.

of

In

our

our

stock of

Hosiery, moves, underwear, Fancy Goods & Small Wear

FiVE FRAME BODY
Owing

will

i rpjlK LNDLKsBiNKD would announce
X- tention of still continuing the Dry

hi' inHoods
While our prospects in .January lod us to the conclusion that our removal was
possible, we would state that a chancre in the conditions of the bargain for a store elsewhere was so
amended that we could not accept with justice to
We feel ronlidcnt, however, that in the
ourselves.
closing out sale of our floods we gave our patrons
bargains rarely obtained in New Lindaml. We
lia\ e just returned from the western markets with
a LAIttiK and CIB >I< L >TO(jK of DliV i.oods
and ( AKBKTINCS, have increased our ‘op-e of
help, and shall earnestly work to maintain the bu<i
ness reputation of our establishment.
ltespectfullv Hit? public's obedient servant,
-wIS
OEO. W. Ill RkETT.

BRUSSELLS.

to the want of spare we are
aide to call attention to our

tin

Large N Desirable Stork
—

A. CABDa
business in Belfast.

We will

signs in

LT

full of

NICE & DESIRABLE GOODS

an

inspection

Notlinffham Laces fur Corbins

over

-IN

leading specialties, no efwell be spared to keep be-

Cords. Tassels, &c.

have made exten-

-OUR

TRIMMINGS !
Passamentries, Jet & Silk Fringe,
Ornaments, Laces, &c.

will

departmeui
assortment m

Hangings. Damasks. Cretonnes,
Plushes. Lambrequin Curtains.

I las li'ill t l.-s'i

trade will he

BLACK GOODS

So extensive in style and variety that any shade of Dress
Goods, Silk or Sackings can
be matched easily.

In this

splendid

Spreads. Pillow Shams. Tidies. Nottingham Laces. Jute

Our

the remarkably suchave already establishour

time

('< )N

Considering
we

tile

to

no

Bed

W. liked fill

YKXIKXT and I.1UHT SToKKto show
it

u
■'

Leon enabled to pH "t n.t the puh
a \aiiety of rdiadcs and
draperies

we

lie sin'll

tlO( 8i I. I VD. 1 A I AC

LARGEST STOCK
We have

have

t-t:

tiiese annds, aiid

WALL DUF< BUSTS SKI.l. IT.

have the

we

attention has I"

Special

selection

,-

lyriO
This

l

Elixir of Life Root Ciiny.

> I
a

I,u00 Dos, Buttons

shall make this

ard.

\

.,

Wi sh iki.h, Mass, Man I,
I-s;
■J. \\ !vl
KKlMii;, Agent L i\ir*>t Life 1
Dear sir:—Having s title red inters.1. fur four
years with disease ..j tin* Kidneys, af!-. r laving
during that time tried various medicine-- wdhout
in-tu-e i t«. try a bottle ot
obtaining ivlb-f, i w
wit KLIM II Ol- 1.1 KK HOOT, and it a,v*»rds me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it eompmtek
I recommend it as the only vak .,t.i.■
••’.•red me.
and certain core for kidney troubles ; haw ever
1 would ad*! that bet-.re taking your nn di
seen
cine 1 bad become -o weak thar i was about to give
tip work.
Hoping that others win* have su tiered
like myself may be s,i fortunate as to try ymir
valuable medicine. 'FruB \*>ur>,
T. F. M* MAIN.
.4.**

W

purchasers.

we

tc. pet

Window Shades. Fixtures. Lace

1,000 Kettles.

win

Nearly Dead and One Motile

t

Masonic

as

Ml
April d~>, I--1.
I haw sold over one thousan ! bottle--of Klixir
ot Life Root, md have never found a ease where
it failed t gi\ e sati faction.
WAL !i. KITTttKDDK.
Bocki

T he best satisfaction can he obtained in
Style, quality and Price-at

cessful trade

As

Carpefi1 gs,

DEPARTMENT.

DROPSY, (ill V VII,. DllRFTKS, INFLA \\ M \TION OF !
as at this tin
THK III ADDK1L BKK K Dl NT Dl POSIT, HUFFM ATInM,
insPFPMl, FFMUL FOYILe found a
f’l. I NTS, AND ALL DISK \SF.S <)L
THK I KIN All V OKKiNs

|

Considering the purdiase of their
Outfit for the coming season.

Complaints

Diseases aris-

ing therefrom, such

_

ed. and confident that

AND BED SPREAD;..

ney & Liver

o

can

the general affect of a
curtain draped. Dor stock comprises an elegant line of Nottingham Laces, Eiamines and
Lappets in white and ecru. We
also keep a choice line of Antique Laces for trimming same.

our

pn<t- of

LOOK AT THE

A Positive Cure for Kid-

now see

We

-A N U——

lot

?.”»«• pi*; y:.!.

Upholstery § Drapery

MASS4E.

^ Obviously now is
lu
Very tune when

o

MISS MARY JACKSON

Heavy

in

New Boston Clotliiii Store,

This year our stock will be
found io consist of a larger
and more varied assortment
than vis have hitherto carried.
As it requires much room to
show Laces we have enlarged

are pleased t«> announce that on and after
THURSDAY, the 20th iiist,

10 Rolls Extra

Root ! Colton anil Wool

THE

SILK IIA NDKKRCHI K F given with
Mm 11
every suit.

specialty

as a

AT

—

Special

We offer

tm- -t-*n

lielfast,

Street.

the best trends in;ld>■ i• Atner;

we aie (itleriiia' them !»>.■. less
per
than sold elsewhere in this city.

yard

L I X I R

Suspenders
fie. per

An endless variety at prices
that will astonish the sharpest

Removal!

ea.aild

business,

REMEMBER

are

I!.

Ml

>e in
.*1 »*. < II AH. i <10*3
ready at all time-, i.» wait upon an;, win*

>iil\ -be per > aid.

.

*3 a*
in KO
OR IMtOI %
tor <*• u in.
B. Mathew s, ha- an intciv-ri" the
years with A
ami will he piea.-< *i iwait upon those
who rail. Will aho be ready
attend any rails fields services in the undertaking line day of irght.

Gents’ Stiff Hats 85c.

inly/.V per yard.

—

1

NOTTINGHAM LACES. ^

our

SPLENDID STYLE

con-

that the trade this
spring demands a greater variety than ever before, therefore we have spent much lime
and energy in selecting all the
LATEST and CHOICEST styles
which wiii be in vogue. We inv!?e every one to step into this
commodious room and inspect
us

so

r’G

Caskets, Collins & Robes

FOR CUSTOM TRADE.

Cloak k Sliawl Department,

dept,

nugB, cfcc.

LOWELL EXTRA

< 0

patrons,

1J

Harris & Son-

FRSftlGES, 'ilWIPS,

A fine line of

in

our

we

Hassocks,

Mattings,

Cornices, Poles, Curtains,

Overcoats!

]

pressed by

as

replaced.

Straw

<

assortment of

large

Spring

produced.

The successful manner in
iviiich we have run this department and the satisfaction ex-

Hemp Clarpetings,

FURNITURE Of Jit KINDS,

Children's All-Wool Suits

Fouie’ Cloths, Nuns Veilings, Brocades, Illuminated
fixtures, Buntings,Cashmeres
&c., in Bronze, Drabs, Reseda,
Sage and Bottle Green,Persian
Blue, Golden Olive and Navy.

\< fast

will be

SUCCESSOR

WOOLENS l

the

goods they

CLOTHS,

n ii.iuimik, 70 Look ill Hit* Prim!

$4.00 per suit, marked down from $5."»o.

25 PIECES

designs

OIL

HAS NOW A FULL STOCK OF

This line surpasses all others,
as we haws many of the choicest

our

-ALSO

Sts

FROM

bingie Young Women

dispose

Lowell Extras,

Mattings

the EARt.EsT in Relf.tsi.

Is

mark-

ed from $12.00.

'O.oii per suit, reduced in

MRS. H. E, BABCOCK.

WARE

worth

and Colored Dress
Watered, Brocades and
Designs for Polonaise
and Trimmings.

MRS. F. a. GILMORE.

EARNEST and BEST
selections of

present them With a
TKAS.
COME AND

"r/ i"

High

of ihe

found in Waldo County.
indueemriil I will make the followlug offer
for tin- NEXT THIRTY DAYS*
one

BLOCK,

Main and

Fancy Goods,

&

GLASS

the attention

Crockery

of my store.
In
stock of

&

have

to call
to the

fresh, all sizes, $ri..50,

1

HANSON,
MAINE.

New and

Brussells, TapstryBrussells,

Straw

Gents’ All-Wool Suits

Every Tiller of the Soil

AMKIUCAX Mol SF.

V

Come and see tables that we will \VA lilt ANT
t<> you, and sell KE<; A KDLKSS OF COST. We
have a large stock to sell.
i-.it10

Sook Practical Life.

FANCY

IE It STREET.

BELFAST,

Chaple-, ( haples,

Walnutor Ash Extension Tables

.1 iniiu-

as

REV. S. (IOOHKNOl'HII S library, marked down from
1. e J"
-■> to .'>0
per rent, lower still’, at C. \V. HANEY’S
store.
Among which are—One set of Dirk’s W orks,
2 vols., $2.00 : History of Jewish Church, 2 vols.,
$1.50; sel of liollin’s Histories, 2 vols., $1.50;
The Land and Its Story, 75e.; Life of Christ,(Beecher
75c.; Comparative Physiology, $1.00; Channlng’s Works, set :i vols.. $1.50 : Channing’s MeAnd many other valuable
moirs, 3 vols., 75c.
works at from one-tiftli to one-third of cost.

1-5 1

x

■■■

Milliner Y

proiits.

I

Y < >1

lock

Pli:cton-\

W'Ttll.

:

Wagons,

fall ;nnl

1"

new

Top Carriages,

!i

rrieml-

Inviti' I Ini i-

to Ko

••

schrs.

]

that'you

Kill VED.

May 4th, schr. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.
nth, schr. ht'o. 15. Ferguson, Ferguson, F.lis-

May 4th,

I

close the lot at

now

$8.00 Per Suit.

Waikirtg Jackets, Dolmans,
Sackings and Ulster Cloths,
Broshes, India and Woolen ^
Shawls.
Any style garment a
22
got up at short notice.

Babcock

j

shall

we

in part

Comprising

stock of

our

Oil Cloths,
Window Shades,
Fixtures &

as

Black

our

AND

1 have the nobbiest wagon you ever saw, ami flu*
ea-i' -t wagon h» rule in
ever got into, ami
will stand as much abnse as any wagon ought t<>.
The above wagons arc built in Maine by one of the
>n<»-t reliable manufacturers in the state,each wagon i- fully WAKHANTKi* and will
prove ft standing
advertisement. He sure and see them. I am also
prepared to supply in any quantity,

-•

In

vinces

Grocery Wagons,

Ill..

R. H. COOMBS.

product.

CLOTHS,

carriage.- o\.
for my trade.
In

OF BELFAST.
A

returned last

trial with a view to settlement
hen
.Charles Murphy has moved his livery stock
to the Ocean House stable.
He intends to build a
now stable if he can find a suitable lot_The
owners of the Bay View property are undecided in

——1|

sermons are on

like a

OIL

decided to loi ate permanently in Hrl
-hall i-tfe this season the best stock
seen in Kella.-t. built expressly

nAViV.
i:o-l, I

"t

<mstipai:ion.

FORT

casks of lime were
nearly deserted.\bout
t>* Boston last week and on Monday of this
week l'-'hi casks were snipped to Jacksonville, Fla.
>me *>f our street walks are sadly in need of
repair- —James Seward has set some young maples in ins corner lot-Mrs. Demutii of the Bay

-bines

CITY

CARRIAGES! Gilmore

SHIP NEWS.

are

manner

Masonic

I';

shipped

what

\

17

wa-

—

'riiese

ill r»*li«

w

J. W. FERGUSON &

THE

Supers,,

COTTON & WOOLS,

i:
We are receiving addition- t<» our stock every
work, and feel confident we can suit all who will
favor u- with their patronage.
lit

tin pit *>t

agUl

R«*v. F. II.

house

Wipr-

Extra
IN

A- Milliner, a lady of ability and experience, who
will be pleased t-» attend to the wants <>f ail
u i-hing a STYI.IM! lit >N Y KT or HAT.

--.

Ynjimg,
n.ujed

Burbank, adventist of BrookIn. \. V. has been holding a series of meetings at
Moguiiiici.fik hover hall
.Farmers are preparing
kind for seeding.J. (
Cleveland has put up a
permanent wood awning in front ol' his store_
I he masts are being placed in one of the vessels in
B- an'- yard
The measles are -till raging to such
an extent that the primary and intermediate sellouts

View

tm

in this city, May lli, .Jesse <). I Iadle\,aged b v rs.
hi sear-port, May bth. Mr.-. .Joanna Carver,
jiged
7b years.
In stockton, May bib, Oliver Fletcher, aged bs
year-, 2 months and lb lay-.
hi Burnham, April 2<t"h. Franklin L. Mwdgett,
aged 21 year-.
In Lineolnville. April doth, Fannie Ik
M. and Flmira I
daughter of
Young,
7
year-. b mouths, and bdays.
In Lineolnville, \pril both. ( uarle- M. Fletcher,
aged to years. I mouth, and 2> days.
In Hope, April doth, Hugh llarv nod, ag.ld bS
years.
In Tlioma-ton, May Jd, ( apt. W in. L bey hye«l
bb years, b months, 22 days.
In Rockland, May 1st. Ldward .1. Ilellier.
;d
years, b months, b days.
In Hope, \pril both. Charles Whitney, aged 7b
year.-, 11 months, lb day-.
In Vinalhaven, Aprilboth,('apt. Richard Roberts
aged about bo years.
In Vinnlhaven, April both, the wife of Fred Barton, aged is years.
In Rockland, April 2Mh. l dward McAllister, of
< ••ruing, N. ^
a native of Rockland.aged l" rears.
In Warren, April 2St!i, B. I
Milliken.
In North Haven, \pril 27th, Orimla, wile of (ico.
Thayer, aged 29 years.
In Tenant*.- Harbor, St. (borge, April doth, Mrs.
Mary (dies,aged 7b years, Jl months* 20 day.-.
In Waidoboro, April 22d, Flaville M. \ehorn,
aged 11 years, s month-.
In W interport. \pril ISth, Lottie Mabel, daughter
of Frank C- and Fmma Young, torim-rlv of Roekland, aged 9 years, b days.
In Kllsworth, May 1st, Andrew >. Jai is, aged bb
years and 5 month-.

V mth

\ \t i>i x.

at

•

DIED.

ooo.

*

Try it. Two do-e-

—

Wiuterport, Max 4th, aged '-T years.
H
I-: -eeu a paralytic for many years.\ short
.•
"go your c in-espondent -| oke of the sickness
<
Ldwin Hopkins,at Hunton’.- Hotel. Since
ii
wife a ml two chiblren have moved here,
t
! o\v in «ieep atlliction.
A few days after
c'K-d here a ic-patch came sax ing that their
-i laughter, a
young lady who had been maruly about four months, had died suddenly in
B*1 -ton and last Sunday Capt. llopkin- had his
leg
amputated just below the knee. Hisdisease I think
‘ailed by medical men, “Kmbolus,” a clot of
b"»d forming in one of tin* large blood vessels or
i- ric-,
aii.-ing the limb below that point to perI 1
ish"peratio’.i was fierformed by Hr. A. \V.
x- t!
f Wiuterport. Tbe alTlicted family have the
profound sympathy of the entitf coiuinunity_
Tm* -i1 >ic <d h rc 1 A. ( lark. West Wiuterport, was
burned la-t xxeek,
l{ep'*it«‘d loss ^j.tiOo. insured,
JS I.

pain-

ser\ices «»f

Bartlett,

$!•'!. .50,

150 PIECES

AND

this
and

any $1.5.00 suit
sold in Belfast, and a suit we had no
dillieulty in selling last season for
as

A

HE LARGEST STOCK C F

Lowell

well

in

made

the Yard,

by

up to measure,

A. B.

Body ML

Also

hats

trimmed

known

Spring

al of his entire

arm

stock of

are

Carpetings,

of the best wool-

suit is

The

country.

to

Roxbury Tapestries

Hats!

We ha\e sicured the

Miss Z.

Higgink

••-

at

I HAVE

assortment «*f

nntrimmcd goods.

sour

Braley.’nml

seven

.o-p,-i_p,,rti,

Mr. Pec. D

ilabittnl ( o-ti\

bra-h,

gnaw

a

In this city, May 9th, by Rev S. (ioodenough. Mr.
Frank K. ( rowley and Mr.-. Carrie S. Pratt, both of
Bel 1 a -t
In **ear-p'*it. May bth. by liev. B. B. Merrill, Mr.
Fred A. Cilkey and Mi-- Ada B. Crockett, both ol
sears port.
hi Cniiy. May id. by ,1. Libby, .Jr., Mr. William
L. -evil,in r and Mi— Annie limit, b.itli of l nitv.
Ii Burnbaui. May l-t. Mr. Fli.jahC.
Mis- Ida
Ibymolds, both of’Burnham.
In Winterpor;. April both, Mr. Robert Young, of
St nekton, and Mi>
Lillie Darner-, of W intei poi t.
hi • linden, April 29th, M
Fled Peeve- and Miss
Flora P*. Richard:-. both ol ( amden.
In lioekiand. Mav :Jd. '■vtiuuel A. Bifpeoaud Lizzie I. Melntosh, loth ol iiockiaml.
In iiockiaml, May 2d, .John A. llo-mer. d |i rr
I -1 e, and .Jennie MeKnight, of lioekiand.
hi Warren, April 27th, Daniel M. K< Her, ol ( am
den. and .Julia L. Caldervvood, of Cnion.
In Mt. Desert, li. li. Babbidgo, of Mt. Dc-ertj,and
s. A. Seavcy, of Rockland.
In Tivmoht. \pril both. Warren II.
of
Mt. De-ert, and Lydia M. Norwood, of Tremold.

,,•

■

li

MARRIED.

! iv,

.nii-i

-m

ti’oubleti with l>y-pep-ia.«
or Nerv-ui- Headache, or hail
any ir. aible
of the -I -inacli, Bowels, nr Liver, ! would use
\\ iggiii’- Billets. They have an inherent power t<>
cure, never surpassed in the history of medicine,
da seats at Druggist-; by mail on
ree.-ipt of price.
W iggin & Co., Rocklumi, Me. .Mis- ;-awver- Salve
as now prepared, beats tin* world.
Jd -aan5>mp»

M;-

1

and tln-ir elfeei- :

of tlie Heart. Heart-burn.

11 1

tlie .1 1 instant.
>ingii.g i.x Mr-. T.
Clara K. Morrell, Hr. < ieveland am!
Hab-x.
B *v. Mr. Blanchard read the one
1 ,1 .'bird p.-a!m anil the fourteenth
chap--

unusually large

1

ot tin

cut.

afllieU d with

an

File.-.

success,

the

into tlie state of

go

an

all kind-.

'•I

LOOK HERE

He has put in an engine
hitler. !• tinish the eastings.

which

per

«

I I
(>h lOO.Ms. i111 biding
\l.-o
par
•*!' -table ii le-ired.
la-pure
MB-. J. *. ;>1( K KliSt >\. ( v in- i-i.
BeIIa-t. \ pri! *J7, 1
.rt f l ;

Mouse

■•■--ary n, o
ti: i-hinga he

v

'b

Lime

le-t "f their

a

and Li\.r<'oin-

J’alpitation

a-<

Miss Antiii

i• i- fair to become a

now

i i-

■

•'•

<ii-ea-<•

VM

“tring" patent.

ag

have

shade:

TO LET.

and tin ; can be taken out
every
'.t’eiaioon...
W. Bradford is testing

Ia

’.■-•

i!

II

Ids

1

Five Frame

one

All sizes, now and fresh, $10 0(1.
marked down from $14.00.

-1 N

Ribbons,

by

manufacturers

en

Announce to the public that j
there will be no dissolution
this Spring, but a great change
in the prices of merchandise.
We start in with renewed efforts and are determined to
make this the liveliest year of
any in the annals of the Dry
Goods trade.
We feel confident that 48 years’ experience,
sufficient capital and strict attention to business, enables us
to procure the choicest goods
at such prices that we can compete with any house in New
England. We open to-day

be
i shall

complete

Twenty-live Different Desips

Satins,

In trimmed and

were

continue the Thursday evening en
at the ball, by which the funds have
1 he next will be held me xveek from
1 hursday
when the financial committee

'■

\cnty-li\e

t luted Naif-

Byron'-

propo-ed

i-

different styles, colors and kind- of
braid, also

Children’s

for

ttie sclu-ol
1

\\

A«■.

most

found in Eastern iVlaine
open this week

Feathers, Flowers,

SPECIAL NOTICES

di-elamation xvc.s
select
I. dia shepherd, of Poor
Mills and for
-i e.--ay t
Li ward Kvatis, of Wald". A large
:’
appreeiative audieticc wa- in attendance. An
'mi
on 1- « ot ten cent- was collected at I lie door

I’!

two

\Vils<»n, of \V:

L. S.

est and

BONNETS & HATS

in tin* world are

din

-■

M

consisting of

Crepes,

Hoods made

ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
YARDS in seven davs.
Thank-1

<

i-

-'pal

nr'

}•.

rail the attention of the ladies of Delias? and virinitv to our stork of SPRINHand
“FMMKR MILI.INKKY JFST OPKNKD.

Or cut

BUSINESS SUITS!

age. would inform those who Silks,
have not yet purchased that al- Fancy
though the demand has been
great, yet my stock is the larg-

to

Bilks,

City, having actually sold

ing my friends for their patron-

MILLINERY!

disagreeable taste in the tnoti!h. coming uh of
foo*t aft'-r eating, low -pirits.An
For -al< by

liank-are

poems
tb
"t ''•< anetljon; Burns*
pox-ms for the best
"ca ’ing. an
Milloig- for tile in.-? essay. The
J. I.*. Mear-.oj M rri
wen
F. W Hroxvn,

,'‘1'

h

-e

In

ening ti;< -indents gax ictuirch, •••insisting of prize

the

at
>■-•

b"!

!'

In

111

school at this plaee*
Luce, closed Thus s-

High

i»*11 of j*.

t I't.i't

—

In.

x-i

A. W. THOMPSON.

Spring i Summer!

hi all I he

Store,

Would announce that the past
Week has been the busiest ever
known in the Carpet trade of

Hast, Ma; 10, 1882. 2w 19

We wish

Goods

Dry

this

tin* Stomach. > ellow '-km. ( onird T -ngne and

seen.

••urn

beinghy-p.*j -ia

Mof. than

all dealers.

v

!

Thompson.

F. M. WOOD.
\\>

A. D. CHASE'S

US.

Flower.

Moinach. Sick Ileada in

1
I-Quite a number
leaving town this week for
1 st*xx here.Judge Flanders i-

''ents per pound,
li i- mo.-tly old
•'Me'ii.g-a ork is behind, ami mu h land is

■*

Wood &

and Boston Despatch Express

tlm-. .-uflVnug from

are

...

Q'-iitc-a number of
w

York

SEE

Goods delivered free to nil parts of
the city.

Hindi
of tlie

some

give perfect satisfaction*.

AND

COME

town, and all did themselves credit.

The nio-t miserable

that parfx this y.*nr
returned from Carmel* where he

ha*

,:,

We miaraiiteo to

favorite with the

singers comprised

Tin* chorus

to

>aturdax

s

"t*enianer"f the fall ot
J

great

was a

August

good trim for
eai:sj>aign-The greenback ->r fusion

■

-OVER-

•*

and xvill be in

new■ nui.-u-

*'oi

i

1

>

w.i.

eix

m-iiis

.Mi

L

*■

e.

■

>t. .1 ohn.F. Chase Isa-* sold
'a..ner, ami will buiid a -table_

-ta ii--!;

L

grafting done in
recently purchased

amount of

•-B. F.t

!

!
d

...

large

a

very much.

evi*

village »chool lu gins tl: i week
lo Miss j.ula j-;. Atwood

r

n,

“Bohemian Bin"

1 the opera

*x.-.

!;»-I F j'iday

•! t

~-

and everything usually kept in a first-class store.
< Mir
prices will he as low as any in the city.

applause. Mrs. Charles

The condition and prospects of tin* aeti\**
Maine mines at the pre-cut time fully warrpmtli« assertion that tin mining industry of the
Male in- passed it- critical period and become
lirinly ami >im —fully -ialdi-hed. From t!iitime on it- ad\ a net inrii! w ill be hot h -h ady and
rapid; and. a- it begin- to attract the attention
its merits deserve. instead of being contiind t<>
a single section
it will grailually spread out
over tin* mineral lield- of tin* entin
Slat** and
beeonn the lirst in magnitude and imp*»rtam*.
"fail «ur industries.
We lia \ <• alw ay In-Id to
tin* opinion tint in Maim ‘-mineral deposits Ji»
ber future great* -t source of prosperity and
W e
wealth.
to li\e long enough 1m
xp*
our belief verified.
[Maine Mining Journali.

deal of time to it_H L.
X-.;,! "|icn a li-li and meat market soon.
li
long a resident o! I nily.ha- gone
i- tor a short time.\
young ladv of

■■"!]

No, I, Custom House Square,

principles

good

a

Robt. P.Chase,

••

••

Viler the entertainment -up■-I in the dining room beloxv. with an
to l-\ Mr-. .1. \\. ilarriman and other-.

n

'•

roumls of

»

•••..-1-ting of e-.nih choruses. vocal ami

applause.
.iii.

stock will consist of

Cloths

All-Wool

Purely

Pork, Lard, Butter,

Lnglamicities

.'*ils. arrived, >.ch. Patriot.
d. -1 >-p • .enex a. Wardxvell.

n

Mir

MOLASSES, SUGAR,

her

rare

Ij-u.-i

Ma
A?

•*

1X7 PRICE!

line of

a

Would announce the

every style imaginable.
offered at prices lower than those asked
elsewhere for the same quality of goods
and workmanship.
A full line of

reading do not wonder that
clothing dealers are demoralized.
THURSDAY

All of which

In

And al ter

on

& Children's Garments,

Boys

READ THIS!
We otter

Corn, Flour, Meal,

■

Bluehlll, where

L.-xx i- >miili. Leach

••

<

■

.-.

'•'-

$6.50 Per Suit.

a

Good Teas & Coffees.

Which ha- beret of ere <<vt r.
only tin- line of tlm
<»!'! * oh'iiv Railroad and ilic M'-nmirf.»u Linej be
iw "ii Ni w ^ <»i k
i!* l
Providence. ni ruumvi [•>n
with Me--r- I
A !’■ u. have now extend'd
iheir line-a«*r the old B>-ton.
iintnn and Filch
tin- N.-rihem I *i\ i-i«*11 <>t! the
burg Railroad,
‘Mi* <>i tiy Railroad, and *» \» r I !te I- raminghani ami
Lowell Railroad b> Lowell, l in y have ai.-o emu
mems-d to operate flic M:i--.•*<• hus'etts Central Rail
road, am! it i- rum •?*«•«i. w it!reason, that they
will -'*oii extend their operations to cover the La-t
ei’ii and .'Maim* Central Railroad lines and {heir
branches. The effect ot -ueh a eliange would Ij.e t<
open to a competing line of expre— the large
ne-- of the Mate ol Maine, m>t «.nlv !- Bo-ion ami
New y ork, hut many »»tii* r point-. Tin re ha- long
het-n felt on tin* part of many of our largest meveau
tile houses a desire for -ome otlu ;• expre-- faeilities for reaching the large-t New
ami
townthan -imply mie line "l express, win-e
charges, whether reasonable or not. were just
mini, tax oi; the '•u-iness oi Bo-ton, an*l not unfre*1 iieiitiy w ere felt to be onerou.- and much more than
limy would be had there \i-ted any compt*ting Ii.*.«•.
i
N.-w y ork ami Bo.-tmi I »espaleh Lxpress
pa y ha- been very popular wit!* n r. hard- 1 « re.
ami ii i-to nt* pre-umed that i! w ill carry out in any
new!'. aei|'.iired territory tiie.-ame
which
have made it ->> iu<tly popular her.- and elsewhere
where they havi ever been.
Boston Journal.

\rrived Max

d

Count Arnheim

Company.

riioinjison; Ama/.ou.
J air-i •aier, Seller\d
Max Ills, Phu-he Ann.
I.<
Perkin-. Lark,

i.

“Untii

hav.-tien,

New

the

oratorio
-m

:••.--■

mil

k

'•

a

at

pm
pair :r

xx

«*f

the

<

M il;

'V»

r

days,

k.

wet

-i

..ou-e

'•

■

Metis.idi-t

I-

a-

Finery »f Belfast.xvhoorcasionisii
Kcv Mr. Berrish and Rev.
•*

v,*b-<

The

voted to

fora fexv

as

shall make

We
of

use.

specialty

I

a* l<

best talent in

ci,pertaining

suitable for family

I

all patterns, shades and sizes, in all qualities
f'ahrir, and rut in the most APPROVED
F.WNOX. Also

In

I ncontrovertible

a-

ill hi* held

\x

oration.

to

at

her part well. Mr. !»’. I’. < hast*, of
Belia-t.
Devii-tioof, is always pleasing musical
Mr. II M. Loyd aly. and well sustained hi- par!
1’na Ideus, won much applause. He ha- a fineioice
and wa- \ "led the lir-t place b\ many. Dick Sinith,
\dams

been
n

•■b-l.u?-.. i-.j-t

ice-

an

place have

f ihi<

b

J'1

tux

iud«*

with

ence.

ini a \

k--

||.

Hi

received

join
The mr.ii: er> of the Post above
i<*
have ncxv uniforms.James

.’..i'

in.

\
\x

intend

WKI.LS, where
keep a

last

listener-.
power o\ur
Mrs. 1-. M. stiaw a- ijuecii of ftu* Gipsies was vary
-uecc-sful, her clear cut and expressive featnreaml her noble bearing ami line stage presence,
marked her the true queen, while her singing w:ij

Vit:ngements are being made for
"l Dec..ration Dax
The memorial
In* und
the -uperx i-Lm of .James

e

■-

presented

something long to U remembered. H< r
remarkably cv.-n, and with hen^iramntic

abilities, gives her

his residence last week for the
iuddard in China.

\

we

IN SALES!

i-

voice is

buildings ...Clias. F
h's buildings and stock of goods to
iv in trade at
l.iberty.lames

-old

a a

<■

Mr. Sweetscr

singing

unnoticed to the

van

!<*

V-

The

b'i-

store of it.

ar-

acted the
part to perfection, and though atliicted with a seven eoM, rendered some of the dillieult
pa--agc- in
a manner that called forth applause. A- a
mapayr
and instructor, Mr. Sweet-er is without a peer ni
eastern Maine, and the success of tlu* enti rtuiumeut
is largely due to him. M;-- Ella F. Palmer
af* Ar
line looked the true Bohemian girl, and her -we» t

•_basing elsewhere.
m

a-

Thursday and Friday evenings

hall

praise.

in want

are

sf,:re

at the I*!*!

week, under the management of Mr. F. K. Sweet
assisted l»y talent from Bockland and Belfa-t,
w ith a full clmrus of home voices, was an uupiv<v
dented suecc--, and all concerned merit the highest

a

ll.i oomlis asks
tal'le-

in

New Store oh Plm Row,

•*’er.

large stock of glass
>|iiality. Bead his premium
ies

ral

1

r-

his

to

and

Bohemian Girl,

opera of the

Cni«*u

s

a a-'.

SMiitsfor lot & to

rived at

carpetingever shown in
Bella-!
^
cannot fail to be suited eltherin price
d
\\
‘ii’,
Ferguson A Co. call the atten>. oi ti.«* !adito their spring ami summer milli
< r;
I lie
have secured the services of Miss I.
B. v: on.
\ j*erieiieed miiliner-l.ila
Kittridge,
B

T

Marixk N<cries.
Ship Brown Brothers, ( apt.
Dan. Goodell, arrived at Havre, Apr. -9. 104 dav*
from Sin Francisco... .ship K. B. Fuller, Cap!. T.
I*. ('olcord, arrived at Liverpool May Jd. from San

an-i lined stocks <>f

• rgc-i

VALUES!

Mr. N. J. Dodge. Searsport’s veteran weather reporter, s7 years old, ha.- shown us his record for
the past winter. He reports 37 snow storms with a
fall of lo7 inches of snow—nearly 9 feet.

a ses.

■\

Clothing

K. s. Cyphers has just received another large
cargo of lumber and is now prepared to till all or
ders. See Ids advertisement in another column.
Mr.

baric- B. Ha/dtine has purchased a Texas mils
tang, one of a herd of sixty recently shipped to
lb-don. for hi' daughter Minnie to ride on. The
Mustang is the wild horse of Texas, and in size is
'•■out half w ay between a pony and our common
Mu

Incontestable

Store!

o-o

be

<

!

Men

Joanna Carver, aged 79 years, died Friday
the residence of her daughter Mrs. Mary II. Colcord.
Mrs.

at

Whig says that advices have been received
unouncing the death in Atlanta, Georgia, of Miss
1 >ai'\ M Trow, daughter of the late dames Morrow,
I
p. formerly of Bangor and more recently of
Washington, I>. C

h*

GRAND

Nickols ^ Nickerson are loading schooners Annie I*. Chase with hay and brick for Georgetown,

DR1T

O F-

GOODS

We simply say that
department is full of goods,
especially in

Just received.
every

Dress Goods
-A N D-

Black Silks.

AND CORSETS.

We

Our leaders in these goods are
attracting much attention.
We are pleased to state that we have
before had such an extensive variety
of choice styles in our stock, and feel confident that our selection for this Spring and
Summer will meet with great approval by
all our customers.
It will bn impossible for us to advertise
all the lines we shall offer this season, as

can

surely please

you.

lUn

Lace

Department

BLACK

shall

place special bargains upon

our

counters daily.

Co.,

Wholesale and Retal Dealers,
BLUE

STORE,

Is

positively overflowing

with NEW and

PRETTY PATTERNS.

Variety

No such

BELFAST.

SILKS

of ladies Neck Wear

goods were bought direct from the mnmifaeturers agents, and are the I5KST make in this
country. The S'J.'ia quality is as good as any ^2.at)
quality in New Kngland. All of our silks are warranted, and we know what we are talking about
when we make the above statement.
All those in
want of silks should see ours before purchasing.
These

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

B.

T. W. Pitcher &

DRESS

At $i.2tfti.4 ', fti.m, ft-'.-4.~>.

never

we

JOBBING!

JUST T.ECEIVED A SPLENDID LINE OE

has

ever

F.

been shown in Belfast. All

are cordially

invited

WELLS.

u

As we have a

large

and

spacious

room

tilled the same
with ItoMKSTH' linnps, specially cal-

above

our

store,

we

hav

e

culated lor the
are

prepared

less than the
ern

.jobbing trade, and we
goods at wholesale
prices obtained in the westto sells

markets.

study

Country merchants will

their interests to

give

us

a

TKK.MS CASH.

call.
17

KNOW THE FUTURE!

to examine them.
17
/

A. P. MANSFIELD.

Piotaaeor MarUnaa.tha Ureal bfamah
Hear, Astrologer and Perehologirt, will for
UOCU.,witka(a, height,ooior of enw.
and lock of hair, aaod a rerreeS jnefare of
roar tntura husband at wifa. with r.ama.
Uma and place of uiaabu,anl marriage
•tythologtealit prnliilid. Moner retnraa«l
If not sauafled. Address, Professor M\HT1NKZ, 10 Mont’r Place. U-wtoii, M.se.

-MJtl'OWl!*

J

j
\

\

Geo. W.

Burkett,

83 Main St.. Belfast. Me.

Butter.
KKAll

The

Old

Famll) Physician at Fault—Dr. David
Kennedy the Successful Surgeon.

cynic

is the

universal necessity, and

too] will

or a

affect to despise it.

but

none

a

Mr. Abram

hhewort:,. of Port Kwen, I’lster county, N. Y.,had
realized tills truth. Mis disease involved the whole
ot his

thigh-bone, and the suffering man looked

ward,

without apparent reason, to death

not

only deliverer.

for-

his

as

His family physician refused to

amputate the limb—asserting that the operation

patient, on

"mild kill the

the

spot.

Dr. David

Km-

iy. of ltondout. N. 'I ., w ho was consulted, held
different opinion, ami amputated the limb. The
Do t t then administered
freely his great Blood
^pecitic FAYulHTF KKMKDY to afford tone and
strength to the system, prevent the return of the
disease, and Mr. Klisworth, remains to thi* day in
the bloom of heaifh. This gentleman’s disease was
the offspring of foul blood, and Kennedy** FAYOIHT1-: IH-.MKDY pmilied the tilood and restored
uc

a

h.m the power

t”

once nnna* to

enjoy

h:~ life.

Are

aib-riug irom any disease traceable to the
-in.- ,.,uTr> Favorite Remedy. Yourdruirkas i;
«*M. in M.l.AK a biitle. p,< ar in mind
the proprietor’s name and a Idres*:
Dr. David
KF\NHD1 ltondout, New Y«>rk.
lmll>
*i

y1

Ml!. liOSSITEK JOHNSON, AT
HIT I.l'CK CU B PICNIC.

THE

only

But. slipping on, through History's page,
Where other unctions clog and clutter,
And dripping down from age to acre
Behold the strains of gulden butter!

and .-pices is the
eston Cologne.

Advice to wives—Man ihim in hot water, and
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When

days of drouth.
flowing style or futile stutter.

king.
Godfrey

2
<

i

» »i

WWaBtoW/,,,,,,,,

IShrnmal> >'» ]>*'/.

Disease.

Remedy Known

12,000,000

to Man.

Bottles
Properties

it acts upon the kidnc}s.
It Peculates the Bowels.
It Purifies the Blood.
It quiets the Nervous *)s;em.
It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries oil- the Old Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and induces
Health}
•

It mutrali/.e- the hereditary taint, «»r
j»ii<on in
the
*’i. w hi a generate<• in»11j 1 <.
Krv-ip'da.nil manner «d
-kin <lisea.se- ami i
himiT-.
in
n!'" im <pirits
employed in li- manuf.iet
i".
ni it < ..a he taken hy the mo-t -ii lieati-hah.-.
*r !*y tiie ag«‘d and feehie, cure
only ing
in attention to din etions.

May Century.

of

Thought.

Jod’s linger touched him and he
nyson.
<

slept. [Ten-

give him joy that's awkward at

I

In

lie.

a

Buck-port.

Ham <-k
Mriii-l- In ei-nm that i il.ti < iir-.nie Diarrlnra for
filt; }<-ars, and hav< used all tim medieine I have
heard r. ninmemi. d. tried all tlm <1* t .r- within
tii’rtv miie-. ami paid nut overtw hundred
dollar-,
all M 1)0 purpose.
J pr-H-oreil from an agei f. -nine
"t 1 >i < lark J >!n -nn'> 1 ip I tan l»i
j >>, ruj», ami it
h-dj-. d in.' immediately. Tin* discus* ha- mw rntir-dy left me. ami I eon-id< r mv<ell' well. I advi-.•ill sufferer.-to try it.
WILLI \ M <,li\NT
<

•< •<

nr

Dia
ien Mills, Lincoln Co., Me.
tmubl. d with Dy-p. p-i
an
1 ndige-tion,
tile i to limi relief untii 1 trh d D: .(dark Joint
Delian 151 >od -vnip. whim
:*tl\ hem tited
Miss M a li V T. v.lD)\ L-.
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We have

lately added to our
Silk Stock, and we shall he
pleased toshow them,as also

only

a

good man

dies.

well made man who has

a

[Kmerson.

a

[«

al-

good

In the great inconstancy and crowd of events,
is certain except the past.
[Seneca;

nothing

Who after Ids transgression doth repent,
I- halfe. or altogether, innocent. [Herrick.

Kvcry man is hound to tolerate the act of
which he has himself given the example, [i’inedrtis.
A

sound discretion is not
making a mistake,

n-icr

ing it.

[Hoveia

so
as

much indicated
never repeat-

loan's gooil breeding is tile best secur5t\
agaiii-t other people's ill manners. [Lordt'liesterfield.
V

A lei nee of oeeupation is not rest:
A mind iptiti vacant i- a mind distn s-.-,}.

'i u k, V rk <
.Mi
Dr.
lark J< -1m *n’- 1 m li a; 111 >d vtii p ha great
Hetited me Mr Dy-p.-p-i an.! Di!li*ult\ o| the
N.-r u-sy-tt ui.
I would iml I
without if*.
D A WITH AM.
>

lcavler

s

lat

of what is true and the praci- good are the two most important

of

philosophy.

[Voltaire.

II* who is false to present
duty breaks a
'in'1 ad in the loom, and will lind the flaw when
ill' may have forgotten tile cause.
[Needier.
.The close buds
1 hat lay along Hie houghs instinct with life.
Patient and waiting the soft breath of Spring.

Hryant.

styles

Soluble
Pacific Huano,
AGENT,
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were never

this

as

BELFAST.

the re-ult.

season,

the

keep

■shall

Wo

the

NEW

use

fleial intercourse.”

“Inventors cannot employ

will have the selection, and the first selection this
season is worth a premium.

Handsome

fice.”

1 have i;-«•
Dr. <
D. •:!-••
: t i-n <i»::i«•!i ami Li ver, and
M
i1 D
hav*- been mueii ;leiidite.! tlmn-hv.
Mks. s.'kk h mid-on

\g<* !- wan ten i. r tie- -ale of tv indiati Blond
nip hi every tow n <»r village, in which 3 nav» no
ag
1‘artieulai ghen on appli ation.
M

g,MI|l •ml I*'.

0HU£Qi$TS SELL ST.

Latatorj lri Wist 3d St., N, Y, City.

man

miagm" nat
means without

n<

>-;ui

pursue

procured

i- not in the storm nor
o feel benumbed
and
But in the after-silence
W hen all is lost
except a
U

Boston, January l, is,s>.—lyrl

HOW LOST. HOW RESTORED !

H

LIBBY,

IB olSTF.K

•>!

I.

at

OF FLOOR ROOM.

F. E.
'' h-■

inal
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The

Contest

in

Kansas.

Illy ji'pior dealers, brewer-, and distillers,
especially in V w A ork. are combining against
the temperance cause in Kansas.
They want
to carry the state election the
coming frill.
I bn- rev. i-e tin- present
of
the State in
policy
''• gat'd to this
i|iiestion. If prohibition does not
prohibit. why all this ett'ort? If more liquor
i- drunk midi r prohibition,
why does the liquor
intere-t- right against it:- Below is an extract
from an article in the Signal: "Kven week is
.adding to the evidence that prohibition in Kan-a- i- a grand success.
The Capitol, in a recent
ditorial on the working of the law. took the
ground that, oil the whole, the law is as well
enforced us the laws against other crimes, and
cite- Fort Scott as an instance. In that citv
there have been eighteen prosecutions and seventeen com iet ions.
Fines to the amount of more
than Sl.ooo have been paid, and several of tlie
criminals are in jail. When we remember that
this occurred ill one of the few counties that
gave over eight hundred majority against the
constitutional amendment, we mav well he en-

in

s

A L E

BY

Never-Failing

Cure for Burn?,

Scalds, Bruise^, Cuts, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial, Perry

Davis1 Pain Kiilerstands unrivaled.
It is safe! It acts immediately! It
never fails!
Editor of the St. John (N. B.) News, says:
In Ilesli wounds,acin s. pains. s< p s. etc..
It 13 the rnod effectual P lir (ly \ve know oi.
No famliy should be wLLout a bottle of it

M. G. R.

aget t

Baggage ( hi eked Through.
Boston. Also agent lor

No

selling

R.,

via

all

Transler Change

infnnuati'ni promptly answered if
-.>11)14

CROWLEY. Agt. M. C. R. R.

BRADLEY'S

for

a

single

hour.

like

couraged.”

[he

magic.

Courier-Journal
A- a statement which sets at defiance
every
tact to which it relates, the above cannot lie
collided. The truth is what the C. J.
regards
as protected
goods are little higher now than
'wo years ago.
The cost of living lias been
enhanced because of the general short
crops of
ls.1. Bread, meat, all vegetables and fruits
an
from 30 to oil per cent,
while
the
higher
prices oj cotton and woo] goods, iron, salt, etc.,
are von
little higher than last vear. Adroit
faisitication may hold a cause for a time, but
palpable reckless falsehood cannot. [Boston
Journal.

J. W. Dee says:
For scalds and burrs it has no equal.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER is not
untried remedy.
Lor forty years
it hasbeeu in constant use-!; ami those who
have used it the longest o-.e its b> -t friends.
Its success is
re';; because of its merit.
Since the Pain Killer was lirst introduced,
hundreds of new medicines ha\ e come and
gone, while to-day this nu'dicinc is more
extensively used and more highly valued
than err before. Every family should have
a bottle ready fnrvsr. Much
pain ami heavy
doctors* hills inay often l,e saved by prompt
application of the Pain Killer. I'nl ike most
medicines, it is 7.erfrethj safe even in the hands
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
will prove its value. Your druggist has it
at 25c., i>Oc. and & 1.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS &. SON. Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
a now

lyr*25

THE

Great

LIQUID

food
FOR

BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.

ITA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDTRICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
ALCOHOLIC DRINK.3 Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as

POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

it docs not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
contrary, it furnishes just that which is
essary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
rifles the heart’s blood, and
only the best flesh, bone and
It works wonders, curing
and GENERAL DEBILITY,
DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNI A,
a healthy action of the Inver and
fortifying the system against the
c influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE EEMALE8, NURSINGMOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to tliia healthful blood
and nerve food tonic.; grFor sale by all
Druggists. $1.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New' York City.
as

iyr*>eow

j

IRON FRONT STORE. MSIN ST„
II

An Ex< i i'hinci.y JIandsomi: ( hai-t. Sch.
Fannie A. Spurliug, of Portland, Sir., put into
this port on Friday last and attracted much at-

i(111. Siie i> a tine craft with
overhanging
stern, more resembling a yacht both in bull and
rig. 'ban a lisliing vessel. She is built of white
adi ; and check knees,
heavy trail boards and
tasbiiin pieces have been done awav
with, and
while built \ erv strong in
every particular is
very graceful in her finish. She was built by
fieorge Christenson, of Kennebunk. ile., is Nil
tons, and was modelled by
Joseph H. Dyer, of
Porlland. who carried out several ideas of her
A.
M
owner,
Smith, of Portland. She is commanded by ('apt. I! II.
Spurling, and presented
a hands,ime
appearance as she sailed out of tile
harbor Saturday, with all her canvas set.
[Cape
Ann Advertiser.
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one

of

tile I. A IK iKsT ami 151>'l

VARIETIES^:
5SPLENDIDytmr
CHOICE 4)
all labeled,

II

"

The Best Fertilizer In Use.

prohibition of the Chinese.154 kis
Against prohibition.
ssa
.Non-committal—not voting. 5.SH1
Prohibition majority over all.147,S74
of more than 160,000 votes cast at that
election, only the insignificant handful of HS3
were east in favor of Chinese
immigration into
that State. Such are the views and
feelings of
the whole mass of the
of
people
California, irrespective of party, after thirty years’trial of
tnc benefits of Chinese civilization,
habits, and
• nit

cheap labor.

(Detn.)

CA S

rite L-wi-ton oniit'ot, at |;.» klan 1 ailii Boston
I; nv1 r si,■
;... ;
j;.:
v or i.tndiiii:
'cry >ahirdv. an.mini-.
F. < I > J11 N
M-.nag« r
v.Lu. I,. PAY, rem ral
i<*kor \ _r- ;. Portland
Poi" land, April ", l""i.
in
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WE GIVE AWAYlJoATins

BOSTON
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CO

OHire, 24 and *2n Oliver street, lb*-t
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STAR
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FA3JW FOR SALE.

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perm a

M Kent cure.

Atm-

dBiliousness,

subscriber offers hi- :arm,
situated on east side of Bog Mill,
in Searsport, and known as the
The

n

f;;

I
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p
1

n

o

Ml

oiti.i ui

rn ah nv.
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1
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Pill
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Dyspepsia, 1=1

jpj indigestion, Diseases of If
fej the Kidneys, Torpid Liver If

Wli.soN Com ok I > I v B M, for sale.
1
Said farm eon tain-about t! Tty aereof land, hou-e ami ell, a fair sized barn, eat riage
house, wood shed, blacksmith’s shop ami a -tomshed. A good < ill VNITK CM A BUY oil the
line, al->
a small orchard of good apple trees now in I.ruling condition. Price. Nine IM m>ki;i> D-u \k-.
Cash Down, or one thousand dollar- one-half
down, and the balance in yearly payment-, with -e
eurity ('ii the plan. For further' pa it iela r- ei,.
.piire of Albion Colcokh, or Mr. cn man sm vk
now upon the place.
17tf
OLIYKK P CLARK.

it i r

-1

Clarke's

PUB !IITEi|
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nil
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a ami In.
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it.
I Female-, ( 'illusion of lira-, I..-’>.-Mini Pow.-r, Am.. n-mlerin.tr mar
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Oh, H£NRV BAXTER’S

’

A Y K R

S

SARSAPARILLA,

Rheumatism, Dizziness, $

®*'Gick Headache, Loss oi%
Appetite, Jaundice, Ap

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD,

■

I )ii'

>.?i,i, aanl

<•

:•!

m t.i

'•

all

MaU'lrakv,

aa

If’

AND

MADE TO OKI >KK.

Now all we a-k is for customers to give us a rail
and look over our extensive .-tock and get prices,
feeling assured that if they do we -hall get our
share of the tradi.
if.'i’Do not feel afraid that you will < trend u.- if
you do not purchase.

THROAT, LIINGS ANB OREST,
including'

COKSO

J. G,

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:

R17 AI17M1H7R,
W1717 K s. try
*t

Ih

ca

New

lyreowK

Ed. K. COLBY,

IMPERISHABLE

Kespectlully informs the public that having
cured the large and desirable si.ire,

PERFUME.

—HW

& Lanman’s

No. 20
it

Best for TOILET, BATH

*»*■

High Street,

formerly occupied liy Andrews Bros.,

he has

laid

IXCLlIUNdi

CHAMBER SETS

Cml 1

IN WALNUT AND PINE,

SOFAS.

Lumber of ull kinds
on

Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Planks, Boards,
Laths, Shingles, Clapboards, and Pickets.
Frames & Dimension Stuff of all kinds

Cut to order at short notice and I.owi

sr

UNDERTAKING

i*uiri-:s.

Attended to promptly. The trimming and sale of
Caskets made a .specialty. Call on me. Prices
reasonable.
litl'

Doors, Sash, Window Frames, Window
Screens, Gutters, Conductors and
Mouldings of Every Description
on

hand

or

Remember the Rlaee !

made to order.

No. 20 High St.,

BROWNVILLE ROOFING SLATE,
ROOFING PAPER AND RIDGE
Furnished and laid hy the square

IRONS
or

S.

MAINE.

day.

K

51 Etl.

CITY LAST WEEK, A POCKET BOOK
a sum of money and some
papers
owner can have the same by proving
piopertv
THIS

IN containing
The

CYPHERS.

Superphosphate,
f<Hi

>

\i.k in

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.

American Hotel.
Ha\ing been unexpectedly called upon
to take charge of the above hotel, I
hope
NMth the assistance of MR.
EDWARDS, the
•."inter clerk, t<* maintain the good reputalion hen totore

formed bv the late landl"id, MR. WILL R. HOLMES, who has taken
up his
residence m Rockland.
II. \. LANCASTER,
*>rI 1
American Hotel, Belfast, Me.

!

n AI.cn EMERY
-jV^R.admitted
member of
a

Continue under tile

has this,lay been
our (irm, which will

style as heretofore
SWAN ,t SIBLEY BROS.
Belfast, May 1,1882.—tlwls
same

i'iiils: Ke-t
■

IKevei

H EIH-; A''

my minor daughter, GEORGIE F.
ROEER.soN, has left my house without
iiistiliaine cause and this is to warn all
persons
trom harboring or
trusting her on mv account, as 1
shall pay no bills of lier contracting.*
MARK W. ROLERSON.
\\ aldo, April 21, 1SS2.— 3wl7*
4

THREE HUNDRED VOLUMES
miscellaneous portion
oooDENol Gil'S
I^ROM
BRARY, will he offered
Hanky’s
the

l<>r sale

at <

of

REV.

S.

»>.

store, beginning on Monday. April -M, at trom one quarter to one-naif their
A rare
eost.
opportunity to buv good hooks

(IIKAIKY.

Notice from the

City Sexton.

THIS OCCASION TO NOTIFY MY
Mint I may be found daily at drove
( emetery. where I am prepared to
grade and tlx
in
the
beat
manner all 1ms, or do
up
any work that
may lie required of me. The eitv sexton is the
proper party to consult in such matters. Orders
may be lelt at my stable mi Washington street.
HKNRY IIPXBAU, City Sexton.
Belfast, May 4. 1SS2.—IStf
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A Pure Family Medicine that Never Intoxicates
IF you are a mechanic
with
former, w* •. r.
-nenv irk, ora mother run dim a 1 v ('.
'yi 1,
hold duties,try Pakkeu’s Ginger 1
If you are a lawyer, minister or business m
exhausted by mental strain or anxious cap s d >
t

IN

lake

<:•

!'

for Sullivan's

*1

r-

/

,■

mi

Imam

,n

DIRECTIONS.

Hi. I! iy I
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intoxicating stimulants,

at
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finyrr
!’» iIn

Tareer’s
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one

did Ur

.it a..

*IZP-.

I.m-

particle of the

a

inf.* I In- a.-stri:-

draw

-tmny

r<

a

llirmtyh tin m-c
It
will Seah-orhed,. ’.- a.
-iny and

Imal:

di<ea-lu

I f you
a
■
wasting away from age. d
maia:.:
any diseaseor weakness and require a
Ginger Tonic at once ; it will in vigor.
a- d i uid
you up from the first dose but wiil neve; is t »:: v.m
It has saved hundreds of lives it u
rave yours.
HISCOX A or. KG \v:!:i!;, St
v
New \
nrd

■

A

\ tail- ;rial

v.

:l!

tin*
ae

m

For Deafness,
ppls a | .rtiele till*

;;

hay-fever:

yis-ime the ui*.-t -k<

:i

an

a,

ELYS’ CREAM BALM

GREAT SAVING BUYING I>( I.I.AR SI7E.
----

lyi'K

Ktl*-* mails
It an-t- lie na-ai p:iSMi.yet atarrhai
viri,-. casi-in.- healths
iwti■ -n-. allay- inllanuna
ti'-.n, ami irritation, nmtrrt- the lin-niHranal lininy■1 tin- head t'r-'in addU!'»nal ‘•'II--. eiimplett Is health-.
.and iv-i..r
ihe
-n-e «d t.a-ti amlMm-i!.
Uenelicia! m-nlts ar. r- ali/ed !•>
less- ;ip).ii<•
turn-.
\
aal) treatment as • lir* t. 1 \\;! 1
im
< al l\- a hoii>eln>id reineds
p-r e.-i-l in rhe
head and
uille- it i- unequalled. Tid- llaini i>,,|,| p- .ir■:>t- a! :.e
ea-y t•. me ami ayri
eeni-.
On ree. ipi ot an eent> ssill mail a paekayi
^eml t.»r eireular ss i; a i'ud inl-.rinatioi,.
lse- ss.;
>

Ir.sane Persons Restored!
'OR. KLINE’S GREAT
Nerve Restorer
/ 'r all Ur a in A N erv k Diseases. 0/ 7// sure
cure for Fits, Fpi lopsn and Xtrve
I
Ajf> ctinn.t.
Infallible if taken us direc 'd. ,V. Fits after
\first day's use. Treatise ami §2 trial bottle free to
Fitpatents,they payingexpr-ssu-;**. Send ranu*

I

id.'k

HIH

t

i;K \M

I? M.M

( O

Osse.o. \

Y.

HI
TIIK BKI.FAST DllttiM.STS,
anil b} Wholesale Dru^^ists m ui rails.

P. O. and express a-ldr-— t> I)R. KLINE. .*1
Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa. Fee ['riucipal druggists.

MU

S500 Reward !

THOMAS S. RICH & CO

W 1
sill pas' the above resvard for any e.i.-i
\
I.is t*r t oniplaim. 1> -peimia, "irk lleada* a
IndP
-t i"ii. ( on-li)iaf n>n ort
>>[ is ene» w eaun«
;n
s\ i!h WY,ik
_\ *■ y« : d»le l.is er ri!!-. ss hen tin* dim
t ions am >triel Is eoir plied sv ifli.
Tin s ;:re pur< i
\ eyetahle, an*I never tail to _• is e .-nti-fa<M i. *n. >im
t o.ited.
La rye !'o\e-,.''.t:t:tir;iny:{uI'ills,j'.(.nlL’or -ale !*y aII Drayy'-j
Hess are of •-mnf.-rf.im
and imitaiions.
-linin' maiiuf.-nf uia--; onlv
lie
\\ 1>T \ tom riu lb i Mak.
|-1
l»y .U ills
t hi* -iy >.
and 1 d \\ M;i ;:
11 >i
Lre : ri 11 pa. k
a re sent 1*\ mai: pr- paid
r'ic. ipi •*!
a
'tam}». '- 'hi bs K.II. Mooio.
lsemvll
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Commission

SVlerchanis,

\o. 118 South Market Street,

References, by permission.
Silas Pkiiu k .A Co.,
Isaac Riyii & Co.,

Boston.!
lyf,*
Po-tou.

I
j

*■

JOEL KNIGHT & CO.,
Commission Merchants
BROKERS,

Ini':

9 Mt rchants Row, Room 4, Up Stairs, BosDeoil
ton, Mass.

savings rank, of soar»|H>rt, in
the County of Wulilo, wives notice that .Mil.
TON KNEKI.ANT), formerly of Searsport, in said
County of Waldo, now of Presque Isle, in the
County of Aroostook, bv bis deed dated the eighth
day of November, A. 1). IST'd, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds in Book is*',, Page 314, conveyed in mortgage to said Bank and assign,-, a certain lot or parcel of land, with the building- thereon, situated in Searsport aforesaid, and hounded
and described as follows, viz: Bounded on the
south by Park street, on the ca-t by land of K. B.
Sheldon; on the north by the Methodist parsonage
lot, so-called, and on the west by land of Emil\ II.

ii in i * upktii k

Searsport

same

premises conveyed

to

said Kneeland by Jane B. Havner, by her deed of
warranty dated the fourth day of May, A. D. 1ST'!,
and recorded in .-aid Registry of Deeds, Book isl,
Page a, reference to said deeds to be had. The conditions of said mortgage being broken, the said
Bank doth hereby, by reason of such breach, claim
to foreclose said mortgage.
Searsport, April 21), ISS2.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
hvls
By its Treasurer, ciias. F. lion don.

Color, First Qualify.
FRED ATWOOD. Wlnterport, Me.

LOS' MANHOOD RESTORED.
'■ >..'; 1111 u I
iui]>ru.ln,.vu>j1 ’x",,ni;
N.-rv,'u» H. I.ilitj, I__ Mx.iiIi.'hmI, h,-.

\

i.'I in.

i■

TKADE MAR?

Foreclosure Notice.
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STARTLING
DISCOVERY !
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If you have Dyspepsia. Rheumati
Kidney or
ed urn .iiiv
Urinary Complaints, or if you are to
disorder of the lungs, stomacn. howeis. humd or nerve*
you can be cured by Parker’s G.nger 1 :

(1 ntr-.li.i tion by Thog. Power OT'onnor, M. P.)
tell), nb’ ;he peopb- art* p«->r.r an I
r■
■.} v
-rf
r.ri-.l.igl ami t.unines occur It sh- »s !•••.' tin- !.m I
<.ate..l, .uni the manufactorii-; ru tr. •.*<!. it I
nbe t!
1
and :h*» < .--r5;.a.
{Jii
Leigue. the I aul A
Price only $g.PO p<-r < .-.py.
gi «1 M,i] in (V.'.r
S be
Send ftOctN. f«»r full <ni
am
e
or
or..
lar full parti ul.irs, a-ldre-s
J. C. MoCrRDV A to., Phlludelphltt. Pu.
14\vU
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Ginger Tonic.
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I'LllFt.-hs,
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internal
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i’racliral and Vnaijlirai (litml't.

110 South Market St., BostGii, Mass.
Shipments paid for soon as sold. \ny information given as to markets, Ac.
ilm.T*
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DR, J

Onions, Apples, Beans, Butter,
Cheese, F.ggs Poultry, Oaine, Salmon, Fresh
Water Fish of all Kinds. Ae. \l! Kinds
Barrel Heading.

Agents Wanted
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Hay. Potatoes

CAUTION NOTICE.
T
\\
>>

balsam.]

hair

those

••!

a 1: 11

>'

Jnil t*

fho subscriber announces that In* has
iea-ed the New England House, in this
«
it}, ami will take charge of tin* same on
m ri IIIM1. IIEi
31. The house
will be thoroughly renovated and
put in
tirst class condition. Special attention will he
given
to pe• *ple attending the s. J. Court.
Further particulars will he announced hen after.
( HA'S. JI. CROSBY.
Belfast, Dec. 20, i^si. 2tf

Impure of
A. d. COOK, Belfast Shoe
Factory
April 24, 1882.—iiwlT

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

[PARKER'S

JOHN ATWOOD & CO.,
Produce Commissiois Kereliauls,
X N I»

■

'i'1!1!'''

star

FRANK R GRAY, Foot of Main St..
BKLUST,
ir.tf
MAINE.

and paying charges.

NOTICE.

Wh

STOPPED
FREE
Mansions

El

FOUND.

.Searsport, May I. 1*S2.—limls

PERSONS who Ho not wish tlu ir property
advertised fur Issl taxes will please call ami
settle before the lMh ila) of
May. as after that time
I shall proceed according to
law, without respect of
persons.
F. A. CARLE. Collector.
Belfast, May 1,1882.—2wl8*

11 1 12 < 81
April 27, 1SS-2.-17

X L

Opposite Phoenix Row,

BELFAST,

HOWARD,

whirii

fllVt-fi.

~.

•: tHr skin
tin- appearance
iu;un't that should in- expelh-d
Interna! dmai.yrnient-am the

ho-e -11i
\ii-

The.JmllN PHILBRODlv (arm in
Fast Knox.
Fmpiire of
W. K. M()Rls< >\, lb ifa-t, Me.

BRADLEY’S

MIRRORS, LOUNGES.

etc., of the latest designs and improved stvles.
Having purchased this stock for cash, at a great
reduction on old prices, I can give extra bargains.
Being an experienced Cabinet Maker 1 am prepared to do repairing and manufacturing at short
notice.

hand and for sale

T.

.1 EW i; I T ha\ ing disposed of the milking
•
-labli-hineiit on hi- farm, will endeavor t<>
make it lor the intrust of litigating parties and
their eoun.-el t*» call on him for professional aid instead of “"ilia'
al of the eoimi\ for it, as he w ill
now give hi- time to hi
prole- ion, and the service
"t hi- clients, who will find him in his oitiee
daily
from
m. to 12 at noon, and from 2 to f> i». M, and
at his house at al! other hour- of the day ready to
attend to clients. The Waldo 15ar embodies all the
legal talent required to try both sides of any ease in
court, and need not submit t>> the mortification of
for professional assistgoing out of the
ance.
A. G. JEWETT.
Feb. 11. l»’S2.—»',ni>

(HAIRS, CASK RTS.

FOR SALE AT SEARSPORT.

IV1-111

IoFFLR

Shop!

Manufacturer of and dealer in
MOM MI NTS, TAHLKTS, LKAYKSTONKS
AM) MAI1RLK MIKLYKS,
"t the lu st
Italian and Amerh an Mar
hiVases, Bouquets and usual variety
wmi. "M hand, at the very lowest prires.

renovated and tilled with a XKW and
KKEsil STOCK of

FURNITURE!

and HANDKERCHIEF.

shall keep constantly

fora F17W

LAW NOTICE.

generally.

TX5E

Marble
W.

NEW

the wrapper.

I w

TWO GOOD II<>( >L>
for sale in Itm k-port \ ill.age,
or
either
both on easy term-, or
will exchange for we-tt rn land .and
\ddre-- Mr.
pay difference if any
s. P. Kali.. Bmksport. <v the subscriber at IC-w
.J*»11N W i-.\T\Y< HITII.
anee, Illinois.
March la, iss*2.—3ini;;

In l.atigicorthi/ Huitiling.

1st,

Cents and 81.00 a Dottl
Prepared by SETII W. TOWLE & SON'S, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers

Murray

only

a

"t

1

*1.

■

••ryan. .>:•

SKARSMONT \ 11.1. \ ‘, I!,
containing about no acre- <>f land,
well divided ill tillage and pasturage, well watered, 1
story hou-e
;hlv linished, fruit tree-, Ac'
DAVID B. C<‘BB.

Farm for Sole.

not

is

signature of “I. BUTTS

thi' niVer is

GEO. A. QUIMBY.
lfa-t. Mareli 2ti, 1»2. -]:!ti

IVIt.i-t, April li, !—:im14

DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHEF.BY

ALL

applieation.

Thompson & Son.

dry up a rough, and leave the cause
the case with most preparation ! a*
behind,
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and
allays irritation,
thus removing the cause f complaint."
DO NOT BE DECEIVED 1
y articl .Km
ing similar names. lie sure v n get

E.

pay an I7XTRA l*R 1CI-; f««r all work done for me.
k \ PhRIKNA 171) HANDS, whether OLD rustonn
; N17W, ran he accommodated with work on

:

mm,

nujn.'.ii":;

I*

Real Estate for Sde.
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I.rupti'*:.'
I-"1 ~,;t’fa

l will for the

FEW

in.
aii1'

It pm. i ;i•
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m !hr-p m, that
pury«-.- nut tne lurkpiy immoi
undermine la ait
ind stile in!.* : t*.»* > i --..me i;
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I'lvvalent ara!

FARM FOR SALE
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^.ual cura
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up the si; A SOWS WORK

p..--ii)k*,

so<m

DEXT

on

and

50

riu-i*

ci

in

ilia, I'

mil'll

Will be sold at a bargain, a ni«■»
cottage house 11 Ran* M., known
its the ML VDLB hou-e. containing
seven rooms, well built ami only
•three years old. The lot contains
one fourth of an acre of lam;
The
ation i- one
of the best ill the city, overlooking the I ..a and on! v
ten minutes walk from the po-t-oilirc.
In.piire ,-i
d. I". W IL>» >N.
Belfast, April 27. ls-2.—17
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Dealers sell it because they e.uii buy it clu*ap, and
do not expect the cheat to be di-e.e. ered.
You should insist up.m ha\ ing HOLYOKE THBKA1).
r I. an t
every Spool of which is warranted thr.
to contain *200 yards.
It is cheaper for you at three cent- a -pool than
most makes are at two cent-.
See that a poorer article, on n .-t
\\ t»i• h iI>.manufacturers are, properly ashaim-d to n tli \ their
names, is not imposed on you instead of it. from
interested motives.
lljwl.".
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kh *: zh
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Ptils.
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ail urinary aiVeetioi,- -in; rl
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Ii1 harm
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t; m
urine from \vhate\er e.ai s<* irhi11•
1.
whether of recent < r Ion# -lamiintr.
the*
n.y •«,!' mm.
Pi l‘f AO p-P f»o\
1
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fi fi<t* -'ii receipt of pri-m.
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hiy, irmpient

Clarke's

I"Q

Are
on aw an*
nut nc-t <u
I.MUI E.O the hm -prim d SPOOL C OTTON
i- either short in length, or only two .-nrd. ami
possibly both?
Much that Is labelled *2(Ml yards does not contain

'.,-n

Prim

'layot

>

(.ormrrhea

for

im ilmilm

an

weakims-of Mie lM'lm :
j
i •!»•!•.
\ p ii'-k ami ••••mplete
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Dr.
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S> philitie
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There

»ran> Blood Disorder.

>

I

H.DFli.Ae.
Mris-achu.-eits

%

ttlier -ia_re, ulmt'n
ry
teitiary, .;
I
-lin e’ion- are f..|!..\\

I

MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.

___

f

I"

j

Van-

I 111 1 s

Charitable Mechanic’.- \s-o< iatioii in 1
I

Dr.

p

srun iu:hi;dv at last,

Hi gfcoifl

larke’s

<

SEABURY & JOHNSON,
York
MhUiifadtiiriDg Chrmibts. N

BRAND”

HKI) LEAD AND I.ITH Ylil.i:.

LEAD

<

s

j/D

Will positively cure where other
remedies will not even relieve
Price 25 cents.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.

WM.J. BRIDF.Tveas.

LEAD

I
Pills.

Porous Piasters

THE DSNCEE <?i COMARD GO.

SAMUEL LITTLE. Pres.

|

IVrlodieal

Arc the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.

tn

Kaiietirowcrs,

Clarke’s

Benson s Capclne

l>0-t'l’aUnoalli,ou,t>

..

Keiiowe all'li-ea-c-of women peculiar
t" the appt ar.iii'r ami ers.-asiot of the
uiyii-e-. uteri ny ii-turbame-, |.irpi«lu
•1! I ii net a nis, with leuet >rrhiea ,iii 'iii'Mei'
rim I. ami liy .-term, also in in.-iaaem .im
ami «Giurmental 'leramrement- AO e l
pr-mpr relief to iii.•-fij-i:-.
in- 'town pains >o peculiar to u omen.
Pina- $•> p- r !>o\
>ent free bv nmi!
.•
!■
I >r. ( I irk« M.mumi|.Ip:; e.
< ‘ompany.
w
Vm-k < ity.

!j

Dr.

1

UOn44SiI\l>

ID

^

See that the word
ing
C-A P C I N-E is correctly spelled.

more Bosch than most establishm< tits grow. at..i art
t
only concern making a slM.CI \l, Ilu-ines:-,
of K >ses. Over AO Larue Hnn-es for Hoses ::T >i*e.
Our New Kiiide, a completf Treatts. i— eta ff” f1
On the A''».ve,70 pp,elet/antly ilhut rat a l,at nt f0
Sm

PICTURE FRAMES ON HAND

Every affection of the

as

N "l'dri- b

Roods,

*»y nearly every boat

Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,

It does

COFFIMS, I

Ti'hnmiity

hami, and receiving: Nh\V supplies
from the be.-t mu.'iufactuivrin Ito-ton and New York, and havimr one of the
lira: in the latter city to buy and keep ported on
style- and prices; and also having; bad .>\er th:rt\
year- experience in buying' and handling the above
goods, we feel confident that we can meet the market, sell as low, deal as fairly, and give as much for
the money as any other linn.’
constantly

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Croup,

KET,

Rohes <(•

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

TAX

[Atlanta

Str

if; j

100

VEST MAKERS!

-ALSO-

position!”

It the Democratic
party is to centre around
l.anium and Roseerans, some one
may as well
advertise for a funeral oration, with a brass
band accompaniment.
Constitution

ton.

AT

Patent Hoof Hrackets to Let.

Has .John obtained a situation vet?” asked an
old gentleman of bis
daughter—John being her
betrothed lover. ‘•Obtained a situation ! Wbv
bow disgusting! No: but lie lias
accepted a

u

1

CO.,

AGENTS.

I

Por

lS:

R
a

o *

HAS
1»i
kin<Master, will leave
uarf, Portland, evorv Frida) evening,
ILiPi'oaij
at 11.13 o’clock, or "i arrival -i Pullman train
from I»o-1o11, for Ib.okland, < Him-, In-or Isle.
>o igvv a-K.
\\o•! Harbor, Bar llarhor. Mt. I>o«
Milll-r -ig* -Pun port and M mniasport
\|sol<-a\. I'ort land ev .a •. Tuesday evening -am
linn*, for Mi 111. rid go, touching at intermediate 'and
ings.
Returning, will leavo Maohiasp .rt evorv Monda)
i Mi ibn
,--r.
morning, at !.:{() o'clock.
Monday and Thursday at s \, m.. tom-t-ing at \>
t- rniodiato lamliims, arliv
iug m Portland sameevo
ning. o<>niiicling w ilh Pullman ni_rlit train a

ejr-Au.

—

>

S. A. HOWES &

11■ 111

"lien tlie new Constitution of California was
submitted to the people for adoption, in
April.
PC!1, only three years ago, a proposition to
prohibit Chinese immigration was
separate"- submitted, with this result:

Commencing April li, 1882•
The si. amor I. fr; \\ a * ■
xTT

■

MAINE.

of

with the

\\ orkingmen, now
clamoring for an advance in
tiieir \\sg<- heeau.-c their expense- are
greater,
have
protective tariff of tile barons to blame for
doubling the cost of more than half the necessaries of life.
It i- to tlie workingmen’s one interest
F';|t Huy should vote for
Congressmen pledged to
c ure
a reduction of tariff duties.
[Louisville

«

names.

ini nil r's Instirfinrc Com jut lit/,
$•1,000 mill $13.00 per neck for 23c. per day.

F. F.

BELFAST,

■

From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have see o i! s magic effects. and know
lr to be a good artlcl* ■.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish Frussia:
Alter long years of use, I am satisfied It
is positively efficient as a healing remedy
f <r wounds, bruises, and sprains.
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., sayr.
It isapanacr a for all bruises and burns.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave me immediate relief.
R. Lewis says:
In fort> years' us-' it m ver has failed me.
W. W. Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says:
1 use your Pun Kii.t.er frequently. It!
rr ie ccs pa I a a nd sore ness, and heals wounds

Bo-ton.£;j.oo
Lowell.. ;{.■>(>

'*

HAVE BEEN IMITATED,
And their excellent reputation injure cl by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar sound-

■

in Belfast
routes.

onh

1 etti r- asking
.ci livs.e.l

1 y i-7

at|d

A

Fare to

Fyour.sion Tick* ts.good for :;<> day to Boston and return.
r».oo
.MS. LITTLKKIKLIL Supt., Boston, Mass.
IL
LANK,
Agent,
Belfast.
;
Belfa-t, April 14, l>SJ.—p;

Sjtrhifj ./ rranyemenf.

BENSON’S
OAPCINE
PIASTERS

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO
41 Ann St.. New York. V 1. ; f >-i.( >m<Ii..x. 450.

over

SOUTH!

AND

Crowley, Agt.

is

17

PARTS (>K THE

TO A I I.

WEST

Marking done

tod limit<-<! Itr.t-riiiss tickets to Boston anti rcturn, uo.nl for 13 days trout date of salt', $0.00.
Second-class tickets oneway $1.00

in the strife
wish to he no more.
on the shore
little life.
[Hyron.

piefv

I’iokot
sold on each steamer for Portland, Low
ll. New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore.
Washing
b'O, and all \A estori :uv.! ouliiwo-iern Point-, and
Baggage chocked through. Freight taken as usual.

Fraud

Seminal Weakness, Involuntar\ '•mi
Losses, Imrotencv, Mental and Uhv.-ieal Incapacity, impediments t<> Marriage, etc.: also, <>nst'motion, Eitlersv and Errs, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, A-c.
The celebrated author, in this admirable E->,a\,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ sm- a
fill practice,that tlie alarming consiijucnocs of s«*lt
abuse may be radically cured ; pointing out a mode
of cure at mice simple, certain, and riled no I, n\
means of which every sufferer, no matter what hi'condition may be, may cure himself eheapi\. pri
vately, and radically.
gjpThls Lecture should lie in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
scut under seal, in a plain envelope, to au\ ad
dre.-s, post paid, on receipt <•! -i\ rents or t\\ o'po-t
\
age stamps. Address

toruhlEA or

OF

Libraries Rebound and Repaired.
short notice.

KOR,

Eight Thousand IVH

..

night.

■'imio

Q F

published, a new edition of Dr. ( ulvcrncllN
Celebrated Essay on the radical cure of mlkma-

Harpers Bros. Publications. SeribnerS Monthly
and all Periodicals published bound cheap.

H. H. Johnson 6c Co,

a

I: is uianitest that the life of
charity toward
the neighbor, whirl) consists in
doing what is
and
in
all our dealings and occupa.im!
right
tion-, lead-to heaven; but not a life of
without charity.
[Swedenborg.

>

valuable

very

DF.KDS,
Belia-t, April -J~>, 1S8-2.
This i- to certify that I have employed H. H.
< oltHi
1 to mamifaeture various blankbook.- for
ltd..- odi' e that have given ... -ali.-faethm, and can

Just received, and at LOW
PRICES.
i,

0(1 I'. M.
Belfast every Monday, Wkdnksdw,
nd Sati ki>a\ at
50 i’ M.
FdK I'oim I a n d —I*a-- ng» r- and
freight will bo
forwarded to Portland by ••onneeting at Koekland
with steamer Levvi-ton.
Passengers leaving Bob
1a-l Monday and Thursdav, arrivi in Portland

it

t

PKltE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 (Vnt«.
FOSTER, M1LBURN & CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
SOLI) INgBELFAST BV K. II. MOODY.
lyif.wC

at

a

Leaving

Tm;ksday

■

HEALTH I La EVKU-ISLOOAIING

bookbinder of long years experienee (and former!'. with the late II. «J. <>. Washburn, of this
<it\.
1 am now belter prepared than ever to bind
books in all the LATEST sTY LES.

* vij
-inningagainst
hi- "" ii soul. Am other issue i- doubtful: the
evil licet upon himself is certain.
[Southey.

Ii

KliIDA

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Turners,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. !»*•• t:<: in eleven languag
A Mtirse f Burd»< k BI. d Bitter* will satisfy the
t

THE DINGEE & CONAKD CO S

re-onrnenii all having -itch work t" trv him.
•* A MIS BATTLE'. Register.

V isdotn is the right use or exercise of knowrldgy. and differs from knowledge as the use
which is made m a power or faculty
difl'ejrs
from the power or facility itself.
[Fleming.
no

i lOLBTBIPfi PKK WKKK, leaving Lincoln W liar I
Boston, own .Monday, Ti kskay, I'm ksday and

HOUSE FOR SALE.

md takes men's hearty desires and will, inad of the del d. win n they have not
power |to
tulli: it: but IP never took the hare deed instead of tin- will.
Haxter.
[1!.

■■

j

more

Boston, October 1'.*, 1870.
It. H. Ei>i>y, Esq.—Dear Mr: You
for
.since then you impme, in 1840, my first patent
acted for and advised me in hundreds of eases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, blit 1 -till
give you almost the whole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to employ you.
Yours truly,
GEORGE DRAPER.

a

oi

-1 N-

CAMBRIDGE,
(apt. Otis Ingraham,

I ti* lit It

s'

■

a

EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

BlenK B oL of all Kinds Made to Order,
PUKE
TESTIMONIAL.

Style

m eek.

mmnu), April li, isvj, Hill make

"inmninnK

trustperson
worthy or more capable of securing for them an
and
favorable
consideration at the Patent Ofearly

<

Bingham, >« nier-t
o.t Me.
!;<rk .Iohii<on*s Indian Blood

kataudin,

( apt. Hm. It. Hoi\.

17 \v >

B1R. PHInEAS

are

opening,

:

Cli AS. M ASON,
Commissioner of Patents,

it another year.

-reared iho

<>Tl< K
Mawnjx
-er\ ire.- of

now,

GOODS

Titipsipep

TESTIMONIALS.

Bring in Your Books at Once,

closest

counters

at

roc n

regard Mr. Eddy as oneof the most capable and
successful practitioners witli whom 1 have had of I

BOOK-BINDING!
—

our

Bangor'& Boston,

Hampden, Wlnterport, Bucksport,
Searsport, Belfast, Camden and Rockland.

F. F.

watch of
while

Touching

‘‘I

SEWELL A. BLACK. Belfast,

Baltimore, Md,

•Music > the art of the prophets, the
only art
that can calm the agitations of the soul. lt:is
one ol the most
magnificent and delightful present-* Hod lias givi'ii us.
[Luther.

GRAY,

MAINE,
We have u.-rd I In- f'.-u-ilie liuano l>y the side of a
well-kipovn sii|k r; hnsph.dt and were, highly pleas-

some

those who

Beware
of
imitations.
Ask for Brown's Iron Bi rters, and insist on hat ing
it.
Don't be imposed on
with
something recommended as “just as good."
The genuine is made only
by the Brown Chemical Co.

discovery

<

disease be

can

Hosiery.

Between

No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in the United States; also in Great
Britain* France and other foreign countries. Copies
of the clatpis of any Patent furnished by
remitting
one dollap;
Assignments recorded at Washington.
No Agency in the. United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
R. H. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents. !

Just

around, for there will be sufficient, such as they are, but

excellent results.

I'll** mint! "f tin1 -eliolar. if you would have
it largi and liberal, must eoine in contact with
other minds.
[Longfellow.
w

tiwis

Bangor

STEAMSHIP CO.

R. H. EDDY,

instances goods hardCUNNINGHAM,Northport.
ly reach the counters before SAMUEL S. LANE.
they are sold, cases of this
kind happening every day. We EMULUSA HILLS. Lincolnville.
Hellast, April in. lss-2.—Saif
would not imply that we shall
not have goods enough to go
in

T take pleasure in
stating that 1 have used
Brown's Iron Bitters for malaria and nervous troubles,
caused by overwork, with

is the only load that is tile
tii*' iii"!'’ lov’ d uni Un-re are to assist in supporting it. [Kichter.

objects

way

Genii ■‘men

[Cowper.

l’lie
tic* ol

no

Choice

such demand

//. K Berlin, Esq., of the
well-known firm of li. S.
Berlin & Co., Attorneys, Le
Droit Building, Washington, D. C, writes, Dec. 5th,
1881 :

l.»y

Poverty

& MORSE.
Maine.
llllnds. Door and Window
Mouldings, al the lowest
of all kinds done at short

searsmont,
Doors, sash,
Frames, Goiters and
prices. Also Jobbing
notice.

ed with

fect condition.
Brown's
Iron Bitters ensures perfect health through the
changing seasons.it disarms
the danger from impure
water and
miasmatic air,
and it prevents Consumption, Kidney and Liver Disease, &c.

He surely is most in want of another's patience who has none of Ids own.
[Lavater.

by

Laces &

so

T:s ever wrong to say
litmuus.

[W.

-•

Goods!

■=

surely prevented as by
keeping the system in per-

Young.

lernai

require')

I
and

New

is given by using Brown’s
Iron
Bitters.
In the
Winter it strengthens and
warms the system; in the
Spring it enriches the blood
and conquers disease; in the
Summer it gives tone to the
nerves and digestive organs;
in the Fall it enables the
system to stand the shock
of sudden changes.

*—

and

and
the

New Life

[I.ucile.

determination.

It stimulau- the I’lyallne In the saliva, which
fnnt! rls Iht
starch and snaar of the fund Into
gliieose. \ dctlclcney in 1‘tyaline causes Hind and
Snurlna III llie Imid In the stomach. It the mctllfltte Is taken iniinedlately alter ratine the Icementation of food Is prevented.
It acts upon the Liver.

Perspiration.

of

Boston and

BROWN

FRANK R.

Who can answer where am road leads to?

lie is

SOLI! MI \« E in;o.

T'lis '/iruji 1‘ussi tises Varied

vein s,

winter, and are made from llrst-rlass stock
The
lot must he closed out within the time staled, as
we intend tn discontinue the ntnniifnrturc of tables. Me otlcr Ihcni at the wholesale prices In
Boston, as follows: s feet Walnut, $$.50 : s feet
Ash, $11.50 til our factory, and 25 cts. per table extra in Belfast, or we will deliver litem In lots of 5
or more within 10 miles of Searsmont for
$s,75
and $11.75 each.
Now Is the time to buy a nice
table, they will never be as low again. Me want
all who read this to remember that these tables
can't be manufactured for the prices to-day. Call
anti see them and send In your orders early before
Ibej are nil gone. Me ti'c the Wellman patent
lent support. ,\n orders promptly attended to.

FOR

What loneliness i' more lunch than distrust!

Ililiousness. Xereoas Debility <(r.

The Best

seven

High St., Belfast.

rPHK SALK OPENS MAY 1th, and continues until
1
.tune 15th, unless the lot Is closed out before,
embracing a large lot of
Walnut «('■ ttilt Extension Tables.
These tables were all manufactured by us the last

N. It.

mother procured I’.ruixx qv Buxn> Brrmts: I
took them as directed, and have felt no pain since
first week after using them, and am now quite
well."
Price £1.00, trial size 10 cents.
F or sale bv
It. II. Moody, Belfast.

Crowned.

Saxe, in the

(Jems

nilBCC=--I 11 K E® %
U U I 1 1_

girl has been at school

a

Are the

the Furniture Rooms of

at

E. H. COLBY, 20

mCREY,

My

month.
golden butter.

our

[Kliof.

■

buyers

SILKS!

Nearly a Miracle.
E. Asenith Hall, Binghamton, V Y., writes
"I
suffered for several months w ill a dull pain through
left lung and shoulders. I lost my spirits, appetite
and color, and could with dilliculty keep up all day.

or

*—

lTIii.DE

Rainy Day.

a

spells vaccinate “vaxinatt." is it the fault
school system, or the girl's system?

ri -a

:£>,&

£3
C3

for

Money

“For six. vear- my daughter was sirk from kidney
and other disorders.
We had used up our savings
on doctors, when our dominie advised us to try
Parker's (linger Toni
Four bottles effected a
cure, ami as a dollar's worth has kept our family
well over a year, we have been able to lav up money
A Poor Man’s Wife.
again for a rainy da\.”

rnaidi n. with a garland on her head.
>at in her bower between two lovers; one
Wore such a wreath as hers: the other none.
But him. in merry wise she garlanded
With that she wore: thou, gayly. took instead
Tie- ,■ I, r's wreath and wore it as her own j
Wle oat both smiled, each deeming she had
-how n
Himself the favorite. Though she nothing said
oncoming this by any spoken word,
let by In-r act. methiuks. the maid preferred
The Inver slit discrowned. A friendly thing
Or w himsieal—no more—the gift she gave
A ipiei n might do as much by any slave).
But lie w hose crown -lie wore w as her heart's

PS

£~ sf

u.

Interesting

very much like an egg;
he is hound to become

of

A

m-+

>

C

to all

hardened.

With biscuit light and tea-pot bright
The storms without may roar and mutter.
But we sit calm at candle light
And revel in the golden butter.

Love
C3
C

C

Du. Ki,ink’s Croat Nerve Itestorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
\ 11 fits stopped
free. Send to Ml Arch street, Philada., Pa. :>ml4

In peaceful days or days of strife,
\\ hen bane or bliss is too. too, utter,
We'll grease the jarring wheels of life
With pretty pats of golden butter.

13
U

charm of Flor

It cost P. T. Burnum $2..">00 for Jumbo's passage
across, hut P. T. will make that up on his rod lemonade the first hot day.

keep

Searsmont, and

JohnsoN
0*

Charm.

distinguishing

Dickey, Brown k Morse,

H H.

,

A delightful fragrance of freshly gathered flow-

l.et oleii and other shams
Slide back into their native gutter.
While dairy maids, as high tide clams.
Are happy in their golden butter.

With
While melts it not within
We'll sing the praise of

Distinguishing

ers

And at our great Centennial rout
A Western woman deftly cut her
t li ar
way to fame, by carving out
A lovely girl in golden butter.

of rain

At the factory of

Ladiesand all sufferers from neuralgia, hysteria,
and kindred complaints, will find without a rival
Brown’s Iron Bitters.

The

Win n miners gathered at the dam,
Above tin mill of John A. Sutter,
lie found his old hydraulic ram
Transformed into a golden butter.

days

When Patrick saw the announcement in a
shop
window, “(treat Slaughter in Clothing,” he stepped
in and inquired for “wan of them kilt suits.”

PATENTS-

Sale!

Special

EXTENSION TABLES,

A cynical Frenchman says women like halls and
assemblies as a hunter likes a place where game
abounds. The wretch!

W hen Jason left the shores of Greece,
Commander of the Argo cutter,
lb went to find the famous fleece
That I’hrixus took from golden butter.

in

Great

lias power to root them out of the system, is
above all price. Such a medicine is Hop Bitters,
and positive proof of this can he found bv one
trial, or by asking your neighbors, who have' been
cured by it.

in the winter morn.
lien buckwheat pancakes smoke and splutter,
Nor on autumnal ears of corn
That bathe themselves in golden butter.
\\

Liver, Kidney and Bright’s Disease.
medicine that destroys the germ or cause of
Disease, Diabetes, Kidney and Liver Complaints,
A

and

When bread goes down and wit goes
’round,
And every palate's in a flutter.
The gastric muse is surely bound
I'n sing the praise of golden butter.
Nut

Money

15Y

imiti n

Till; i.m; v iTRADE
r.NM.isn i;i;mi
i>V•
An untai
inir cure for Sem
inal
Weakness

r.

MARK

Ii:i\ ilixr ti-i.-l in
'I

-ini|.l.-

\..x■ 1
't

t-v.-i-v

kuowti vt-m.-rv, h;i- ,li-

ll-i'uiv,Wliidi lie

fi-ll.'U ii IT i.-r
Iiiitliam st., s. |.

I" In-

al.ii-.

w

ilOi'tiil H!KK

||.

HOVKS

|.1

ivr:i7

GRAVES’ PATEN F

Spermatorrhea.
InipottMiev.aniiall

improve::*

Diseases lhat follow as a st•(juen«-.*
of Self Abuse a
loss «»t M.-nimw

IAKINti,l liivi-r-.i! I i>-i AMIN lAft'HU.
tilde, Pain in tin* Hack, Dimm s>'.>f \ ision, Premature <>M Ai;c, and many other lii-ea-es that haul to
Insanity <w ( onsumption and a Premature < .rave.
lOrKuIl particulars in our pamphlet, which u e
de.-ire to send
fre-; l*\ mail (o every one. if**Tlie
Speeilie Medicine islsohl hv all drujotisls at ,-M per
paekaye, or -i\ packages for
or will he sent free
hy mad on tin receipt of ntouev, hv addivs-iuTHK filt.W MKlHt lNK (0., Bn Halo, N.
\
on account of counterfeits we have
adopted the
Wrapper; the onh genuine. Guarantees
BtrUKt

ut

cure

FERTILIZERS !

ull ami

buy-

H. COOMBS,
•2C>t(‘o\v 1 I

No. lit Main St.,

lu;

for FEUTIEI/.EIis before v.m
l.'lws
f ItF.I)
ATWOOD, Wintorpnrt, Me

sco me

Belfast- Me.

ISAAC HILLS,
SURGEON DENTIST.

issued.

«,)-Sohl in Unifast, by it. H. Moody.

l

R

Belfast, Me.

in

SEAMEN WANTED.

ON

K nrN1 )KK 1) sKAMEN WANTEll IN
land tor roasting.
Apple t«>
Jims >.

li.VNLK'f'T, "'hipping

finekland, Aug ;lo, jssi.--tyi

IK>cK
Agent,

